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c
SECTION

1:

FOR sA1.lPLXNG SNSI?ECTION

INTRODUCTION

This haudbbbk is a guide for the ba~fc
1.1
Purpose.
of sampling inspection.
Its purpose ie three fold:

principles

to describe basic tiainp’libgprocedu~es,
to explain the basic principles tinderl~iag attribute lot
::
sampling inspection
and,
how sampling plans, iacludlbg those estabc. to demonstrate
lished by certain aamplihg atiihdards, handbooks.
and related documents, are used in ars<ving at “appropriate inspection and quality
$..
assurance deciaione.

1

~.

I

1.2 ~.
This handbook may be useful to qurilit~ managers,
englneere, specification, trriters, Inspectors,
and ‘dthers who are
It discusses
some
concerned with earnpling inspection
problems.
of the basic principles of sampling insp.ectfon arid provides the
framework necessary “for proper application
of sampling inspection.
IC is written in three volumes:
MIL-HDBK-53-1
Guide for Attribute Lot Sa~pling Inspection
and MIL-STD-105.
MIL-HDBK-53-2
Guide for Attriiute Continuous
Sampling
Inspection and IIIL-STD-1235
MIL-EDBK-53-3
Guide fur Variablee Lot Sampling Inspection
and MIL-STD-414.
In this volume, Part A deels primarily with general attribute
lot
samplin$ .proceduiea.
Occasional
refeience is made to variables
lot sampling and attiibiite eontiriuous sampling to compare these
Part B is an
procedures with attribute
iot sampling procedures.
extension of Part A, but deals specifically
with attribute 10t.
sampling plans as Bet forth iu MIL-STD-105.
A reading list
18
furnishad in Appendix A, and mathematical
formulas and curves
relating to attribute
lot sampling are presented ih Appendix B
and Appendix C.
This handbook hae been Specifically
pr@pare#
1.3
Application.
for use by inspection
peraonrkl
reapnnsible
for tnapeitlon
dectsions of an opera,tlonal nattire. It may be used as a guide
in establishing
procedure6
for determiu%ng
conformance
of operaquality standards.
tions, data, tnventnry contro~, etc., to ptesckibed

I

Portions of thiahandbook+ere
+@print@d,with
per1.4
Credita.
mission from (U.S. copyrighted)
Iiiternatlondl Oigtitilzation for
Standardfzati9n
Standard 1S0 2859-1974/Addendum
1 (1977)s (See

I
I

c
1
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The se,ctians or paragraph&
which. are taken i.n Part Or
Appendix A].
3.2,
13,
18 (except 18.1), 21, 22,
whole from the ISO Standard are:
23, 24.3, 25, 26 (except 26.5), 27 (except 27.2d), 28 (except 28.5),
29, 30, 31.1, 31.4, 31.5, 32, 36.1, Example 27.
PART

A:

SECTION

GENERAL
2:

INFORMATION

ON SAMPLING

..)

INSPECT~ON

UNIT OF PRODUCT

The untt of product itt the thtng inspected
2.1
Definition.
as defective or nondefective
to determine its classificatfnn
determine the number of its defects.

in order
or tn

2.2
Examples.
The unit of product may be a aimgle article, a pair,
It may be measured
a dozen, a gross, or a set of stated quantity.
in terms of one or more of its characteristic
such as a length, an
The unit
area, a volume, a weight, or any other suitable mkaaurement.
a matertal in procees, a component
of product may be a raw material,
of an end product, the and product itself, or a material in storage.
Tha unit of product may alao be an operation
such aa production,
procurement, maintenance,
or a storage operation.
It may be an administrative procedure, ‘a punched card, a government bill of lading, an
invantory stock record card, a magnetic or paper tape containing recordad” data or any form of data or records.
It may or may not be the
same as the unit of purchase,
supply, production,
or shipment.
2.3 E&mogeneity.
Homogeneity
Implie; th”at a aerias or group of units
are alike or similar in” nature but are nnt axpected to be identical
under detailed inspection.
More specifically,
homogeneity
implies
that a serl~
or grnup of units are produced:

.-.

--l

I

a. from the same batches of raw materfal~. components,
or aubaasemblies;
b.
on the same production
or aaaembly line vith the same molds,
ate..; and
diaa, pattarns, personnel,
c. during a unit of time such aa. an hour, a day, a week, a
shift, etc.

I

I

Quality .ciaracteri6tj$ca ~re those
2.6
Quality Charactextat%cs.
properties of a unit of product that .are to be evaluated .egainat the
aDecif%c reauiramente
of s drawfnu. auec%f$cat%on.
model. or othar
ior example, if a 8peCXiiC;tt0ri atatea-ttiat tie diametar,”
standard.
the hardness, and the weight of 8 ball baaring must lie within”.
““certain.limits in order to be acceptable,
then the diemeter, t’he
bardnees, and the weight are quality characterfetica
of the.ball
bearing for the purpnees of the specification.
.The deeign of the
unit of product must be analyzed in order to l~et .the.quallty characSpecifications,
purchaae
descriptions,
drawl ~“e, .nr product
teristics.
deacriptiona
are th,e normal sources of the raquirementa
which a unit
of product must meet t’o eatiafy the” neede of the consumer.
SECTION

3:

NONCONFORMANCE

3.1 General.
Nonconformance
of product to meet specified

is defined as the failure
requirements.

of a unit

2
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A defect is any nonconformance.
3.2
Defects and Defective.
Para. 2.4 lists several types of documents in which the specified
(specific) requirements
for a unit of prOduct may be fOund.
A
defective In a unit of product which containe one or more defects.

(

3.2.1
ClaBelfication
of Def”ecte. The claaslflcation
of defects
and defective
is the listing of possible defects of the unit of
The discussion
so far has
product according
to their importance.
aasumed that, if an article can.be defective in more than one way,
the different possible defects
are all of equal importance.
Under
thie assumption,
it.ia possible todiepose
of the lot by simply
countfn8 the defective.
For example, if there ere three dirnenaions
(A, B, and C) to be. checked and, in a sample, 3 articlee are defective
in dimension A alone, 3 articlee in B alone, .1 article in C alone,
and 1 article in both A and B, there ie e total” of 8 “defectives, which
is the number to compare with the acceptance and rejectton numbers
(eee 7.2 for definitiona
of acceptance
number and rejection number).

~

~~

But this simple procedure of adding
3.2.2
Inspection
bv Class.
defective
of different
typea 18 reasonable
only if tha defects are
of equal, or nearly equal, importance.
Where this is not ao, it la
nacessary to clasiify the poesible defects into groups or classes so
that defects in the different
clasaeti are of different orders of
importance, but all defects within
a claas are of approximately.. the
a+me order of Importatica.
Different sampling plans may bhan ba used
for an entire claas or for some part of an entire class.
Applying a
sampling plan to an’ entire clasa or to a part of a class of defects
;:~pa unit of product inetead of only to .a aingla defect ia callad
ection by class.
Inspection
by claes a“llows a great deal of
flexibility in carrying out the quality function.
It.should be noted
that defect claa8es and inspection
claseea ara not the same.
A
defect class, is a group of quality characteristics
of the unit.
of product that are subjected
to tha same sampling plan.
(See
Section 7).
Inspection
by clasa is discussed further in Section 30.
3.2.3
Cociman Defect Cl&aea.
Hany Inspection syateme use three
claases of defects, namely critical.: defects. majOr defects, and minOr
defects.
The clasa of.critical
defects is the moat important claas
of defects and is dikcuesed
separately
in para. 3.2.5 and “3.2.6.
Major defects are those dafects which rendar.,tha article usaless Or
practically uaelese’, and minor defects are those .whic.bmake the article
less useful than they should be, but not aerioualy ao.
Whila these
three claeses are sufficient
for many inspacti.on aftuationas
Other
It should be realized
clasaes or aubclassee
may be used where helpful.
that defect claesas are used to deal with the ralative’ Imports’nca of
different defects within any given product, and “since products’’thematives vary in importance.
tbe claaaes .do not correspond
to any abao~uta” atandarda of importance.
~here la,” therefore, no particular
aamplin8 plan that normally goed with any claes.

1

/,
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Different methods are used to
Classification
of “Defective.
defective.
Both methods described here use defective class
names that are the came as OF nearly the 6ame as the defect class
Tbe method
names (e.g. critical, major, minor) used by that method.
often classifies
a defective according to. the most
probab+y used most
serious defect found on it.
(See MIL-STD-105,
for example). That is,
if a unit of product ia found to havq both major and minor defects,
Another system
say, then the unit is classified
+s a major defective.
for clgaaifying
defective
claas$fiea
a defective according to the
defects found on it.
That $a, if a unit of product has both major .and
minor defects, it ia classified
as both a major and a minor “defective.
3.2.4

ClfISSify

-:)

.

3.2.5” Critical Defects and De’fec”tfvea. According to the definition
of
a critical defect in MIL-STD-105,
this clasazficatio.n should be used
for.a defect that is likely to cause hazardous or unsafe conditions
for
The
individuals
uaipg, maintaining,
or dependtng upon tbe product.
crit+cal claaaification
la alao to be used for a defect that la likely
to prevent performance
of the practical
functfon of a major” end item.
The wording “is likely to” i’s important”.
There Ca aometimea a tendency
to replace theee worda by “could possibly 0 and hence .tO Classify everything as critical, since it is always poaaible to make up a story in
which some trivial happening
at the begtnning
leads to catastrophe
at
the end.
.
If this approach is adopted,
the’main result fa to- devalue
the critical classification;
and the genuine criticals may not be treated
as sev”erely as” they should be.
.3.2.6
Inspection Level for Critical “De’fec”ta. Because critical ,defecta
are a category of such aeveke defects,
tbe lot ia rejected anytime a
critical defect is f,ound during inspection.
This means that when
inspection
is destructive
or very expensive
and, therefore, only a sample
of
tha lot la being.inspected,
the acceptance
number (7.,2) will be
zero.
However,, the solutlona
usually adopted, where Inexpensive
(relatively) or nondestructive
inspection
are involved, is to epecify
that inspection f6r critical defects w*11 use a sample size equal to
lot size and an acceptance, number again equal to zero.
It should be
uoted that this la 100%” Inspection,
not 100Z sorting.
Finding critically
defectiv,a product does not simply reeult in skpara’te piles of product,
defective and nondefective,
but in lot rejection
(although rejection
Whenever pOsdoes not neceasar+ly
mean scrapping.
See Sectf0n16).
aible, it should alao mean that prodpct~on
ia etopped while a thorough
Investigation
takea place to attempt to discover how the defact aroae
and to devise methods to prevent
another occurseuce.
.’fiie
reaeon for
.thia procedure la to try to p’revent the production
of critical defective
and to avoid giving the .manufacturer
the impre8elon
that since
the inspector wI1l sort them out for Qiq It’.will not matter too much
if he producee some.
Even the beat inspector may.occaaionilly
fail to
notice a defect, ao I&:le only by preventing
critical defective
from
being made that it can be ensured that none will .get through to.the
customer.
!
//
The extent of. nonconformance
of
3.3
Expressions of Nonconformance.
product to the specified quality characteriatica
nay be expressed either
MIL-STD-105
in terms of percent defective
or defects per hundred units.
requires that nonconformance
he expreaaed
using one or the other of these
terms.
4
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The percent defective of any given quantity
3.3.1
Perceht”Defective.
of units of product IS one hundred times the number of defective unite
of product contaiaed therein divided by the total number of units of
product therein:
Percent

defective

= 100”x’ defective
in the quantity.
Number of units

An estimate of the percent defective
in a quantity of units is obtained
by selecting a random sample for inspection,
determining
the total
number of defective
in the sample, multiplying
by one hundred, and
dividing the result of the multiplication
by the number. of units in
the sample:
Estimate

of percent

defective

= 100 x defect’ives in samPle
Number of units in sample

3.3.2
Defects per hundred units.
The number of defects per hundred
units of any given quantity of units of product is o“ne hundred times
the number of defects contained
therein (one or.more defects being
pOssibl~ in any unit of product) divided by the tOtal number Of units
of product:
~Defects per hund”red units

I
~.

= 100 x number Of defects
Number of units

An estimate of defects per hundred units. in a quantity of units is
“obtained by selecting a random sample for inspection,
determining
the
total number of defects in the sample units, multiplying
this number
by one hundred, and dividing the product by the number of’ units in
the sample:
Estimate

of defects

per hundred

units

= 100 x number of defects in the sample
Numbar of units in the esmple

units

For this expression
of nonconformance,
eac”h unit of product must be
examined to determine
all defects that may be Present.
It should be
noted that wtien units of product have more ,th?? Ona qualitY characteristic, the .UPPSV limit to the expressions
of nonconformity
discussed in
this paragraph will exceed 100.
This contraata with an upper limit of
100% in all caaes for both expresaiona
of, noncouf’ormitj in the previous
paragraph.
3.3.3
Pro”cess Average’. The procees average is the average ”percent
defective or the average number of defecte per hundred units (whichever ie applicable)
of product e“ubmitted by the suPPlier.”fOr ‘0ri81nal
inspection.
Orglnal inspection
ia the firet ,Inepection of a particular
quantity of product as distinguished
from the inspection
of
product which hr+s been resubmitted
after prior rejection
(see 14.1).
See Section 15 for computation
of the estimate of the process average.

c.
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SECTION

I

4:

INSPECTION

Ina’pection is the examination
or testing of supplies
4.1
General.
and services (including, when applicable, ‘raw materials,
documents,”
data, components., and intermediate
assemblies)
to determine whether
the supplies and services conform to technical and contractual
requirements.
The prime values of inspection
are that it:
products, operations,
a. ,aeparates acceptable
from unacceptable
procedures,
or records;
to
b. evaluates the degree of conformance
or nonconformance
established
requirements;
early in the operatton
c. provides for reporting of deficiencies
of the manufacturing,
business, .or management
prOcess; and
d.
assures the desired quality requirements
have been met.
The”inepaction
criteria ueed to determfne
whether the quality requirenenta have been met are stated in appropriate
documents’such
as:
purchase descriptions,
project descriptions,
inspection
instructions,
technical orders, dravinge,
techntcal bulletins,
and militarY, sPecifications.

I

1

4.2
Amount of In”epectfon.
Bafore deciding how much inspection should
be done in a particular
situation,
one (who 18 responsible
for decidfug)
must’realize
that for a given acceptance
criterion,
the less of that
‘inspection that is done, the greater becomes the risk that nonconforming
produ:ct will be accepted.
Fletho.ds for aaeesatng
the risk that
accompanies
a given sampling plan (see 7.1 for the definition of one
type of.sampling plan) are discussed
in Section 10.
Also, before a
decieion can be made on the amount of inspection,
it must be determined how units of product will be submitted
for. inspection, whether
on a lot-by-lot baais or on a unit-by-unit
.baais (Section 6).
Once
tha above questions have been understood
and answered, the.folloving
factora are among the most important
that might be considered when
deciding the amount of inspection:
a.
the
b.
the
c.
the
d.
the
e.
the
destructive

type of product to’ ba Inape”cted;
quality characteristic
to be examinad for “conformance;
quality history of the producer;
coat of Itispaction; and
effect of inspection
upon the unit,.of product (i.e.,
or nondestructive)..

The question of how much inspection ‘ehould ba”’done is related” to Cha
problem of salecting.a
samp.lfng.plan.
This latter problem 18 discuaaed
in Section 8 and in 10.3.1.
In SectLon 8, a number of fac.tora .nre
listed which vill affect the selection
of a eampling plan.
Saveral
of those factora, in addition to a-d above,’ also af~ect the amount
:
of Inapectfon decfded upon . Because of this interdependence
between
these two questions,,,: t is suggested
that they be studied and conaidered together.
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One hundred percent inspection
4.3
Cne Hundred “Percent Inspection.
is the inspection
of every unit of product (procedure, data, operations,
etc.).
In some cases of one hundred percent inspection,
the acceptl
reject decision will be made not for the entire lot, but for each unit
individually,
baaed upon the results of inspecting the unit for the
quality characteristics
concerned.
For certain quality characteristics
(e.g., critical),
one hundred percent inspection or inspection of
relatively large samples la ueually required to aesure the ,desired
quality protection.
One hundred percent inspection cannot be specified
when inspection
ia destructive
and la not likely to be specified when.
the individual teata are expensive or take extremely “long perioda of
and environmental
teeta.
One hundred
. time--for example, qualification
percent testing can alwaya be specified’ for nondestructive
testa, that
is, for “teats where the characteristic
can be measured vithout damaging
the product.
The obvious advantage
of one hundred percent Inepection,ia
that it gives
a better indication
of product quality than does sampling inspection.
Generally, hnwever, one hundred percent ,Inepectlon does not guarantee
detection of all defects, eapeci.+lly when the inspection
+s done by
human inspectors.
The direct coats of one hundred percent inspection
will generally be greater than coata of sampling Inspection.
However,
the coat of permitting
a defect to go undetected may be e? great that
tbe coat of one hundred percent (or even, two hundred percent or three
hundred percent) inspection
la justified.

I

(..l

,,

4.4
Sampling Inspection.
Sampling inspection is that type of inspect on wherein a sample conaieting
of one or more but not all units of
product la aalected at random from the production
process output and
examined for one or more quality charaCt@riE$tiCB.
Sampling inspection
is usually .tha most practical and economical.meana
for determining
the conformance
or nonconformance
of product to specified quality
requirements.
Sampling inspection
hae the advantage of flexibility
with
regard to the amount
of inspection
to “be performed at any given time,
depending upon the importance
of the product and apparent product
quality.
The amount of inspection
can be reducad for product of
very high quality,
or increaeed when “the”product ‘quality’ la deteriorating.
Sampling
inspection
cnqta are generally lover than one
hundred percant inspection
c?ata since eampling inspection
does”
not _reequire.,,that
each
unit
of
product
be
inepected
for
conformance
,.
-.
-------.with specified qualit-y-requirements.”
.Rtiv&+er,’ when ”~etermining
which inspection method. ie to be employed, the lover coata of sampliug
inapaction muet be weighed againat th.?.rick of greater coat incurred
by permitting
defective
unite of product to be.accepted.
.. .,

4.5
Verification
Inspection.
A
epecial kind of inspection,
the
ouruoae of which la-not axnlicitlv
described in Dara~raPh 4.1. Is
~er~ormed to determine
the-validi~y.of
orieinal “aamuiini
inauection
.-.
of a product.
called verification
inspection,
This type of Inspection,
la further diacu,aaed in paragraphs
17.1 end 17.4,
/
SECTION 5: METRODS OF INSPECTION

I
{

methode of inspection
for
There are two recognized
5.1
General.
evaluating quallty characteristics,
and those two methods are known

7
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a6 attributes inspection
and variables inspection.
Since attribute
lot Inspection is the priqary topic of thie volume, variables inspection ie dis$psqed 9p~y bTiefly here. HIL-HDBK-53-3 de816 with
variables Inspection fn greater detail.

5.2

I

Attributes

Inspection.

5 .2.1 Attribute.
An attribute is n chniacteristic or pro’Pert.ywhich
is appraised in terms of whether it dgee c!r @oeq not meet 8 ~~;~reRuirement, e.g., too big or not too big; hard enough or not
enough.

.

S:2~2 Inspection by Attributes.
”
Iqepection by attributes is lnRR@CtiOn in which certain characte~lstlcs”of vqips of product are
@y unit of product
pl+sq$Sied “simply ES defects or napde$ecrg.
fnwpd fO have 0%= OF m?re defects +E cl~ps$fled es a defect$ve.
Ug~er attributes inspection, character+ a:ics of the units of product
f+rp considered on the basic of.’’go~ pqc go,“ !Idefective, nop~e:ective,”
uw~~him tolerance q~ Oqt 9f tolerqucetl~ !:P9rrfFt Or inc07r9st*
I!cpmpleJe or Incprnp+ete,!it?f:z
5.2.3 Applicatipps.
A~t”ributee fn?pectioq 16 used in examinigg
$tems for visuel @efeccs, missed eotries OF op?ratiOna, wOFkp!@nship
defects, incorrect dimenaiops, defects IFImatgr+sls, marking,
packing and packaging, qud for exnrni~,etioneor tests where the
.c,~aracte
ristic. involved IS phecketj f??determine aOlely whether !t
dbes or does not m+eet the eetablie~pd requtrernegFs.
fi~2.4 Advantauea:
Inspection by +ttributes is.usually simPler apd
~ese expensive th~g in~pection by variables (5.3) because the
following aie usually true: the inspection itself can be done more
quickly and easily, lees deta Ve4 record k@.eptW3 is requ~red, end
idrnlnistration of the inspection 16 ene+er.
Fqr example, it may be
more economical tp inspect for a particular dimensi Onel characteristic
on 100 Units for $~qne~~$pp by attr+buteq qs~Pg fixad gages than tO
measure 60 or 70 qf the q~~e unit? ~oK lr+q?ps~i~n by va?i-?b!eg ~fth
etandd
mearnuripp instrpmeate,
WJeq $FP3F!?PC$OQie by p:tributeq’,
record keeping ar+d a~rniq$p~~at+pq ~py be p+pplified by gr!aup~ng
tpgether all qu@++Fy c4qTqctpriqp$cs qf eqq!vs:wt
imPOr!?nce @P!i
establishing one quality leve! fur tbe 6Fffq~ @e P wbOle.
[TbiB
technique, known as inspection by class, is discussed in $ectiOn
3(J.
) Under varlqbles’ in b?ectioqt ~y coqtrant. rnethOds have not
been developed, fflr.deterrniningP.OQ~$%QIi.C?
wit! ?Pe”,quality l?~~l for
+ grOuP Of quality charecterist$cn Cop6idered collectively.
$pdividual quality Ieyel quar bp set fqr’ each characteristic, and
a eeparate decieion ie made to ‘apceRt or reject for each characteristic.
3:2.5 Diaadvant4gee:
At~T~pF~~ +qsp~ctiou pas perhaPs 0919 09F ..
d$qqdvantage, and’ that is that it r~~vires a larger sample to obtain
the desired amount of ipfo~matiqu a~pu~ the parent lot thqri doee
va~iables inspection.
T~lp disq~yqatnge becomee significant ”when
inspection of individual up$pp Qf Rrqd~Ft >8 e~~~neive eitb%r i?J
tpqs of dollars qr timp~
//
8
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5.3

Variables

inspection.

c
is a chqracFor inspection
purposes, a Variable
5.3,1
Variable.
teriatfc or p~?perty which can be ❑eqsqred antj the rneasurepent expreseed.in terms of pomp continuous
ecale,
Examples of such c~aractime - aeqonde.
ter$qt<cs aqd scales u6ed to measure these Bre:
qinqtes, houps;. length - feet. meters; weight - pOunds, grams.
Inspection
by variables.
Ipspeqtion
by va.r~ablep is ipqpection
5.3,2
iq whicti’:pqqa+ity e~BrqFggristic
Qg e8ph ~~lt pf RrP~tICt IQ @ sample
i6 measured; and the acpppt/reject
decis~op fpr the lot is mada based
usually uppq the sample me~n and some ppaqMrE of the BPread ok the
sample qp~surements
(e.g., standard. deviation or subaaqple ranges).
Hence, when inspection
IS by variables,
the lot iS evaltiated gsing a ‘
numerical, .qpnti~uoqe scalq measurp~gqt
~pptpad Of the ~rBO, gOt gO°
In lflLmeasurement
that la used with attrib!+t? iaep@ct@?
(s~~)!
STD-414, the pr$mary vaTiables
insp@cLiop ptlitazy qCqBdqrd, the accept/
reject decis~+n $s qmde after the .s@iapleataCi6ri.?q hav8 beep veed
to obtain. aQ estimate of the lot pe~ckpt defpct~v?,
I

{

Inspection
by v!+riabl~g c8n be.qgg~’tfhengier
5.3.3
Appl~cations.
the quality “of any given characterlgtic
pf p wpit &8n be @?perglued
in quantitative
or measurable
terms,
VRFiableq iuspe~gton can be
aPplied tn such charncterietics
ae weight, ~ep~tle p%FePi?th. dimensions.
chemical purity, burning time of smoke wPnitlmff,
??!?: ~ .9Pecific
example is as follows:
A specification
requirement
on a CyF!r?of tipP~ t~o! Bp?cifies g
Rockwell C 6cale hardness reading froq 6Q to S6,
~ ~a~dpeas Check
on a sqrnple of five hand toole pickpd at raqtlqm y<eldq ?ead$qge Of
53, 50, 52, 51, 50. ‘These teat results Cle8Fly shgv t@4g the five
The extent to
sample unite fall within the specification
limite.
T,hese
which each s8mple unit ie within the limits can be measured.
datq pot only qhow whethpr the epec~fig8”~~ou’ requir~qents
have beeu
met, but also give an indication
of the degree of variation within
the quantity of,product
from which tha aarnple YPS qflg$ted.

1

1

In comparison
with attributes
eampltng. plana,
5.3..4 Advantauea.
variables sampling ,p~ang- provide conaiderably:more
infOrmatiog
regarding t<e-”<ouformance ox,n~n~onformance
of. the pacttculas
quality”
characteristic.
For this reason, variables aampliqg Pleus hsve, the
advantage of usually
re~uiring smaller qpmplp eiz?e for gqqlvalent
assurance.ae
to correctness
of decieion6
tq accept or x8~@cF n.
quantity of p~adyct.
Th$s emaller e~mplp q~cE fs.9~Rqc4411y-* wpOrt=nt
vhe~e d?atxvc?iv~
teatiw
IS to be dnue er w~p$e. $be.cqqt of $seting
each addi~$oqal unit of product is bight
~oq~ver, if a number of
quality c~q~acterietica
are to be evaluq~ed qn the basip of variables
inapectio~,
the coat of $nepectfng
p~gh,pnit $P the s8gp~e oa an
ind~vidual char,acterietic basis may ~p 6P bigfi that thi6 factor
greatly offsete the advautgge of reductipa ‘~n sample ei~e.
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5.3.5
Disadvantages.
While attributes
inspection can be applied to
the inspection of most characteristics,
variables inspection requires
that the measurements
of the characteristic
in question follow, at
leaat zoughly, a specified
statistical
dietrihution,
usually the
normal distribution.
Hence, there should be some assurance that the
parent population
follows the’distribution.
Thfa aa=urance can be
gained either through a test of the eample at hand or through the
history of the population.
(MIL-STD-414
does not require any
aasurance, but only suggests that advice be obtatned uhan the
distribution
is in doubt.)
If a test of the sample la used and’
la negative, the next step will be elthe,r to tgnore th@” test results
and analyze the inspection
data as though its parent population
followed tha assumed distribution
or to analyze the inspection
data using attribute taethoda.
If the latter pziocedure la selacted,
it will be necessary
to decide vhether or not to drav an additional
sample sufficient
to provide protection
that is equivalent
to the
originally planned variablea
test.
Inapectlon personnel should
check with item specifications,
teat procadurea,
or higher headquarters for the procedure
to follow in caee the teat for the distriVariables
fnapection
further requiraa that
bution is nagative.
inspection personnel be trained sufficiently
to make the more
Eovcomplex variables measurements,
computation,
and decisfona.
ever, variables computations,
though still more complex.than
those
for attribute
inspection,
have been greatly simplified with the
development of relatively
10V priced hand calculator.
These
machinea have made computations
possible in leas time and with leas
chance of error than waa possible previously”.
The res”ults of varlablea
5.4
toAttrlbutea.
Converting Variablea
Inspection for a ‘given quality characteriatic”can
be converted to
attribute.
At the d’iacretlon of the responsible authority,
this
conversion may be made even though the requirement ,ia expreatied as
a variable.
For example, a specification
eatabliahea
a sleeva
length of 22 inches wtth a tolerance of plus ar minus 1/2 inch as
a requirement on a certqin type of “apparel.
Sinca a measurable
characteriati’c is involved,
on’ a numerical acala, variables, iUSPeC-.
tion could be employed.
inspection can be used
Howeverg attributes
tnatead.
A sleeve meaauring
anywhere between ,21 1/2 and 22 1/2
inches would be classified
aa nondefective,
and a unit with a sleeve
measuring lass than. 21 112 inches or.mora than .22 ~lz. tnckea would
ba claa8ified as defactive.
When such conversion is dec%ded upon,
the appropriate
sampling standard
(such as M~L-STD-10S)
ahOuld be.
consulted to iniure that the level of protection
ia maintained,.,::’.:.
.,
SBCTION

6:

SUBMISSION

‘OF”PRODUCT

Unit; of product may he submitted,
i.e., considered
6.1
General.
for inspection,
on the basic of a conthuoue
production flOw; or
they may be eeparated
into lots orbatchea
for lot-by-lot,
skfp or
isolated lot inspe.c,tion.
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sampling
6.2
continuous
Sampling Inspection . Under continuous
inspection, units are produced and submitted consecutively
for
The products may be presented
inspection in the order produced.
on a moving conveyor belt as they come from a continuous production
line.
Continuous
sampling inspection
of the product may be
required or desirable when:
a. Storage facilities
are inadequate
or it is otherwise irnpractical to accumulate products
into lots or betchee for the pur,“
pose of inspection;
or
b. The asaembly of small lot sizes greatly increases the amount
of inspection and thus resulte in increased inspection coats.
Under these or other conditions,
it may be appropriate
to consid”er
use of continuous
sampling plans to determine the acceptance
or rajection ofunits
of product.
❑ampling la covered in
Continuous
greater detail in MIL-HDBK-53-2
and in MIL-STD-1235,
Single- and
Multi-level
Continuous
Sampling Procedures
and Tables-for
Inspection
by Attributes.
6.3 Lot-by -Lot Sampling Inspection.
Lot-by-lot sampling inspection
requires each individual
lot to be accepted or rejacted as a whole.
hasad on inspection
results obteined from a eample or eamplee drawn
at random from the lnt”. Lot-by-lot
sampling inspection pay be
applied on end products,
incoming lots or batchee of components,
or eemi-finished
products.
It may be performad by drawing the
eample after submittal
of the entire lot (1.e.,.stationary
lots),
for Iuclusion
in the sample concurrently
or by drawing the units
with production
of the lot (i.e., moving lots, eee 6.4.2).
6.4
Formation of Lots.
The formation @f inspection lote is the
procedure of assembling
the unite of product into identifiable
lots,
eublots, batches, or in such other manner ae may ba preacribad.
Each
lot or batch shall, .aa far as ie prectical,
consist of homogeneous
unite of product
(see 2.3).
Tha procedure,
to ba followad in the
formation of the lotare
very importent einca the diaposltlon
of the
lot is determined
by the reeulta of sampling <nepection. ..Advantages
in grouping the product for lot sampling inspection include’;”’
a. Facilitates
maintenance
and continuity “of lot quality history;
b. Makes it possible
to eetablish a systam for. controlling
the
serviceability
statua of products in etorage and. use after the product,
bae entered supply channels.
6.4.1
Inspection Lot Size.
The iriapection lot is ‘a collection
of
units of product from which a eampla is to be drawn arid inepected
to determine conformance
with the acceptadca
criteria, and may
differ from a collection
of units deelgnated aa ‘a lot or batch for
other purpoees (e.g., production,
shipment, procurement,
etc.).
The’
size of the lot qr batch is one of the factors that determines
the
sample size to be used in lot sampling Inspection.

,,
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In general,
the ratio of sample size to lot size
a.
Large Lots.
Therefore,
formation of larger
decreases as the lot size increases.
Small production
lots
lot sizes tends to reduce inspection
costs.
may be combined, when conaftionb
?f homogeneity
are aat~sfled;
tO
The grand lot Is sample
form a larger lot called a “grand” 10t.
inepected as a single large lot.
The formation of very large iota may be
Small Lots.
b.
unde6i*ible
since it m.iy.cr@.ate ah expensive atorage”pkoblemt
disrupt
onstirner on a fixed delivery,schedule,
and
the flcitiof product to the
nay cause difficult ptolilernIifrejectfon
occurs.
Porla:ge
lots,
Iuaccaesibility
to .411 iidits in the lot may make it more difficult to
obtain a random earnple. Uti&e+ certa%n conditions,
this problem may
be minirnlzed”by s.tibdivididg the,lot into eublois fOr P~rP0Ee6 Of samP-.
ling inspection;
*or eitarn~ie, if the lot represents a full week of
production,
each inspection
6iiblot may cnnafst of one day!s,’production.
Each day~a production
ia then accepted or rejected based upon the
Care must be taken to -inaintain lot
results of a &titi@ieinspection.
identity and records of etiblot inspection
results in case later events
Another
shouid require that these items be recalled (see 6.6).
poas~bility foi hahdliti,$t~e
large lot problem is tn apply a sampling
plan tO tiitietltife Week s production.
However, a portion of tbe sample
la drawn fibm each day~a production
proportional
in si~e to the amount
of ptioductibn for the day.
The akceptancefrejectinn
cfiteria”are
tlien
dpplied co the inspecti6a
results accumulated
over the week.
6.6.2
Wiving Iuspec.tidli-LO.fifi.A *ovtng inepeceion let consists of
units of product ti6ntinii6titily
offefed fo’r inepectiim
in the order
produced O= f&.5&~+ed, dirni~dr to (but not. to be confused with) ~he
procedttre ftir cdtitiiiuou& be~p~ing
inspection.
the beginning and
ending of the loe la identified
againat time (e.g., the production
for one iibuk, one shi,ft, one day, one waek, etc.) or”a specified
quantity of units (e.g., 100, one gross, 500, etc.).
Sinca products.
in a moving lot.may paas the iaapector ple”ca by piece, the taak of
salectlug a repieaentative
random sample”is much simpler than drawing
a random sample from a large stationary
lot.
For moving lote+ the
supplier doee not Have to ecctirndl~te and inveniory for inapec.tiOn.
The acctiptfreject criteria ie applied to the ebtire.lot,
~ust &e
with a stationary lot.

I

I

6,5
tiki~ Lat J?amRlin&,
Skip lot sampling provideg”a’ method for
teducing Inspection
coata by allotiing certain of the 10CS Ln,a string
Uf lots to be accepted iaichout first undergoing
acceptance
Inapectinn.
Uf course, the ,price to be paid for not inspecting
all lots Id the
increaaed risk of acceptiiig poot quality lots o.f product.” Hence, one
of the criteria for using skip lot sampling should be the ability of
the supplier to eubmit products
of” conslatently
high .qual.ity ~s.PrOven
in the. qitality history bf the pfodticc.
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Skip lot sampling requires alter6.5.1
Skip Lot Sampling Plans.
nating lot-by-lot
sampling phases (skip lot plans usually begin’ with
this phase)
with phases in which only a fraction of the lots are
The procedure
sampled (and the remainder of the lots are skipped).
calls for a swftch from a period of lot-by-lot sampling to a period
of skip eampling any time a specified consecutive number. of lots have
been accepted.
When a lot is rejected during”.akfp sampling, either
the fraction of iota selected for sampling is increased or lot-by-lot
sampling is resumed.
(This latter choice would be the one usually
taken:)
(ldcb d lot hks been selected to be skipped, that lot has
been accepted by the consubier.
Iiov’ever, once an %nspected.lot
iB
rejected duridg a skip phaee, the bkip lot procedure hay require a
recall for iilhPkctiOn of all lots accepted by skippitig after the last
inspected add accepted lot.”. Whether of not “this retik~l is’ included
in the skip ltit procedure will depeutl, id pdtk; updtl the nature of
the product arid the ease of inspehtink ,atrea~j. accepked lote.
A
variety of skip lot plans are possiblk.
due. of the, ftictors .tha,t
must be cbnsidkred
in selecting.bnk
bf these plans ib It.a complexity
and, thus;. hdw difficult
it will tie to administer.
TIie plan finally
selected should, of course, be no more complicated than necessary.
“Multi-level Cbntinhous
Sampling Procedures” and Tables for Inspection
by Attribu~e6,
provide tikveral pattkrnp that can be uged for COIiStiuCkfng skip lot sampling plane.
~dustfidting,a
plan la this way is done
the
ifispectiod
Itik In the, skip 10t problem a@..the
simply by treating
unit of product ih a ccintinuoue sdrn~ling plan.
The construction
or
selection of d skip lot saiipliiig ~iock.titirefcii a pitt~cular product
and production situation
is beyoud the.’acope”of this handbook.
It
fs .recommetided that knovledgeableq uiility aseuiance personnel’be
consulted fdi assistance.
While Exdiii~~li,lbkiigw does
not refer to
?lIL-STD-1235} the skip lot p~an.ihdt
id deecribbd is patterned after
a CSP-1 type tiori’tinuotis
sampi~ug pian.
6.5.2
Sel&~klon
of Skip Lots.
~ randdm pro~#Bb i~oilld be”usd
to
salect which iokk are to be sampled and which lots are to be skipped.
.Hethods of random selection
are described.in
Section 12 of this
handbook.
Example 1:
hdk kqdu manufacturing
A Skip L“bt Plari~ A prbducer
a.getic$,foti
two je~fk.
iiiIU kds been ?Uicessa product fb* a government
ful in maintaining
procd6ti Cd+btibl kG well a~ ,echieving
a high percentage of lot acceptance.
The piodhcdk.approaches
k~e agency with
a PrOPOaal f~r *&Placing
tbe preeiiiitlot-ky-ibt
tiampiing inspecttbn
rewith a skip lot dampling pidn.
The.rigency’b qtt&lity a&SUraUC.f4
presentative! is initially
unfavor,dblk becaudd the pioducer ’e proposal
calls for” lbt
idspectiou
using anattribute
let aaulpling p,lan idehti“Cal to the on& in. uae with the’ lok=lij+-ibt #lad:
Edti~?k!t, wheil klie pro--ducer points but the eigiiificitit pkilsk rkauiik~tifisaiid”k~a sp&ed-tip tn the
... . .

,.
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production schedule that could be realized with the new procedure and
when he points out the production “record of the past twoy ears,
the
agencyts purchasing agent per”auades the quality asaurance repre9entative to concur in the change.. The producer’s proposed plan cells for
lot-by-lot sampling inspection until ten consecutive lots are accepted
and then a skip lot inspection phase in which eampling inspection Is
performed on an average of one out of every four Iota.
During the
skip lot phaaa, Iots are to be selected for sampla inspection by some’
(1) that the
random process (see Section 12) with the restrictions
selection of a lot for inspection or skip shall not be made until
pro,du~tion of, that lot is completed and (2) that no mOre thsn fOur
consecutive lots shall be uninspected.

I

6.6
Lot Identity.
Proper lot Identification, and effective meinArrangement
cenan’ce of inspection results for each lot are essential.
for ,he formation of inspection lots should include provisions for the
iden 1 ification “and segregation
of inspection lots.
Maintenance
of
lot identity will assure that acceptance or rajection is made on the
lot from which the aampla was drawn.
Maintaining
lot identity will
prevent mixture of rejected product with other products not yet lnspe{ted, or. accepted product awaiting shipment.
The simplest way
to maintain’lot
identity la by physical aegregatiou.
This facilitates
the..diaposition of the inspected product, whether the decieion isto
acce”pt or raject the lot.
In case of lot acceptance,
segregated lots
‘are’most eaaily marked for ehipment.
In the cesa of lot rejection;
segre.gatad lots can be readily Identified,for
screening and resubmittal
if ~uch action is warranted or desired.
In casa problems are discovered with units of product within a lot after the lot has been
accepted, two steps are eaeent%al:
(1) proper lot identification
fos
tracing remaining units of the lot, to determfne if they. also share
the problem, and (2) maintenance
of inspection results for determining
the early history of the lot aud tracing the source of. the problems.
The history of problems in the field :eveala that problems are usually
discovered when’ individual
units give trouble.
This is usually long
after they have been esparated from the lot.
Eence, .it 16 practically
impossible tn identify the lot unless the units themselves carry some
identification mark.
..
6.7
Isolated ,Lota. ,An isolated,. lot @_one-thnt~haa~been,placed
apart by itealf.
The term isolated lot la used broadly to describe
lota that are removed from the influerice of the production procea6.
For example, whan five consecutive
production iota are shipped to
five widely scattered depots, each lot becomee an Isolated lot at
Another example La the production of
the depot receiving stations.
only one lot that is aleo the inspection lot, thus miking..it an isolated lot as far as that type of product is concarned.
The term isolated lot, as used in the sampling procedures .by the Department Of
Defense, actually refers to those sampling plans where tha limiting
quality (LQ) and cousumer’s
risk are applied (see 9.3 and 10.2).
The
lots .do not have to” be isolated, in a phyeical aenee, before applying
these concepts to sampling inspection procedures.
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SECTION

7:

TypEs

oF ATTRIBuTE

LOT SA31pLING pLANS

7.1
General.
An attribute lot sampling plsn is a statement of the
sample size or sizes to be used amd the associated acceptance and rejection numbers.
The acceptance
number is the maximum number of defects or defective units in the sample that will permit acceptance
of
The rejection number is the minimum
the inspection lot qr,.batch.
number of defects or defective unit’s in the sample that will cause rejection of the lot represented
by the sample.
Attribute lot sampling
plens can be grouped into four basic types: single, double, multiple,
and sequential.
The uae of single, double. awltfple, and aequentlal
sampling plans usually req.utrea. the grouping of ,product”ion units into.
lots or batchee.
Lots “or batches are either accepted or rejected”
depending upon the results of sampling inspection.
It should be understood that the terms “accepted”
and “rejected” indicate a statistical
decision reached on the baais of the.sampling plan .u?ed. This decision
in itself dies not dictate or guarantee final acceptance or rejectiOn,
adminlstrattwe
or technical coneideratious
since other contractual,
may be involved.
The primary purposeof
sampli’ng Inspection is to”
obtain information
in order to reach a atattatfcal decision regarding
the disposition of lot.i or batches (acceuted if they conform to specified qu~lity’ requirements,
or rejected ii they do n~t cnnform).
-

~.

A eingle sampling plan ii”a type of “sampling
Single Samplin&.
.
plan by which the results of a single eample from an inspection lot
72 conclusive in determining
are
its acceptability.
The number of sample
units inspected will be equal to che sample eize given by the plan
unless the item specification
permits curtailment of inspection
(S66
Section 13).
Thie number la usually designated by the letter “n*’.
If the number of defective
found in the sample is equal to or less
than the acceptance
number (usually
designated by ‘Ac” or “c”) the
If the number of defeclot or batch ‘shall be considered
acceptable.
“tivee is equal to or greater than the rejection number (usually designFor example,
ated
by “Re” or “r”) the lot or hatch should be rejected.
a single sampling plan for a lot of 700 units of some product might
require a sample of size n = 80 units with an acceptance number of
AC-- 3 and a rejection number of Ra = 4. Since a eingle sampling plan
accept/reject
decision is to be rnede for a lot, based on inspection
results for a eing,le eample, the accept and reject numbere for the plan
muet be consecutive,
positive integers aa shown in this example.
(See
28.3 for an,exception
to this rule.”)
7.3
Double Sarnplin~.
A double ”sampling plau fnvolvee sampliug
inspection in which the in”apection of tbe first sam”ple leade to a
decision to accept, to reject, or to take a eecond sample.
The
inspection of a second, sample, when required, then leads to a decision to accept or reject. ‘Double eampling plans are operated in
the following manner:
//

!

(
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A

is selected ..iciandod from the
A first sample of al unite
a.
lot and inepected.
If the number of defect~+es ia equai to or less
than the first acceptance “number, cl, the 16i i6 UtbePt@d.
Xf the
number of defective
is equal to or greatei thkri the fitbt rejection
number, r , the lot is rejected.
If the n4ii6k6fS@ tlkfetitives is
greater tk an the first acceptance
numberi ti rih~ 1L!s6 klidd the firet
rejection number, r , the.next step in tB~ ~ebi~lid~ plau #ill&tbe taken.
b. A iecond sam b le of n unfts iti sel@cLed ilt random ffoni the
lot and inspected., The n+m~er of defecti~eb fbtihllin tiiE’ketond
sample is added to that found in the flfbi btlfiple. If the, stimulative
number of defective
is equal tb br le6ii tHdh the second ‘ikceptance
number, C2. the lot ‘fs accepted.’
If tIib cd+tiititiv k,ntimber,bfdefective
IS equal to or greater than the &ekodd *ejection fi~fiber,r2.
the lot ia rejected.
‘ote ‘ha! ‘Z,.equalk k .+1 hti that g dbci~ion to
accept or reject ia fnrced on the second bil&&k.
tihdet ,tikrtain conditions it may be more desirable. to a’elect bbkh 8ainples of ‘n.dotible
sampling plan at one time, rather that diaw t~ls 6t?cond sam@ie after
Tnepe+ttbn df the ktitidddsatiple
the first sample haa been inspected.
would not be required if the lot is accepted or rejectdd %dsed on the
inspection results of the ff’rst 6amPle.

-m
.2

7.4
Multiple Sampling.
.tiultiple sampling or aequentl~l biihpling
“
is a.type of sampling in which a decision to accept or f@jGct
an inspection
lot is reached after ~rie or more 6amples frod th~ inspection
lot have been iiibpected and wfll always be reached aftef tibk midre than
a designated nuuib&r of samples havt!,beau inspected.
Although many
writers use the terms multiple sampling and ae~ueutial sampling intef~
changeably, in this handbook another common utiage will be adopted.
Multiple aampliug will refer only to tyie type bf ddtiplidg describd.a.
in tbia paragraph, while sequential
samplin& will refer only to itemby-item sequential sampling ~escfibed
fh id~., Tlie procedtiie for multiple sampling ie similar to thdt described fisi double aamplingi
except that tbe number of aucceaaive
sarnplee required to reach a
decision to accept nr raject the lot may ba rniiibthan two.
Item-by-item
seqtieatial
Sempiing~
7.5
Item-by -item Sequential
sampling (or simply aequent$al
sampling) is 4 &arnpiing pian in which
she sampla units are....%=
salectaa
oiilitit a t@6i
,Aft@f.&4cii iiait iij in~
-.,
-apec~e”d, th~daci~ion
ie made”-”tib-tickdpk
the ltit; tti‘rej&~t”ttie lbt;
or to inspect another tiriit. Sdrnplitig t~i%iiiates dheu t~e tidfiulativd
inspection resulta”of the aamp~e uulta iltitetiine that the acceptidce
nr rejection decision .San’be made.
Th@ &ample size ii dtit fixed iti
advance, but depands on actual inapficti6d” reaiilte. It mfi$ be poaeible
tn continue eampling under the aequentfal plan uktil all,uu$ts are
inspected.
Frnm a practical
statidpoitit, tliis ie tint desifdble aud is.., ~~
~o~t sequential “Sernplfrigplans aid ‘truuei+ted,~’.
seldom required.

/
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which means the plan requires either ah acceptance or rejection
decision after a specified number of unfts have been inspected.
It should be emphasized that for a large majority Of lotti> the
total sample size under sequential sampling tiill he sinall~r than
under single or double samblingi See 8; and 11. in Appendix A for
further details and examples dealing with sequential k’amplins.
7.6
ASN Ctirves. Aveiage hampie number (ASN) curves are n graphic
means of showing the average Shrnple sfies Khich may be kxpected to
occur under the. varibua banipiins plans for a givenpiodtict
quality.
The average amotiritof inspection
for any ~ampling plan &an be computed.
On the average; double aarnplfug pldna usually require less
inspection than BIggle satiplidg plans, and idillt~pi~ s~inpling plans
usually require lesh inspectit!fi tIiaiidotibt~ karnpliflgplens.
Usually,
the amountof
fnspectiod sequirkd for single 6ampling is the number
of units in the sample, regardless of’ the product qmality, unless
inspection is curtaileil (i.e., irnm~iiidt~ly termiuatetl) as anon as
the rajection number is titiached. FOk d~tible add Mtiitiple @amplimg
plans the amount nf inspection ~e in~iifie~cedwheii the prbduct is of
very good nr very poor qutilitj-. S@.@iedtidl sd.d&i~tigplttus may result in a further reduction in the amount of inti~ktion~
SECTION

8:

SELECTION

OF SAltPLING PLA&!+

I

h. The cost to the cohtiutier r~atilting from ndceptatice of a
nonconforming
item.
i. The cost of manufacttifitlg the item.
~. The coat of delnydd shiprneiit8t
k. The availability
of ~fOddCf frbin ofh~f sdtlfbes~
m. The conaumer*s past expetibtice V$th pfttdtictfrom the sake
prnducer.
n. The way the product is pdcka$ed.
0. The p.09sibility of Cokiectihg n~ncdfif~fi~fik k~ri~~t~Ons ~6fihg
use.
In addition to the neceseity
foi appropriately
considering these
factors, it must be recognized
that the plan adopted for one type of
This is particularly
product may not be the best for ,another type.
true where the submittal of product for inspection is dependent upon
.

.
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facility or operation, andlo”r
the physical layout of”.a manufacturing
the production nethods.
Further, past quality history of the supplier,
source, or proceae., plays an Important role in the selection of the
anOrODriate
samDlinz ulan.
Where this history shows submiesionof
p~~du~t Of cons~ste=tiy
high quality. a Sampling PlaII shOuld be Eelecced which reduces the stringency of inapectlon
(reduced sample
eize or larger acceptance number) required to reach an acceptfreject
decision on a lot.
On the other hand, for auPp15ers. sO.u+ces* Or
processes with relatively poor quality histories., more stringent
inspection
(increased samplesize
o’r smaller acceptance number) may
be fully justified.
,“
SECTION

OR INDEXING “OF SAMFLING PLANS
.
,.
9.1
General.
Several methods
have evolved for grouping or indexing
.—
sampling plans.
Most of these methods of grouping are baaed upo”n some
aspect of producer andlor conBumer protection offered by the plans
that are beiug grouped.
Following are some of the most commonly used
methods of indexing or grouping sampling plans:
a.
b.
c.
d..

9:

3

GROUPING

,..

Indifference Quality
Level (Pa - 0.5).
Limiting Quality (LQ) Protection.
.Average,Outgolng
Quality Limit (AOQL).
Acceptable Quality Level (AQL).

Because of”the widespread
availability
and uae made of MIL-STD-105
by both government and industry, suffice tO state that. since this
standard makes use.of AQL based sampling plqna this group la the most
widely used type of plan.
However, tablesof
sampling plana based
These
on LQ, AOQL, and ‘Indifference Quality have also been developed.
four methods of indexing sampling plans are described more fully in
the following paragraph.
Indifference Quality (Pa - 0.5).
Sampling plans baaed on the
9.2
indifference
quality are commonly called 50% plans.
The indifference
quality is that level of lot quality at which tha probability
of
acceptance
(Pa) ia 0.5.
The level’of lot quality at which pa = 0.5
depends, of course,upon
the sampling plan being used for’lot acceptance.
(See Section 10, for”diacuseion
of OC curves). .Products of
PrObettar quality are accepted more ofteu than they are rejected.
ducts of. worse quality are ,rejected ~or.e .of~-en_t&an ,tlieyare ,accepted.
A single’.sampling plan four the indifference
quality level. can be
computed very easily by using the: fOl.10Wing apprOXimat~
equatiOn:
‘,.
.
.
,,.:
n = (1OOC + 67)/indifference
quality (in percent defective) where
n is the aarnple aiz.e and c.’is the ticceptamce “aumber. “~or examPle* “if
a uroduct that is 3% defective should be accepted .w’itha probability
numberof
2 defectivee.”is to be used, the
of- 50% and an acceptance
sample size is computed as folloua:
n=
n=
n.
n-

(1OOC + 67)/indifferen’ce
(1OOX2 + 67)/3’/
267/3
89

qualiti:(.in Percent

:)

“

d’~fective)
.-
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The single sampling plan
random from the lot.
If
the lot.
As long as the
their own specific risks
quality from intolerable
form sampling inspection.

I

.

c.,

1I

1

I
,.

would be to draw a“ “sample Of 89 Units at
2 or less defective
are found, accept
consumer and supplier do not care about
at the quality level that divides tolerable
quality. ‘this ie a very simple way to per-

The protection provided to the consumer
9.3
uality
LQ).
~
by a sampling plan ie usually described by the term “consumer’s risk.”
The consumer’s risk is the probability
of accepting a lot the quality
of which is at nr below a leval which the customer’ can tnlerate; St
most, a small part of the time.
This quality ”level is called the
limiting quality (LQ) or lot tolerance percent defective (LTPD).
Sampling plans called LQ sampling plans may be devised to provide a
specified LQ protection
or consumer’e rick protection when the product
Common values of the consumer’e risk in LQ
quality 16 at the LQ.
plana ar,e 5% and 10%.
These are very low percentages
of lot acceptance
that would be unsatisfactory
for both the consumer and the producer.
Eence, when the consumer specifies an LQ sampling plan, it Is not
with the. intention that the LQ la a target quality level for the
producer to meet, but rather a level to be exceeded by aa much aa
possible.
LQ sampling plans are moat commonly used for isolated
iota or batches (that is, lots produced on a one-of-a-kind
or on
an intermittent
baaie) where there is little or no opportunity
to
tighteririepection
if prnduct quality drops to an unacceptable
level.
A typical example of an LQ sampling plan la based on a statement by
the consumer that he is willing to accept a maximum of 6.5%.defectives
(See
(LQ . 6.5%) no mo’re than 5% (consumer’s risk - 5%) of the time.
10.2 for further diacusaion” of cnnsumer’s risk.)
9.4
Limit (AOQL).
Tha average outgoing
-,
Averafie Outgoing Quality
quality (AOQ) is the average quality of outgoing product including
all accepted iota or batchee, plus all rejected lots or batchea after
thay have been effectively
screened and, defective”
removed or replaced”
by noa-defectivea..
The average outgoing quality limit (AOQL) la the
maximum AOQ”for all possible incoming qualities’ for e given sampling
inspection plan.
Sampling plana which are @elected to aaaure a desired
AOQL are
baaed on the assumption
that rejected lots can and will
be subjected to”acreening
Inspection.
Plantiof this type cannot be
usad whe”re destructive
type testjing ‘la the only means of de”terminine
conformance” to specified quality requirement.s.
9.5
Acceptable
Quality Level (AQL).
The protection” provided to
the producer (supplier) by a sampling plan is usually given in tsrms
of producers
risk.
The producar’s
risk is the probability
that a
lot of acceptable quality ie rejected, and the producer. ia “protacted”
whan this probability
la low.
While the producer’s
risk la of
interest, especially
to the producer, at all-levels of good quality,
it is common,practice
to be especially
interested
in the producer’s
risk at the wdrst level of good or acceptable quality.
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Th+s level of product quality is called the acceptable
quality
The AQL is formglly ~ef$ped for lot sampling plans
level (AQL).
+6 the maxlrnurnpercent defectfve
(q~ paxituum number of defective
per hundred un$ta) that, for the pyrpoqe Pf qQqpllug inspection,
(See 3fJLcan be considered satisfactn~y
??6 a PFQG!%?!??vFi@Be.
STP-1235 for a differept p~g.n~qg of the AQL vnen up.ed wIFP FPntiRq0u6 sampl$ng planri.) A earqpliug @an
that ~q gguec~u!t$d
Or
selected to provide a certsln level” pf prodgce? ProtectiOm at the
~~f~g~gpt 8Yecsqs Pf 4QL plane eet the
AQL :6 called an AQL plan:
p?nducer’s rlpk et the &gL in @?ffeF?Rt IVIYS. Y9F gxawple! in order
tO pravide a couqlstept prqdqc~~lq rlqk for qll Plaup, DO#~e’s
tapl.ee (see refereuce 21? Append$~ A) have che p~~du?er’?
risk eet
at 5% at the AQL for all sqpp>g p~geq:
As anpther e?qppl?t the
Provide pr~d!wer’s
T$eks Ch?k range
apqpl~pg pl~n? “In HIL-6’TD-T05
frq~ 1%’”to 15X at the AQL,
A? s CPIS, the.prpducez!p
rip~ for
$h?.se plans has been qade Ep:~lsT grt~ the larger sa~p~gs In order
tn Fgduce the risk of rejec~ing p~e ~nrger SU.1, therpfora, more
Idea,lly, :AQL samplots .frorn which they Were ❑elected.
expensive
ling plans also help to protect the coneumer by providing a lower
aqd lpver probability
of acceptsnqe as product quality drops below
tha AQL.
AQL plans are coqmonly yaed.to inBpect a con”tlnuoue series
of Ipts
rather than .Ieolated o? .$n&a~~ttently
prodPce,@ 10CS.
A
typical AQLplan
might be based,upon
a statement by the consumer
that he will pccept lots of prq~pct ’97? of the time when ?@
PrOduct ““
aveFage is 42 (AQL.=4%) or better:” (Prgducer’s
risk = Probability
of.
See 10.2 for
rejecting
acceptable product E 1 -!9? IE SQ3 or 3%.)
furthar dfscuskitin of producers
y$sk.

.3

.

9,6

1“

Sagp$ing plane, can he
Protection at Two Quality Levels:
designed to provide Combiued AQL/LQ BrntectiouP
AQLl~ndlfference
Quality..protectipn, oq LQ/Igd$ffpreqce
Quality protection.
The
most cptifnonlyueed combination
~s ,rgbqlj~y the AQL/LQ type which
prpvldei a high probability
(usual !“’
y 90%-95%) of accepting a lot
whp~ the process’average
1S at epme- acceptable
level (AQL) and which
prpy~dea a 10Y probability
(uaua}ly SZ=1O%) of accepting a 10t when
product quality IE”1OW (LQ).
In prder for
Eucb
sampling plana to
be practic”el, t~eye must be a repepua~le
numerical difference between
tbe’AQL and the LQ~
A typical qitpat$oq would be au AQL of 1.0
percent defective and an LQ of b,5 perceut defective.
If the two
qua$+ty lev@s,.(AQL-an,d- LQ)~+are meF+y g~qee t?,getherb one hundred
perceut Inspection may be Tequire-d to-sgp~rate ’accep~sble product
froq unacceptable
product.
The. dleguaqipq
pf OCcurves
in Section
10 will provide further help fn eelectin8 saqpling plaps .to meet
protection requlrepeuta
at two quality levelg!
9,7
Selection of Qua”iity Level:
A large variety qf eimpling
plaps can be devised “~r selected op, the baa+q of the level of pro-.
te~~ion offered to the prq~+cer an~l~r the,cnueqmer
at a givan
qpallgy level(s).
The queetion which pust be answered, them, is ‘ ‘
how much protection la to be offered at which quality leval(s).
Th,e following paragraphs
diacuaa qualitatively
snme ~f the factors
wh’:ch should be considered
in ausweriug tt@e qqestiou.
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(

Rt7.5
Coat of Inepect~on~
QV?%$?Y ?.eveg ~ilues f-wntly”W=a dwwc
effec~ ‘PP ‘Tb’I?”-”C”R!?F
tif iu6tit=FtiPn, Fapecially. when the
guqlity leyelp arp e.xtremg.+y higp OF low.
If thequalicy
level
+s very low. (e.g.! f150 #pfekts pPT hqu~red units), OnlY a very
small sample may be FeqUiFf2d tO ~ptp,~~lpe Acceptance nr rejection
of product.
I/f/the qual~~y lpye~ fs very high (e.g., 0.015 per=
cent defective),
a very large eqqple size may be required tn deter@ increaee or dacreaee
mine acceptance or” rejection of product.
in
the sample size aa determined
in these cases by the specified
qualitylevel
may result in increases or decreases in the related
inspection costs.
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9. 7.6 Changing Qua’lity Levels.
The quality levele epecified for
most inspection situations should not be considered
as ftxed or
permanent quality requirement.
They are eubject to change with
the concurrence of the technical agency inittattng procurement or
the engineering agency responsible
for design.
Flexibility
and
the capability to make changes in quality levels are necese.ery
steps to prnper administration
of inspection syetems or quality
programs.
A continuous review of quality levels may be affected
by changes to specification,
improvements
In production machinery
or equipment, development
of new production or inspection techniques, consumer complaints and other factore.

.)
‘

1
SECTION

I

1

10:

SAMPLING

RISKS AND OPERATING

CHARACTERISTIC

(OC) CURVES

Regardless of whether an inspection plan uaks
10.1
General.
sampling or one hundred percent inspection.
there ie alwaya .a risk
or chance that a emall percentage of defective unite will”be passed.
(This risk is greatly minimized
if inspection 16 done by some depandable automated procese.)
Because of personnel errors, poor judgement
in the interpretation
of quality tolerance,
improper use of Inspection
equipment, or incorrect conduct of tests., it fs well recognized that
there la a,lways aorne rick that defactfve untta may be miesed under one
This
hundred percent inspection,
and even 200Z or 300% inapectlon.
ie not to ’infer that such m%atakaa are not made under sampling inapaction, but that even when circumstances
dictata its use, 100%
inspection
under optimum conditions
ia only85
- 95% effectiva in
separating bad, product from good prnduct (in the abeence nf completely
automated processes).
Aa with 1,00% inspection therafore, it logically follows that sampling inspection can never guarautee that
material It”haa passed ia completely
free of defects, and, therefore,
wheu any type of manual Inspection
is used, correct decision making
for every.lot, in the long run, ie unlikaly.
In addition to the
errnrs or mi6takas in judgament which the inspector may make when
ua,ing sampling Inapaction,
there la also an additional statistical
risk
or eampling risk that the aelacted sample will not reflect the
quality of the parent lot.
It, is this sampling risk, or luck of the
draw, that la dealt vlth in
later paragraphs iu the development of
operating, characteristic
curvee.
10.2
SamplinE va. 100% Inspec”tiou.
Eencec a.~ec%aion must be made
whether. or not.to use aamp~lnR ””inepectSon.
The firet eonai.deration
in making this decision for a-particular
quality characteristic .if3:
tlwhat would be the reeult of paaaing a defectq”
If the defect is
of such a nature that it could cauae a safety hazard, Incur great
loaa, result %n intolerable. operating inefficiency,
or result in.
costly repairs or correction,
the conclusion probably wOuld, be that
sampling inspection should not be used because the preeence of such
defects could not be tolerated;
Thus it would fOllOW that even
with its apparent llmitationa,
100% $,nspactiou should still be, pre=cribed (see 4.3).
If, on the other hand, the defact did not fall
intn any of the categories
described above, the conclusion
reached
might be to us”e sampling Inspection.
Other factors relating to the
question of chonsing between 100% inspection and sampling inspection
are dealt with in Sections 4 and 8.
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If a sampling plan is properly chosen and executed, 10CS of “good
quality” product.will
be accepted more often than rejected, and
lots of’ sufficiently
“bad” product will be rejected f=r mOre. Often
than accepted.
In certain production situations,
“good” quality
might mean a lot with no defective product while in other situations,
because of the high cost of producing absolutely
no defective product
and because of the relatively noncritical use for which the product
16 intended, “good” quality might include a range of quality that is
less than perfect.

c

Sampling Risks . In the foregoing it has been indicated that
10.3
In the case of
there are certain risks inherent to inspection.
sampling Inspe-ction, thare is, in addition to the “error in human
performance,
a special kind of risk that ‘can be attributed
to the
“luck of,the draw” that reaulta “in erronaous decisions relat%ve to
“good” and “bad” lots.. In.other.words,
whenever sampling is involved
there is always the risk. (or.chaace) that good lots may be
‘rejacted and bad lots accepted.
In general, the smaller the sampla.
dlze, the ‘greater tha risk of salecting a sample which does not
truly reflect the quality of its parent lot and of~aking
an erronSince riaka.are inherent to sampling
eous accapt/reject
decision.
plans, this relationahfp
should be clearly unde.ratnod.
The problem
of thase riaka may ha restated as follows:
“Aaauming’ that a lot ia
some given percant defective, what ia the chance (probability)
that
the lot will be accepted or rejacted by the aampllng plan?”
When
the givan. percent defective is in the region Of gOod quality, bOth
supplier and consumer will be intareated in’”a high probability
of
lot “acceptance, and when the given percent defactive ia in the regiOn
of bad” quality, the consumer especially will be interested
in a high
chance that the lot will ba rejected.
These probabilities
of acceptance and rejection “can be determined from the performance
curve,’ or
The curve
operatitig characteristic
curve, of the sampling plan.
shown in Figuri, 1 for the single iampling plan indicatea the chance
of iota of varying quality (parcent defective) being accepted.
Due to chance variations,
samplea drawn from iota of identical quality
may themselves be very unequal in quality and thus yield very different teat results.
Some of the teat reaulta may be so far from correctly reflactin’g tha quality of tha parent lot that the parent lot 1S
aither incorrectly
rejected (i’f lot quality ia good) or incorrectly
accapted (if lot quality ia bad).
The probability
that a aamplfng
plan leada to tha rajection of a good lot is called the producar’s
or “alpha’i risk.
The probability
that a aaqpllng plan leada to the’
acceptance of a bad lot is called tha consumer’s or “beta” risk.

(...

~

.

10.4
Operating
Chara”cteriscic (OCY Curves.. Tba prOtectiOn
affo?dad
by a sampling plan, that ia, its capability ta discriminate
batween
The fact that
good and..bad quality can ba accurately calculated.
these ri.eks can be quantified makes <t poeaible to state these riaka
statiacically
(numerically) ‘and pradict the quantities
rejected on
the average over the.entire
possible range.of product quality.
Such
calculation
- based on the mathematical
theory of probability
provida the baais for the curve ehowm in Figure 1. The curve of’Figu>.,
1 Indicatea’,the relationship
between the. quality of iota submitted
for inspection
and the probability of acceptance and is identified
OC curves
aa the plante operating charactariatic
curve, or OC curve.
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are a graphical means for showing the relationship between quality
of lote submitted for sampling inspection (ueually expreaaed in percent defective, but may aleo be expressed in defects per hundred
unite) and the probability chat the sampling plan will yield a decision
to accept the lot (described as the !lprobability Of aCCe Pt.Snce”)o
In preparing the OC curve, che percent defective of submitted lots
18 generally ehown graphically on the horizontal scale, ranging from zero
to some conveniently selected value of percent defective (not exceeding
100%) or defects per hundred units representing less than perfect
.:,’
quality. Along the vertical scale of the graph, the percent (or
fraction) of lote that may be.expected to be, accepted by the Particular
sampling plan are shown - also ranging from zero to 100Z (zero to
1, if the scale is in fraction of lots). Ob’viou81’y,lots which
contain zero percent defective will be”accepted 100% of the time
by’,any sampling plan, and lots which are ‘1OOX defective”will never
be accepted; consequently, the initial aod terminal points (highest
and loweet) on tbe graph can’ be plotted without the need for calculation. The points in between follow a smooth curve and are obtained
Appendix B in this
from mathematical probability computation.
handbook as well as textbooks on statistical quality control and
related procedures .(see Appendix A) describe the exact procedures
for constructing OC curves.
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10.4.1 Selecilng ‘tlieSampling ‘Plan. Two facto’rs are geKIerallY con(1) the consumer and/
sidered in the selection of a sampling plan:
The risk pator supplier rick factor and (2) the economic factor.
tern of each “sampling plan is represented
by the OC curve for the
plan.
The OC curve for each plan is different, a property.which
the effect of changes
provides an effective means for ascertaining
in sample size and acceptance
number on the acceptance or rejection
The proper (with respect to rf.ek) sampling plan can be
of a lot.
determined from studying the”.OC curve for each plan .under consideration.
By studying the OC curveq, it is possible to,compare the
relative risks of two or more sampling plane for a given sampling
situation.
By virtue of the OC curve, sampling tables can be constructed in which ricks of incorrect decisions have been determined
in advance, making it possible to select plans which will have risk
factors that are acceptable
to both the supplier and the consumer.
The OC curve, then, can be used for claaetfyi’ug sampling plans from
the standpoint of the protection
afforded to the supplier (AQL plans),
The economi’c factor mue.t be considered
consumer (LQ plans), or both.
each time a sampling plan is to be selected and, of course, becomes
This factor
more and more important as the cost of testing goes up.
becomes especially important when, because of the high cost of testing, sample size mu6t be limited to a degree which forces a compromise
Another
o.fthe risk requirements
specified for the sampl’ing plan.
apprOach tO ee~ecting sampling plans is used by some organizations
Instead of selecting a sampling
which handle many types’ of items.
plan on an item by item basis as the above procedure auggeots, a
standard operating procedure is established whereby a particular
very stringent sampling plan (probably acceptance number of zero
and large sample size, perhaps the entire population) Is designated
to use when inspecting
any quality characteristic
that may”be a
critical defect, a second but less stringent sampling plan is designated to use when inspecting
auy quality characteristic
or group of
quality characteristics
that will be at woret a major defect(s), and
a third and still less stringent
sampling plan is designated to use
when inspecting any quality characteristic
or group of quality characteristics that will be no worse than a minor defect”(s).
10.6.2
Effects of Changes to the Sampling Plan on the OC Curve.
A eampling plan and its aasocinted
riske are completely defined by
Tha lot size,
the lot size, sample size, and acceptance number.
except ‘in the case of very small iota, has relatively little importance in ‘meet cases in determining
the risks associated with any
given sampl%ng plan.
Thus , sample sizes and acceptance numbere are
the two important factors which influence the risk pattern of sampling
plans.
If.the risks of a tentative sampling plan are considered
unsatisfactory,
the question which follows is:” .,What changes must be
Thins’can be answered
made to obtain the desired sampling protection?!’
by conaiderlng the effect on the OC curve of changea in the sampling
plan.
To understand
the effect of euch changes, a more detailed study
of the OC curve (see Figure 2) is appropriate.
From examination
of
this curve it I’e?seen that if lots to be inspected are 2% defective,
approximately
90% of the lots are expected to be accepted, whereas if
the lots submitted “are 8% defective,
about 10% of the lots are
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If 2% defective and 8% defective
rePresent
expected co be ‘accepted.
good and bad quality lots, respectively,
the good lots will be rejected 10% (100 - 90 - 10) of the time (producerfs. risk) and bad
This reject{onl
lots accepted but 10% of the’ time (consumer’s risk).
acceptance frequency will occur. by chance.. If thts frequency is
intolerable, appropriate
changes to the sampling plan are requtred.

3“

An increase in sampie size results
Changes in Sample Size.
in a steepening of the OC curve, as Indicated in Figura, 3. The
steeper the OC cti.rve,the greater the power of the sampling plan to
Figure 3 clearly
discriminate betw”een “good” and “bad” quality.
illustrates the ef<ect that increasing
sample size hes on making
the OC curve *’eceeperl’.

10.4.3

/

Figure 4 illustrate
the
10.4.4
Changes in Acceptance
Number.
effect of changes in the acceptancelrejection
numbers on the OC
curve.
In general, the, effect of Increasing the acceptance mumher
is to shift the location of the entire OC curve to the right.
Changing the sampling plan in this way generally increases the
probability of accepting a lot at a given quality level.
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10.f+.5 Simultan’e6us Change of sample Size a“nd Acceptance Number.
If it is desired to have more accurate disposition of the lots whose
percent defective is close to the eelected quality level (the AQL
or the LQ for example), the sample size must be increased to provide
more discrimination.
Also, the acceptance number muet be selected
which will yield the OC curve that is properly located about the
“desired” quality level.
of
Thus , if the degree of. discrimination
a given plan is considered adequate, but the probability of accepting
a lot at a given quality level is too great (i.e., the plan la “too
loose”) or too small (i.e., the plan 1s “too t“ight”), proper adjustment is made by selecting the appropriate acceptance number.
Usually
in practice, if a sampling plan la desired which haa certain desirable
both sample eize and acceptance numbers must be
risk characteristics,
simultaneously
adjusted (See .Figure 5).
In order tn make proper
adjustment, hnwever, the effect. nf each must be understood:
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10.4.6
OC Curves ae a Basis for Selecting SauI
dling Plans.
indicated earlier, one of the advantages of sampling inspection,
in which mathematically
developed sampling plans are used, is thal
one can determine the” probability
of accepting a lot at all points
on the process average scale.
From the preceding paragraphs,
it
should be apparent that the probability or likelihood of accepting
a lot under a particular sampling plan ie completely described by
By study of the OC curves,
the OC curve for that sampling plan.
therefore, it is possible”tn compare the relative effectiveness
of
two or”more sampling plans for ‘use in a gtven situation, or to construct
special tables in which the risks-of incocrect decisions have been
rationally determined.
In a particular sftuation, the desire”d’”$e8r@e
of discrimination
mey result in a large sample size, being required, but
if destructive or very expensi-e te”stin$ Ss fnvolqed,. it may be uneconomical to inepect such a large perceptnge of the lot, ao that ! cOvPrOIn reality, t~ta kind of compromise is reached
mise must be reached.
The
every time a ‘decision to use a sampling inspection plen ,ie made.
Eowe,ver, any attempt
consumer would uaturally. prefer perfect quality.
to guarantee perfection would require. 100% (or perhaps 200% or 300%)
inspection.
For characteriatica
reeulting in hacazilouB condition,
For others, a .aertain amount
this may be warranted and neceaaary.
of non-perfection
is usually satisfactory,
and tbe actual decision
than becomepcme of balaUCiUg the cost of inspec~ioq against the cost of
defectiveness which might be accepted by the eadpling procedure.
In. view of thie fact,. therefore, it should be apparent’ that administrators (and Inspectors who muet ❑elect their owm eampling plans)
should familiarize themselves with the basic for interpreting OC
Both MIL-STD-105
end HIL-STD-414
contain OC curves for each
curves.
sampling plan (i;e., sample eize and- accept,ance-rej ection criterion)
listed.. Also, this handbook containa OC curves for, sempling schemes
in MIL-STD-105
(eae Section 26 and Appendix C).
SECTION

I

11:

SEVERITY

OF INSPECTION

11.1
General.
The severity of inspection fs reflacted by the
total amount of inepectinn and the accept/rejpct
criterion apecf-”
fied by tbe quality aseurance proviefons eatabliahed for the unit
.P~operly.done, :lot.,,
of ptoduct, or ae dictated byquality
history.
sampling inapectlon provides for two or three degrees of severity
:
of
inspection:
(1) normal and tightened, or (2) normal, tightened,
These degrees of severity are applied in both attriarid raduced.
When sampling plana
butes and variables sqmpliqg inspection plan6~
of two or three (or more) degreea of eeverity are used to inepect
lots of prodgct,
thaae plans together with the,rnles for &vItching
from one degree of severity to.another are called a sampling scheme.
“1’1.2
Normal Inspecti6p.
Normal ‘inspection “la that which ia used
when there is go evideuc.4 Chat the quality Pf product “being aubmit!ed
oorer than the specified qv~lity level.
Normal inspecla better or
tion is vaual r y used at tbe ataxt of in$pect$on and la “c’ontiqued aa
long as there is evidence that the product quality ie conaiatent
//
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Tightened inspection Is instituted in
with specified requirements.
accordance with established procedures when it becOmes evfdent that
Reduced, inapectlon nay be instituted
product quality ia deterloxating.
in accordance with established procedures when It is evident that
product quality is very good.

.3

11.3
Tightened Inspection.
Tightened inspection under a sampling
scheme requires a more stringent acceptance criterion than does the
This requirement is
normal inspection plan with which it Is used.
usually mat by decreasing the number of defectlves or defects per
hundred units produced in the sample.
The effect of this decreaee is
generally to increase the,producer’s
risk while reducing the” consumerqs
risk (See 10.3.4 and.Figure 4). When it Is evident that product
quality” haa improved, normal inspection may be reinatitutad.
11.4
Reduced Inspection.
Reduced inspection normally requires a
smaller sample size than ,doea normal Inapaction under the same
sampling echeme.
The effect nf this decreaae In sample size is to
slightly reduce the producers
risk while significantly
increasing
the consumers
risk.
The requirements
for switching from normal
inspection to reduced Inspection are usually much more Involved than
A proven
quality
for awltching from normal to ti’ghtetied inspection.
history fnr the product 10 essential %n deciding to switch from
normal to reduced inapectlon.
Switching from nnrmal to ttghtened
inspection is usually a mandatory requirement,
but svitcbimg from
‘normal tn reduced fnapection is permissive under certain conditions.
When the product quality shows evidence of deterioration,
awi,tching
from reducad to normal Inapectlon ia mandatory.
SECTION

12:

““

.-.
..

SAMPLE” SELECTION

12.1
Baaic to aamplin8 inspection is the selection of
General.
a aampla which can ba reasonably” expected to rapreaeut the quality
of &he parent lot.
Hence, tha procadure used to select units from
a lot must be such that it aaauraa a sample free of biaa.
(That is,
a random sampling procedure.
The proceaa of
See next paragraph.)
selecting a sample meeting
this requirement
is called. raadour sampling.
12.2
Random Samplin&
A sample coneieta of ona o+ umre unite ‘of
product drawn from a ,lot:or batch.
Random sampling ia any prncedure
ueed to draw units from an inspection lot ao that each unit in the
lot haa an equal chance, without regard to ita quality, nfbeing
included in the sample.
A baaic reqti%rement of sampling inepect%on 18”
that, over the “long run, samples represent’lnt
quality to a high
If the units in a lot have been thorou8bly mixad,,e?rtad.
degree.
nr arrangad without biaa as to their quality, ,w:sample”.dreyn anywhere
from tha lot will meet the reaulrementa
of randrimkeaa. Sorn&timas
.—.. –
it Is not practical to mix the units thoroughl+’becauoe
of their
physical dimanainna or for other reaqnne.
Sometimes the best that
can be done in drawing a aemple is to” avoid an’y!t“ype of obvious
biaa.
For example, ‘if the units are stacked in layers, blaa could
obviously result if the entire sample ia dravn from only the top
layer.
It ia poaaible
to reduce bias by avOiding such Pitfalla aa
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drawing units,fr’om the same position In containers, stacks, or pilee;
selecting units from the output of one machine and not others; or
selecting units which appear to he defective or nondefective.
(See
14.2 for che proper way to handle obviously defective units of product observed in the p,opulatlon by an inspector.)
If such biased
sampling procedures are avoided, it will be easier to obtain a sample
that approaches a random sample, and will better reflect the overall
quality. of the lot.
I
12.2.1
Table of
Random Numbers and Random Sampling.
A table of
random numbers. Is a set of digits that has been generated In such a
Vay that:
(1) each digtt appears in approximately
one tenth (if
all ten digits are being used .in the table) of the positions and
(2) repeating patterns of digits are avoided.
A table of random
numbers, similar to Table A, may be used to draw a random sample of
units from the lot.
Each unit in the lot mu6t be identified by a
distinctly different number.
This can often be done by placing tbe
units in racka or traya where tha rows and columns of paaition.e in
the racks are distinctly numbered.
If the units”have aerial numbers,
these serial number# can be used.
The three-dimensional
position
of each unit (row, column, depth) in a large grouping can also be
used.
A table of random numbers can” then be ueed to select the
random .aample. If more exteneiva tab,les of random numbers are needed,
the RAND Corporationla
“A Million Random Digits with 100,000 Normal
“.,Deviates” (see Appendix A) or other suitable sources of random
numbers nay be used.

I
I

I
I

c

I

.

Ex~ple2:
Selecting Random Numbers., Asaumea
sample of fiva
un ts is to be selected at ran”dom from an inspection lot containing
fifty units numbered from 1 to 50.. In order tn select five raadom
numbers from Table A,, begin by letting a pencil fall blindly at coma
number in the table and start, at. t.h+s.-point. Toss a coin to decide
which way to go: heads, go up; tails, gu.dovm.
The randomness of
.numbars in Table A is preservad by any method of reading across,
diagonally, up or down the columns.
Suppose a pencil falls on column
(5) and row (17).
The deciBiOU IS made to read dowp the column and
take only the first two digits .in aach number of fiva digits.
The
salection of random .nurnbers is made””as follows:
reject 89 since it
it over 50, the lot eize; take the random numbers 31, 23, 42, 09 and
47. Th’a units numbered 9, 23, 31, 42 and 47 should be drawn from
the lot to form a random sample of five unft~...
The largest numbar in a random
12.2.2
Additional ADpliC#tfO”SS.
number table should be at least as large ae the number of units in
tha inspection lot.
A table of twn digit numbers (.00 - 99) wfll be
A table of five
sufficient for lots having ‘1OO or fewer units.
digit numbers (Table A) will be =ifffctknt for 10ts havfn8 100,000. ‘:.
For larger lot sizes, Table A can still be used by
or fewer units.
For example, if a aarie= of
ignoring the break between columns.
six digit random numbers is desired. the five digits of column (1) “
may be connected to the first digit of columm (2); or the last
four digits of~.column (1) may be connected .tO tha first twO digite
of column (2); and so oa..

c’
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.12.2.3

Alternated Methods.
A list of numbers that are at least
random can be constructed
if a random number table Is not
available.
Some possible ways of constructing eucb a list fOllOw.
nearly

I

1
I

I

a. Remove all jokers and face c’ards (jacks, queens, kin8s)
frnm a deck of regular playing cards.
Let the 10 count as a zerO
and the ace count ae a 1. Shuffle the remaining deck of 40 cards
Turn
thoroughly and cut the deck ae in playing bridge or poker.
over the top card and ra.iord its number.
Return tha card to the
deck, shuffla and cut the deck, and again draw the top cardand
record its number.
Continu”e this process until a “random” number
table of sufficient length ie constructed.
If a list of two digit
numbere la needed, let the firet card drevn be the first digit Of.
the f~rst number and the second card drawn be the second digit of
the first number; let the third card drawn be tha first .dig’it”of
the second number and the fOurih card bk”tha sacOnd digit Of tha
eecnnd number; and eo on.
This method can, of.course, be used to
construct a list with numbers as many digits in length ae is needed
for a particular task, or it can be used to con6truct a tab.la of
numbers for general use, similar. to Table A.
It must be :rnphaaized
that in using thie method, (1) each cerd drawn must be reinserted
Y,ailure
in the deck, and (2) the deck shuffled before the next draw.
to carry out these two steps before each card draw will significantly
reduce the randnmneea of tha number list.
b. A seriee of one digit numbers that are “somewhat” ~andOm
can be generated by uaiug, in the following way, the page numbers
of.a book containing more than three hundred pagas.
.1.

2.
::

Open the book at a .atrictly .arbitrarY’ POint.
Nota the two page numbers, one odd and one, even.’
.Select the odd or even numbered page.by flipping a coin.
Record the last digit of the 6elected page.

Caut}on mus,t be used if the pagea tend to part at the same number
more fraquantly than appears logical for produc~w
“rand- ?u~be~a,
euch aa when the binding nf the book has been broken at a specific
paga number.
These one-digit nnmbera can be accumulated in pairs,
threes, and ao on, to develop” two”, three, and larger digit “random”
numbers.
The uae of random number tablee “ia preferred, but this
method can be ueed with proper precautlona.
12.3
.Constant Int.ervai Samplin~.
When unita of product are
arranged in an order without regard to their quality (such as d’a”ta
records on magnetic tapea or product uuita in a tra?), the samPle
ma’y’ba drawn by using a constant interval technique.
.By this method;
a constant imtarval is maintained between the unita draw’n fot the
aampla.
Tbu8 every 8th, 17th or 23rd unit of a conaecuti~elY
Order”ed
-lot may be selected.
The firat unit to be drawn from the lot may
be determined from a table of random numbers.
.All Oth@r uuita in
the eemple are drawn at a constant interval following the first
unit.
The amount of the canatant int?rval Za dete~ined
by dividing
//
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A
danger in.using this sampling
~he lot size ‘by the sample size.
te=hni,q~e is chat the characteristic
fOr which inspection ~;h:o be
fashion that coincides with
done may vary in acune pertOdic
In such a situation, the sample
length of the sampling interval.
would not truly represent the population, and inspection
result= cO”ld ~ialead an observer about the qualitY Of the population”
IS one Of the less desirable
Hence, constant interval Bampling
sampling ~ethOd~, and cautiOn should be exercised in ‘ta ‘a=”
Aaaume the lot size
SamPlinll.
Example 3: cana~antInterval
The
tO be drawn.
is 213,000 “nits and a sample of 315.units ‘s
by dividing
the lot SiZ6 by the samPle
constant interval IB computed
size:

213,000 : 315 = 63
The ~irat step IS to select a. random number frOm 1 ‘0 63 from a
table of randonnumbere
or brother
appropriate methods.
After
the first unit haa been dravn, the
remaining
units
“in
the
selecting every 63rd unit re‘rem ‘he
quired sample eize are dram
by
lot until the total sample size of 3+5 :S reached.
Under certain conditions it maY be
Stratified Sampling.
12.4
can
~ece~sary to divide the lot imtO sublOts so that information
The divibe obtained about specific parta Or strata Of the 10to
~ion of the lot into stratified sublote requires considerable
‘nOwthe product.
~edge and judgement
concerning
the cha.racteriatics ‘f
A sample is drawn from each sublet as thOugb it were an ‘dependent
S.tatiati=al deciaiona regarding the acceptance ‘r ‘ejection
lot.
of the product quality can be made for each sublOt.
Aaeume” the lot conBiata Of
Example h: Stratified Sampling.
3S ,loo ~nita produced from five different machinas (or ‘peratora)
and sampling inspection is used to determine the acceptance
Or
The aublOt
rejection of product for each machine (Or O.ParatOr)”
sizes may
.size~ for each machine (or operator) and related ‘amP1e
be as fOllOWa:
Sample Siza
Sublet Size
Machine Number
315
30,,000
1
200
4,000
2
125
3,000
80
3
1,000
4
20
100
5
.
. .
. ..
76“0
38,100
TOTAL :

,.

I
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Although the acceptance or rejection of the entire lot (3g,100 units)
might have’ been determined from a single c.ample of 500. unfts drawn
at random from the entire lot, much more
information is obtained
by forming sublets (one for each machine Or oPeratOr) and accepting’.
or rejecting the product of each machine or operatnr.-.’-~Thusparticular machines or operators can be identified as producing acceptable
or rejectable quality products.
While this example is presented to
illustrate stratified eampling, another point may be made regarding
the homagenelty of product within a lot.
In thoee caeeg where lot
homogeneity is an especially sensitive problem, it may be.required
to perform a statistical comparison teat to cnnfirm that the eeveral
rnachlnea or production line@ are manufacturing
homogeneous product.
If teste are negative and it ia otherviaa feasible, product from
than
the eeveral machinesjproduction
lines nay be formed into more
one.lot inetead of a single lot.
(See alao 6.4.)
12.5
Sampling from “an Vniabeled Po’p”ulaEioa. In come cfrcumstancea
a unit of product may be mnre easily selected for a sample ad it
moves along its prn”duction line (perhaps as ft pasaea a aatipliug or
inspection statinn) rather than after it haa bean accumulated into
a lot.
During perioda of bna hundred percent eempling, the aamplar
(possibly an inspector) neads no device’ for aelectfng a sample.
However,
if only
a fraction,
f, nf tha product fa to be included id
the eample, then some selectinn devtce (preferably random) la needed.
Any one of a number of devlcea may be used, eevaral of which will
be discuaeed here.
The first. device dit?cuaeed ie a randOm,uumber
table.
The devices discussed after that are efther cO=OnlY
available, easily nbtained, or eaeily constructed.

I

l.’

a. Random Number Tables.
A random number table ioay be used
tO aelact a fraction, f, of the units of product aa they coma to
tha sampling station.
As befnre, when using a randnm number table,
select a starting point and a direction to mova in the table to
selact aucceaaive numbers (par”a. 12.2.1, Example 2). Write the
sampling fraction, f, as a dacimal.
For axampla, if f,- 117,
express it as f = 1 .; 7 = .14285 ----This fraction may be rounded
to as many placea.,aa dasired.
If f = 1/7 wera roundad tn two placea we would hava f = .14.
Expreeaing f aa a decirntilinstead of a fraction changea the eampling
nne,.out.
of.p&y
-Sa?an.
Wits
inatciad of.selecting
rule slightly:
of product, on the average, select fourteen out of every ona’’hundred
units.
Ae tha firat unit ‘of product cornea to the sampling station,
determine the flrat two digit randnm number (the etkrting point selected above).
If that number la 01 to 14, select the unit of product for tbe sample.
If that number ie 15 “tn 99 nr 00, d’o nut
select the unit of product for the sample, but let it continue on
the production line.
Read the next twn digit number in the random
number table and using tbe same salection rule that was used for the
firet unit, select or do not select the next unit of product for the
sample.
Subsequent unite of product are dealt with in the same way.
/
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The method of sample selection is now illustrated using the random
numbers in Table A. Suppose that a starting place is picked in
Table A’et column four, line ten and that, with the flip Of a coin,
the choice is made to move down in Table A to find successive random
number8.
The following list chows the first ten two-digit numbers
that would be taken from the table and what those numbers would have
to say about selecting the first ten unit6 of product.
Unit

of Product No.

:
9.
10

I

Deposition
of
Unit of Product
Do not
Do not
Select
.Do not
Do not
Select
Do not
Do not
:Do not
.Do not

53,
33
03
92
85’
0s
51
60
94
58

1
2
3
4
5
6

(“

Table A Number

select
eelect
select
eelect
eelect
eelect
select
select

b. Coine. One or more coins offer a stiple, readily a&ilable
meane of randomly eelectlng eech unit of product ae it appears et
Coins. n!ey be used aa indiceted in the following
the sampling etation.
table when it is desired to select a unit of product with the probability shows In the first ,column. Thi6 probability is also the
fraction of units that, ovex the long run, will be selected for the
semple.
The eecond column chow
the number of coins necessary to
select a unit of product with tbe probability shown in the first
column. The third column shows the number of heads (Ii)and tails
(T) that muet turn up when tossing tfie coins in order for the unit
The fourth column shows the number of heade
to be not eelected.
.
.
. . .
and tails that muet turn up In..nrder for tae UUXC to be nor eeieccea.
Of couree the table could be”contfnued for more than the four coins
that are ehown here. Eovever, an increasing number of cnina becomes
increasingly complicated to handle, and, as will be seen below, Other.
less complicated methods are available.
Probability of
Selecting Unit
of Product
112
1141183181/16
5116
7116

Number
COinn

-.5

1

.25
.125
.375
- .0625
=“ .3125
= .4375

:
.5

No. Heads (E) and
Tai,le (T) to Select
Unit of Product
(1)3,IOT)
(2E, OT)
(3E, OT)
(2E, .lT)
(42i, OT)
(4E,’OT) or (3E, lT)
(4E, OT) or (2E, 2T)

No. Heads (E) and
Tells (T) to Not select
Unit of Product
(08, lT)
(lH, lT) or (OH, 2T)
,All others”
All others
All others
“All otbera
til others

//
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For example, if a sampler must. randomly select units of product with
a long run frequency of 3(8. he could, according to the above table,
uee three coins to make his ‘selection.
Any time three coin toesee
turned up two heads and one tail in any order (HET, ETE, or TEE),
the sampler would include tha unit of product in the sample.
If any
other combination of heads and tails appeared, he would not. include
the unit of product in the satiple.
Dice may be used ae shown in the follOwing tab~a tO
c.
Dice.
.eelect u=
of product that ara presentad to a sampl@r.
Tha first
“column in tha table shows the fraction of product to be selected
from the production line ov”er the long run.
Ibis fraction ie also
the probability of selecting each.untt of product if the prescribed
procedure is folloved.
Column 2 shova the number of dice to be used
in carrying out the procedure on that line of the table.
Column 3
shove the number of spots that are to appear on the dice if the unit
of product is to be included in tha sample.
Column 4 “shows tha number of spots that are to appear if the unit of product is not to.be
includad in the sampla.
COIUmD 5 shows the nuqbar of BpOts that are
In other words, if a
to appear if the dice are to be rolled again.
numbar appaaring in Column. 5 is rolled, no dacision fS ?ade”about
e’tati-.
.Inst-d,
!.he
selecting tha unit of product at tfta aampl.fw
dice are to be rolled again until a number turns up which appears in
aither column 3 or colu=n 4.

I

.3

..

-

.3
Probability of
Selecting Unit

I

I

No.

Dice

No. of spots
Showing to
Make Selection

io.

of

Spot”s

Shoving

to Maka

Nonelection

1/36

2

2

All other

1125

2

2.

5 -9”

1/18

2

2 ●.12

All other

1/15

2

3

2, 4-9

1I1O

2

2,3

4-9

1;7

2

3,4

5-12

1(6

1

1

.2-6

1/5

1

1“

2-5

llq

1

1

2-4

1/3

1

1,2

3-6

1/2

1

1-3

213

,,,1

1-4

314

1

1-3

.:

of Spots
Shoving to
Roll
Again

No.

3,4,10-12
10 - i2
~~

1,0 -12”
2

4k6
5,6
5,6

3s

I
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For example, if it is desired to sample at a frequency of 1/10,
If a roll of the dice turns up
then two dice will be needed.
a three, say, (one die shows a single spot and the other shows
two spots) then ,the unit of product is selected for the sample.
If a five, say, is rolled, the unit of product is not included
in the sample since the rule is that if any number of. spots, 4
If an eleven is
through 9 is rolled, the unit is not selected.
rolled, no decision is made on’selecting
the unit
of product for
the sample.
Instead, the dice are rolled again until some numbar
from two to nine is.r.oiled.
..

1

(

I

c

“

d:..

This method of random selection
Colored beads in’ ‘a jar.
requires (1) some type of opaque container tith. h month wide
enough that beads can be selected from within the jar, and (2)
a number of beads nf uniform shape, size, and te?tura.
Each
The total
eay red or graen.
bead must be one of two colors,
number of beads in tha jar is determined by the desired sampling
For example, if one,out of twenty-five units ie to
frequency.
be selected, then’ the jar should contain twenty-five.,beadai One
red and twenty-four green.
If tha selection ratio is to be
three out nf elaven, “then the jar should contain eleven beads,
three red and eight gree”n. In order to determina If e unit of
product is to be selected for the sample as it appaare at the
sampling station, the beads in the jar should f,iret be thoroughly
mixed and a single bead selected by a person who cannot aae
inside the jar.
If, in either of the above two examples, tha
bead la red, then the unit of product is salected fcir the sample.
The baad is
If th’e bead is green, the unit is not selected.
then returned to’”the jar and the beads in tha jar are thoroughly
mixed in preparation
for the next bead selection.
e. Numbered discs.
Numbers can be painted or pasted on
plastic nr:.paper dlacs, and the diacti placed in an opaque jar.
As with the beads in d, the discs must be undistinguishable
to
the touch.
In order to select a disc, the jar <e thoroughly
mixed, and one of the discs selected by a person who cannot see
ineide the jar.
The number on the disc is noted and a aampla
selection made accordingly.
The dtsc ia returned to “the jar, and
the discs in the jar are raixad in pr”aparation for selection of
tha next disc.
Tha method deecribed here may”be used in the
following way to sample from a flow of units of product that is
moving too. fn.st to. permit .n,..epny.=~$=t$a.ls.et:/:do..
nO_q.eelact
decision on each product.
.If the product is to be” sampled at
frequency f, place in a jar 2/f discs numbered from l,to 21f.
For example, If” the flow nf product 16 to be a’a”mpled”
at n rate
of f - 1/50, place 2/f-2+(1/50)-100
dfsca numberad from 1 to
100 in the jar.
Just before” the flow of product .bagink, mix
the dlace in the jar, randomly select a dtac, note the number,
i. Return the diet to the jar and thoroughly mf.x.the discs
again.
Aa the flow nf product begine, count the.number”of
unite
paasing the sampling station and select the ith unit of product
Shortly before this unit of.product reaches the
for the sample.
sampling stgtldn, select another numbered disc, nota ite number,
j, return the disc tn the jar, arid again mix the jar’of dinca.
Count the numbar of units that pass the sampling atatfoo after
the ith unit, and select for the sample the unit receiving the
jth count.
Returning to the example “in which the sampling rate
39
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is f-1/50 and discs numbered from 1 to 100 are placed in the
jar, 6uppose that the number selected from the jar at the beThe ntimbar la rioted, the disc
ginning of production is i = 67.
is returned to the jar, and all the discS are thoroughly mixed
In the tieabtirne, unlta of product
for the next disc aelectiou.
are counted as they paes the”sampling
stat’ion, and the 67th unit
A second disc is eelecla removed from the line
goti inspe$cion.
ted just prior to the arrival of the 67th imit at the sampling
‘fhua, after the 67th
station, and the number on it ia j _ 15.
unit has been removed from the line, the, count to determine the
fifteenth unit following is begtln. Thie method of sampling ael-”
This ddmple selection
ection may be contfnued indaf%nitely.
method is truly random so long aa th- numbered discs in the jar
remain :indistinguishable
to the touch arid are thoroughlyqixed
One dra+ack
to this method in
after each disc ia returned.
some situation
may be the wide vartatton In”the number of units
In sittibetween successive eample selections
(from 1 to 2/f).
dtions where this is the case and where the selactfon of.a cornpletely random sample iB,not iuandatory, ttie method may be modified by limiting the numbers on the .disca to Eorne reduced,range
centered around l/f.
In the example with f = 1/50, the numbers
placed in the’jar might run only from 40 to, 60. Ufth,50 at the
middle of this range of numbers, the long range.sampli~g
frequency
It must be remembered that reducing the range
wou,ld be f - 1/50.
of numbers in this way altio reduces the randomneaa of the selection
method.
Reducing the randomneaa somewhat probably causes no. problem
in .rnostcases, especially if the production process ie in control.
However, reducing the range too much may Introduce hazards such aa
those mentioned in connection with the constant interval sampling
method in 12.3.
I

,

“’

f. Arbitrary Selection.
In some cases, perhaps becsuae units
of product move with such great apead or in such great volume
along the production lina, it may be impractical
to select a iample
by a random salection method.
In such cases it may be necessary
to select the sample by having the sampler simply reach into the
,,
flow of product and arbitrarily pick oti’ta unit(a) of product.
Although this method is quick.and aasy, it doaa have disadvantages
and may csuse problems, most of which arise becauae the sampler is
somehow biased in which sample he selects.
For example, a prodncar’s
ine~e-cto”rm“ay be tampted to eel’ect only product with aoobvioua
defects while’ a.cu.etomer’s inspector who ia obeerving may object and
insist on Including any product ha seee with obvioue defects.
The
result may be a disagreement
on whethet ot not the product be~ng
Inspected is accaptabla.
Problems such as those deecribed in .12.3
.,
may also ariae if tha samplar tea~b to sarn~le in some regblar pattarn.
However, if the volume and. rate bf product’ along the .prodtictioriline
are
truly great enough to juetify aamplihg without benefit of,aome.
rarldornaampling device, .tIiesampler will probably not be sampling
in a sufficiently rigid pattern to causa the introduction of sampling:,
bias.
Hence, vhere,,the eituatio’n geuuinely calls ”for it, satiplea
may be selected arhitrarilj.
But becauee of the disadvantages,
eelecting samplea In this way should be considered another “last
resort” method.
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SECTION

13:

CURTAILMENT

OF INSPECTION

L.

..

I
(

There may be a temptation to stop inspection at the Stage when
the results being obtained make the final results almost a foregone
conclusion.
For example, suppose single sampling is in use, the
sample size is 80, with acceptance number 10, rejection number 11,
and in the first 50 of the sample only 2 defectivas are found.
It
might be argued that having found only 2 “in 50, it ia not easily
believable that another 9 or more will ba found in the r.4malntng
30, ao why nut accept at nnce and not bother to inspect the rest?
It 16 ttua that it is not li,kely
This temptation must be tesistad.
that 9 or more will be found in remaining 30, but It could happen
and the plan must not be curtailed.
Curtailment, thenj ia not
permissible merely becauae a particular result seems probable, but
it la permia,sible tf, before the eample haqbean
completely inspected,
a Particular result is certain (unlais a record of the complete
For ex&nple, if the
sample ta required for some other reaaons).
sample size is 60; acceptance numbar 10, rejection nu$ber 11, the
finding of only three.defecti’ves in the ffrat 73 aaniple units meana
acceptance even if all the remaining 7 units ace defective, vhereaa
the finding of 11 defective
in the first 20 sample units must mean
rejection even if the ramaining 60’ sample units ara hll perfect.
Whether inspection is curtailed tn these ctrctimatancea ilapends upon
administrative
convenience,
since to arrange for curtailment is
tiometimea more trouble tlian it is worth.
Furthermore, if the
sampling results are to be used to estimate pioceas average quality,
ae wall ae to decide on acceptance and rejaction, curtailment can
lead to biased results and may be better avoided for this reaaon.
In any caae confusion and misunderstanding
will be eliminated if a
standard procadure la established
that states claarly whethar and
under what circumstances
inspection may be curtailed.
See Section
36 of this handbook for curtailment of inapectionwhen
using 141LSTD-105.
SECTION

14:

DISPOSITION

OF DEFECTIVE

PRODUCT

14.1
General.
When conducting sampling inspection under a lot
sampling plan, the entire lot la rajected if the accaptanca critarion
la not satiafied.
The probability of rejacting iota of ahy given
The poorer
quality is ahovu by the OC curve for tha eampling plan.
“the quality of iota submitted to the sampling plan, the .graater tha
probability of rejection.
Tha rejactiom of. many lots introduces
problems euch as the diapoaition of tha rejected .lota, determination
aa to tha remedial action to be taken, availability of &to*age
apace, rework time, diapoaitlon of scrap materials, difficulty in
meeting delivery schedules aa well aa additional financial burden
on the supplier.
.Pailure of the supplier to correct tiie situation
may even forca a production stoppage, particularly whan alarge
number
of rajected lots are accumulated.
Sometimes the.consumer may
agree to buy the rejected lot at a reduced price, especially when
The. more customary
the product is iu great demand and ehort supply.
practice requires the rejected iota to .be acieeaad, defective units
reworked or replaced, and the lot resubmitted by the supplier.
c
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14.2
Obvious DefectIves.
Any sampling plan whfch requires less
than 100% inspection of the product cannot guarantee that 100%
of an accepted lot will.be nondefective.
This reality IS reflected
by AQLs for lot sampling plans having values greater than zero.
However, the specification
of a nonzero AQL does not give the
supplier the right to either knowingly or unknowingly permit
defective units of product to be sold to the consumer.
This means
that not only should the producer nnt.deliberately
put faulty
products into the lot, but also that theinspector
should identify
all units which are obeerved to be obviously defective. regardless
of whether or not those unite are included in the,inspec”tion sample.
Further, in selecting an inspection sample, the %nspector !auat not
deliberately inc.lu’de or exclude s unit because ~t is defective.
After the sample has been drawn from the lot and inspected, thoee
units previously obeerved and identified as being obviously defective
but not included in the sample must be removed frem the lot for
defect%ve,
disposition in acc’erdante with establi~hed procedures for
producte.
14.3

Resubmitted

,.

L0t8.

14.,3.1 Screeninfz and Ree”uiim%saton. Screening done in connection
with lot eampling planb is the procedure by which each unit of
product in a’ *ejected lot is inspected and each defectfve un$t ii
‘
rejected.
A resubmitted
lot is a lot that has been rejected, subjected to screening, and subsequently
submttted again for acceptan,ce. When theconsumer
rejects a lot, the.producer may elect to
screen and reprocess the units’ and “reeubmit the lot for inspection
If the producer doee
if not probiblted by contractual provis$ona.
elect to screen-the rejected lot, the inspection must cover at
least the characteristics
in the inspection clasa(es) which caused lot
rejection.
However, unite of product found during skreenlng with
defects belonging to other inspection classee should aleo be treated as
defective (see. 14.3.2).
Defective units found as a result
14.3.2
Disposal of Defectfves.
of sampling or screening of rejec”ted lots shOuld nOt be. m.i=ed with
production lots.
At tbe discretion of the responsible authority
defective units may ba:

I

a. Reworked arid accumulated over a pirio& of.”tba for au,baequent
reaubmiasion aa a mtscellaneoue. lot vla%ch will be inspected for all
characteristics.
b. Reworked and anbmitted with the 10t frnm Which they :ware.
ecreened.
c. Submitted by the supplier’in”a
request.fok deviation approval.
d. Di.spoaed of as scrap.by the snppller..
e. Diapoaad nf aa agreed upbn by the auppiier, and reaponstble”
:
authority.

‘/

I
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When resubmission is permitted,
14.3.3
Severity of Inspection.
a decision must be made as to the severity of inspection necessary
A resubmitted lot
to assure the adequacy of screening and revmrk.
should be given normal or tightened inspection, never reduced inepecti.on. Also, sampling plans with an acceptance number Of zerO
may be used.

(

A decision must be made as
14.3.4
Inspection o“f Resubmitted Lots.
to whether inspection, of resubmitted lots is tO be perfO~ed
fOr all
.types.or clasees of defects or only for the particular types or
This decision
claaaes of defects vhich caused initial rejection.
will. depend to some extent on whether defects are correlated and on
the nature of the work performed on the lot “prior to its resubmission.
If screening is all that.was required, reinspection can be limited
On the other
to the class of ,the defects that cauaed rejectfon.
hand, if the lot was reprocessed,
a possibility extats” that additional
In such instances, reinspection
defects may have been introduced.
When reinspection
should be performed for all clasaes of defects.
is limited to the class of defects that caused rejection, defects
Units conof other classes may be observed durtng relnapectlon.
taining defects in the other classea should be returned to the
liOwif
justified on the baa,is of coat.
supplier for replacement
ever, the observance of such defective unl’ts is not counted in
the results of reinspection.
SECTION

(

~~

15:

ESTIUATED

PROCESS

AVERAGE

The process average.is the average percent defective
Purpose.
15.1
or average number of defects per hundred un%ta of product submitted
by the supplier for original inspection.
OrtSlnal inspecting is the
first inspection of a particular quantity of produce as distinguished
from the Inspactfon of product vhich has been resubmitted after
prior rejection.
The process average for a lot is estimated from
sampling inspection data.
The primary purpose of computing an
estimated process average is to estimate the average quality of
products which may be submitted and, based on this estimate, determine
whether product quality is deteriorating,
improving, or remaining
constant.
Estimated proc’ees averagee’fill
a definite need in the “
construction of “p cbart~,” control charts for fraction defective.
These cbarta graphically
show quality trends and can give guidance
an the need, for. correc>-iv$-eEtlFn-: T-hey are also quite useful in
comparing the quality of different suppll-e~i of the” same,;product,
since thair comparative
product ,quality can be -seen a“t a SlanCe.
The estimated proceae average may also be ueed by the consumer In
specifying or changing AQLB in apecificatione
or contracte.
Uhen
the estimated proceae average ia to be computed Inspection should
nnt be curtailed when the rejection number in reached.before
the
entire sample haa been Inspected.
Eatfmatee teken from curtailed
sampling results are biaeed (See 15.2.1) and thue may not be the
best reflection of the true process everage.
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15.2
Computation.
the estimated proceea

The following formula is used to compute
average in terms of Percent defective:

Estimated

Process

Average-

.3

100’x Total number of defective
in the’‘samplee of k lot6
Totel number of units in the samples drawn from k lots
where “k” is the number of lots from which eamples have been
drawn.
A preferred ”procedure requires the estimated process
average to be computed for 10 consecutive lots on ,P~igiUal inspection (i.e., the inspection results of resubmitted Iota are
excluded) . It”is
computed
after every 5 10ts follOwing the
tenth lot, but mey be copputed after each lot if “the prQdUCt
quality is changing” rapidly.
The entimated procees average is
computed separately for each type OF class of defects for which a
been specffted.
separate AQL ha8
To use the above fornvtla for’
computiqg the eati!nated proceaa average when’ the expkeaaion for
nonconformance
ia in terms of defect8 per hundred units, the
word “defective”
in the numeretor 18 changed to “d?fects”.

1

15.2.1
Computation
for’ “Dou’BXe”
“an”d3hiXttp”2e Stinipl’e
Flan8.
Computation of the estimated proce?s averag? Mith double Or multiPle’.
sampling’plana,may
be made uafng data either ftom $he first a.amPle
only or from all sample8.
Usually only data from the first aarnp’le
is used, and the reason ,for preferring thi8 method ia that. it
“
always yielda an unbiaaed estimate of the proce8s average.
Uben
data from all 8amplea -is used, an estimate of the process average
i8 computed which hia the undesirable
cbaractFriatfc
Of being
.bi8aed. That la, over the long run, estimatea of the proceaa
everage will” not aqual the true proceaa av?raga.
Usar6 of double
or multiple sampling plane who wish to inveattgate the uae of data
from all aamplea, may refer to Aakin, Aloiae and Guthrie, Donald,
“A Biaaed Estimate of the Process Average”, Technical Report No.
14, Applied Mathematical and SCatiatica Laberetory, 19$4s StanfOrd
Univera~ty, Stanford, California.
15.2.2
Computation
wish Nontypical. Conditioria. The results of
iuspectiug products manufactured
under condigiona nOt $YPical of
usually production procedures
(known as abnormal reaulta) may be
excluded from computing the e8timated proce8.e.average.
The mere
fact that the data look unreasonable
ia not a sufficient basia for
excluding them.
A definite reaaon’ must be knOwa. each es a furnace failure, a disruption in electrical p.ower.aarvice, or the
equivalent.
Example 5:
Estimated Proceaa Avertiua; A8aume’a product is to
be aybmitted in lots of 2500.unit8.
The.8empling plan ueed calla
for drawiug a single” sample of 125 units .from each lot with an
acceptance number of 3, rejection number of 4. The estimated.
process average ia to be computed on the baais of the reaulta of
S ,c0n8”ecutivtiA0t8 on original inspection.
It is knovm that lot
number 3 received water damage from a leaking rOof dugipg a he@vY
rain storm and therefore the inspection reaulta reflect in abnormal
condition.
The reaulta of a,arnplinginspection are tabulated a8
f0110V8:
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TABLE i):

Lot
Number

.

Lot
Size

Estim@t@d “Proc’e6sAv@r.age
(n- 125, Ac= 3. Re- 4)

.

Sample
Size

.

Defective
Observed

.

Tnspector
Dec’fs%on

1.

2500

.

125

.

2

.

Accept

2.

2500

.

125

.

1

.

Accept

(125)

.

(9)

.

Reject

‘(3)

.

(2500) .

(Abnormal)

Accept

4.

2500

.

125

.

0

5.

2500

.

125

.

,4

.

Reject

(0)

.

(AcciPt)

(3)

.

(2500) .

(125)

.

6

.“

2500’ .

125

.

TOTAL

~

Accept

8

625

Estimated Process Average -’“~00 x.8 - 1.28% defeccive
625
(.

When
Note that lot number 5 was rejected”ou original inspection.
it has been screened and resubmitted, the inspection results for
the res”bmiited lot must not be included in the cOmpu Cations for
the estimated prqce8s ‘average although che original inepectlon
results for lot number 5 are fricluded. Lot number 3.ie excluded
from the computation due to the abao~mal condition encountered.
SECTION 16:

~UALITY ~ISTORY

16.1
Purpose.
Quallty history is the compilation of inspection,
quality control, or reliability records for a wilt of product, Pr
a group of units.
The quality history of suppliers producing the same
product can be developed, and t?aeir,quality capabilities
can be evaluated.
Procees capability and dee$gn var~abillty
studies can be made” to provide a factual basia for changes necessary
Deficiencies
to meet either quality or performance requirements.
in unit of p~oduct or ay.cceum dealgn can be brought to tbe attention
of development, product, or aystcms eogtneering activities for corrective
action. The importance of the qual$ty Mstory of 4 pup,plfer fOr
aepecific product cannot be ov~rstated. Ukep thp qualtty history
is very good (the product ie consieteatly h.$.shin q~litY
fOr all
charact&rigtics), less inepectlwn wI’11 be requi’red and Iuepection
costs will be reduced for both the SUPPli=
?nd t~ c09s~e”r.
/

c
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16.2
Inspection records consist of reInepe’ctlon Zecords.
corded data concerning the results of the inspection with appropriate identifying information aS tO the Characteristic ‘r claes
nf characteristics
inspected.
The recnrding of eampling inspecting data permits maintenance
and continuity of quality history.
By analyzing these data, adverse quality trends can be detected
and corrective actions Initiated.
This makes possfble the
avoidance nf frequent rejectinn of prnduct costly delays in meeting production schedules and increases the @upPlier’s
responsibility fo? quality producte.
Better contrnl over quality can be
In nrder tn
exercised when the facts are knovn and recorded.
develnp a quality .histOry, It is necemsary to compile and maintain
,,data regardfng the reeults of inspection.
“These data ,Pe~it the,
One of the best technievaluations of”the process capability.
It la
ques for this evaluating is the estimated proces6 average.
essential that adequate rec0rd8 be maintained regarding the r’esulta of Inspection regardless of the type performed.
Standard
forms should be used for this purpose.
The records should provide complete identification. of the product nr operatfOn in6Pected
and, a13 applicable, information
such aa: tha supplier, contract
number, apeciflcatlon,
Inatructinna
or prnject ordar, type of
sampling u8ed, lot size, 8ample 8ize; quality level(s), and cOmplete inspection “results including acceptance Or rejectiOn decision?..
Inspection records ❑ekve” a’number of useful purposes such a8:
a. Tbe cnmpiled information
can be ueed tn determine the
severity.of Inspection needed for current cnntracte or subsequent
contracta with the same producer.
b. In8pect~nn record8 indicate the producer’s quality captibility and integrity.
They can be used In aubaequent contract
award decisions.
c. They are a anurce nf feedback iuformatiOn to support request fnr vaivera, englnearing
redesign, and inveatfgation Of
complaint
of defective pr0duct8 by the using activities.
,.
16.3
Feedback Information.
Feedback information ia the collecting or racaipt of quality data repnrta regarding tha product.
Feadback information 18 moat commonly 8enerated”by
the user.when
a prOduct fails to eatiafy his needa under live environmental
conditions; “h”ovever,.feedback also include8. aattafactory
report8,
succeae data, in-service. uae data, etc. ‘Xhainapector
alsO.generatea feedback information
on a product before it raachea the
:
cnn8umer.
Feadb.eck information can .be umed to aid @ making valid’ ‘
deci8i0ne regarding
adjustments of the product” a
PrOCee.a tn
‘:
prescribed..raquiremeata
by alerting stkpervialon to unsatisfactory !.,”.
performance .ae it 0ccur8.
The feedback of sampling inspection
.:
results,:.aa well as the frequency. and the n“ature of Complaint
from’
the consumer, 1s, an impnrtant part of the tntal feedback ptcture
..
which cannot be ‘o+erstre8eed.
This feedback .is a major factor in
the readjustment of quality levels, may provide a realiatic and
factual measure of the state of the art, and ia also valuable In
providing a basi8 f6r awarding incentive type contracts.
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SECTION

c

17:

RESPONSIBILITIES

of the
Consumer Respo”nsfti%l”ftCes. Basic responsibilities
17.1
Those reapOnsiconeumer will vary from one situation to the next.
bilities may include the establishment
of reelletic quality requirements and an adequate amount of Inspection to aseure that product
The conmmmer may operate”a
quality conforms to requirements.
data feedback system to imprnve product design and quality reInspection by the conanmer may be performed to
quirements.
deternlne the adequacy”of
the supplierta inspection myatem or
quality prngram, except for inspections
reserved for snle perforNormally, this ia accomplished, by the
mance by the con”aumer.
Inspection. of products that have already been inspected by the
supplier and submitted for acceptance.
Generally; the aatiple
Inspected by the consumer is selected separately from and indeCOnauxOer lnpendently of the sample selected by the supplier.
apection is usually in the nature of a vertficatinn
inspection
rather than a duplication
of the eupplier*a inapectinn effort.
Cnnfnrnance inspection
by the conaumar cona%atm of examination
and tests performed to ascertain whether the product meets standards
established by the procurement
documents.
Each of these examinations and tests ie characterized
by a measurement or comparison
which furnishes information
relatlve tn a standard established
E-109, Statistical Procedures
for
by the procurement
documents.
Determining Validity’of
Suppliers’ Attribute Inapectinn, provides
more complete information
about verification
inspection.
Various “military sampling standards
‘Respons’lble Auth6rit~.
17.2”
authority.n
refer to a “responsible
In ganeral, the responsible
authority referred to in the tail&tary atandarda 16 a representative, not of the supplier, but of the government agency which
In a general supplterlconsumer
situaia procuring some product.
authority ie some repke8entativa
of tbe
tion, the responsible
consumer.
-

The ‘supplier is responsible
for
17.3
Supp lier Responsibilities.
controlling the production ,process which may generata products,
produce data records, or kasult in the performance nf definad
operations, and for taking necessary actiona to regulate or preThe auppl%er, Is required to
of defects.
vent the occurrence
perform all Inspection,
unless otherwise prescribed by the contract.
The minimum .amount of supplfar inspection is u!mally
Provlsione of apticifications,
specified by the Quality A6BuiaIICe
purchaee deacriptiona,
or other contractual documents.” Based On”
the’ results of his inspection,
the eupplier determines whether tha
productsintanded
for aubmiamion.to
the consumer meet or do not
The decisioa as to
meet the desired quality requirements.
whether the products, should or should nnt be au~itt~?
reata with.
The scopa of the:supplfer”s
t6tal quality effort
the supplier.
is dependent on such factors as’’:the:importance of the product,
the complexity of the product, tha intended usage of the product,
and the unit life cycle cost.

1c
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.

Inadequacies in the supplier’s
17.4
Consumer vs. Supp lier.
..inspecti.an can. be demonstratedby
objectiveevidence
developed.However, sampling variations can
through product inspection.
occur.
It is important to know, wheu sampling inspection is
used, whether any difference between supplier and consumer inspection results is real or can be considered to be due tn
chance alone.
Procedures have been developed which permit a
comparison between supplier and consumer inspection data for the
purpose of determining
evideuce of eignificaut statistical dtfferencee.
Such a procedure has been publiehed in US DOD Quality
Control and Reliability Eandbook (interim) E-109,. Statistical
Procedures for Determinlug Validity c!f Suppliers! ~~tribu~aa
InspectIon.
These met”hoda may,a.lso be used in prOcWr?mept.
storage, and maintenance
iuspect$on opirat’ions, or whenever an
independent check ia desired of the reported. fractious .defective.
Whenever a real difference exists betweeu cousumer and supplier
may be, needed to determine
inspection results, an investigation
fs due t? m~s@terPFctatiOn
Of
whethar or not hie difference
the inspection requirements.
Problams ari8fng from such sftuationo can be minimized if certain adpinfstratfve
ect$Ons (On
the part of the consumer) are taken.
AS a tifniqum, .thase actiona
should asaure that both supplier and coneumer ‘inspectfo.n perand understand the following:
sonnel are aware of the need for
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

h.
PART B:

Proper lot formation and control;
Drawing sample units ,of product in a rendorn manner;
“
Clear description
of a defect or defecttve unit;
Correct
applf.catfon of the sqmpling plan used;
Adequata mafntenauce
and caliqr~tfon of inspection
equipment;
Uniformly applying quality standarda in ,classifying sample
units;
Preparat~on
and maintenance
of appropriate-inspection
procedures;
Agreement on the method of measurtng conformance.
MIL-STD-105

‘SECTION 18:

INTRODUCTION

18.1
General.. This part of the tindbook provides detailed
instructions and “illustrative exaaules for auulyinu and administering the attribute sampling prqc~dpres eat~~l~sh~d by lfIL-STD105.
Nothing that follova in this part of the handbook shall be
interpreted ’to be in contradiction
vith any atntemeuts in ~ILSTD-105 since it ie. intended to eerve only as an aid in support
of.that etandard.
Ntimbere in’ aqunre breckets in this
1s.2
Editorial Cnmments.
part of the ~uide are refereucee’ to ‘the relevant paregraph numbers
in MIL-STD-lti5.
The tablea in:tiIL-Sk&lQ5
are designated by r.nman
numerals, with eub-divlaione
denoted by capital lette~a [e.g.,
,,/
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Table I, Table II-A, Table Ir.-B, etc). .The tablee in this Part
of the guide are designated b~ amabic numerals (e.g.. Table 1.
Table 2, Table 3, etc).
Tables will be referred to without
specifying each time which document is the appropriate One,. Binc”e
Reading
this will be clear from the tabl’e pumbers themaalves.
this part of tha guide fs unlikely to be rewarding unless a copy
of MIL-STD-105 is available for reference.
MIL-STD-105
ie designed
18.3
Scope and Purpose of NIL-STD-105.
The scheme
for attributes
[1.4], lot-by-lot
[5.1] in6PeCti0Q.
ia particularly
relevant for inapectiOn Of a sequence of 10ts Or
batches, but an occasional isolated lot or batch paY ‘a}QO be
.
covered by considering
the tablea as a collection of sampling
plans rather than aa a eaqpling scheme.
The main purPOse of
every MIL-STD-105
scheme fs to ?ccePt wit@ a ‘%h probability
tmn the Acceplots who,ae quality level is equal to or better
table Quality Level (AQL) [4.21.

I

iQl, in AIL-sTD-105.
MIL-STD-105 defines the AQL as “the
18.4
maximum percent defective (or the rn~ianum defect~.p’er hundred
units) that, for purposes of sampling inspection, can be considered eat%afactory
.ee a prOCeaa average.
Alt~Ough. the AQL is
the fact does not g+ye”a manufacturer
a number greater than cero,
the right to knowingly or unknowingly’ supply any ~efactive
product, nor should Chet fact be taken tO ‘can ‘.hatthe consumer
ia willing to accept defective prOduct.
gather, tha AQL should
be regarded as an index to a sampling plan ?nd, thereby. tO tha
calculated risks that the supplier and the conaumar are Prebenefit of samppared to accept in order to nbtalu the ecanomi’c
ling inspection.
The sampling plau indexed by the AQL ia most
effective (1) if., when the manufacturer
1S prqduc~ng at
th~
plan r,ajecte eufflcient
a quality that la worse than the AQLP
lots to make it worthwhile
to improve product qyaltty wfthout
delay, and (2) If, when the maPV<acturer
is prodvc$?g at a qualit?
that iS at or bette? than the AQL, the plan rejects Ve?Y few 10ta:
It ia often difficult and expensive to ba sure (.t@q6h
1130Z inspection) that a m?chlne, a prOce?s, Or a p~oduc?xon line ia producing no defective?.
In practice, ”sorne percentage of defect~vea
can usually be tolerated, and that percep~+ge ~E largelY “gQ+erPed
by economic constderatione
as tbe customer maybe
g?c?d
with
the
choice between a reasonably good”.grt$cle that h? cap ~ffo=d or a
better ong, ,that is.beyon~ .bi@ =eSP.s, If noperc~nt~g.e
of defective
product can be,tolerated~
then the product ?&a! ~i? i?spected 100z .,
or more..
18.5
Structure of MIL-STD-105.
HIL-STD-1OS may be”constdered
aa
text,
tm
?iast~
ta~les
conaidtiug of’ three parts,
nan!el~ t~
(Tablea I to IX), aud the extended taalea (Zab@e X-A to X-S).
“The text defines the ~e=a
used +nd g~e~
‘ul=
~or $@’? ‘peretion
“
.of
sampling Inapactlon.
The r$ght-hand P?EC= o: the %=tended
tables repeat information already gfv=
fn t6e -ster
tables.
It proves useful @ practice to have th$s ixiformatlpn aveflable in
one
layout is the mOre
twodifferen’t
forms of layout; sometimes
useful, sometimes the Other.
The scheme is based upon the uae
of the AQL concept, and the plans are indexed by AQL and by sample
size.
The sample size is determined from the sample size code
49
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letter (see Para 23.2) ’and from the inspection level [9.2].
Equivalent single sampling, double sampling and multiple sampling
plans are given [9.51.
Tables are given for normal inspection,
tightened inspection, and reduced Inapectfon [8] together with
rules for switching from one of these to another [8.3].
SECTION

19:

The sampling
to attribute

APPLICABILITY

,)

OF 3’IIL-STD-105

plana in XIL-STD-105
are applicable,
inspection of the following:

but not

limited.

These are completed “products that many be
En’d Items.
insp~~ted before or nfter pack.agfng andpack~n8
for shiP~ent
storage.

or

These are the materials
b. Components and Raw Materials.
which are shaped, treated, or asaembled to form the end Stems.
These materiala. may be inspected at their source, upon receipt
at the point of assembly, or at any convenient Place a10ni3 the
aasembly process where the end items are formad.
c.
Operations.
In many cases, repetitive work performed by
machines and operators can be judged to.be acceptable nr unacceptable.
These work operations may be lnspectad on a sampling basis
to determine whether the process machine, oparator, or clerk is
pe~formiug satisfactorily.

Materials may be inspected on a
d. 14ateriala in Process.
sampling basis to determine their quality aftar any step along
the production line.
Inspection may be for quality characteristics
which ware built into the’materials
by the production procass
or for damage or deterioration
which occurred while the materials
were in temporary storage betwae’n production steps.
e.
Suppliaa in Stnrage.
The aampliag procedures and tables
of MIL-sTD-105 can be used to determine the qunllty of supplies in
storage :on a sampling basi.a.

f. riaintenance Operatlo’ns.
These operatione,are
usually
performed”on reparable materials to restore them to a eervic”eable
conditions.
When maintenance
or overhaul operation
are performed,
attribute Inspection is made to determine the quality of the
product after reconditioning
operations have been completed.
Data “or Recorde.
Whdiiever large volumes of’data are
g.
proceaaed (i.e., accounting
rec”?rda, coet data, invoices; bills
of lading, etc.),” the tittribmta sampling inspection procedures
of UIL-STD-105 can be used as the basis for-determining
dollar
volume, item count, accuracy, or other meaaure of’quality of the
data or records.; ,
h. Adniniatratlve
Procedures.
If the results o’f administrative procedures can be measured on an attribute basis, the
sampling plans and procedures
of MIL-STD-105
can be applied.
1

I
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SECTION

20:

SEQUENCE

OF OPERATIONS

IN USING 24IL-sTD-105

(
A typical eequence of operations In ualng the sampling procedures and tablee for fnapectiou by attributes of ?IIL-STD-105
fe illustrated by Table C yh%ch follows.
This table aaaumes a
requirement for single sampling.
TABLE

C:’ ‘Sequence of Operational
‘Explanation

SEJ22

{

““

‘Steps

1.

DeterPine

iot size.

2.

Determine
level.

inspection

3.

Determine sample
code ietter.

4.

Determine

aamplin”g plana.

Establish

severity

size

of

1’
.

i~~~%;~~n;amplesize
and acceptance number.

7.

Select

8.

Inspect

9.

Record inspection
results.

sample.

sample.

‘/

1. Lot size controlled by lot
formation criteria” contained in
Otherwise,
procurement documents.
establiah by agreement between
responsible authority and suppller.
2. If the item specification
does
ant give the inapectio’n level, uae
inspection level II.
3. Found in Table I, MIL-STD-105,
based on lot size and inspection
level.
4. Single aamplitig generally a’elected.
Double or multiple ea%ipling may be ueed.
5. Normal Inspection generally used at
start of contract or production.
6. Aaauming normal inspection and giver
the specified AQL value and the sample
size code letter, the sample size and
acceptance number are found in Table
II-A, HIL-SZD-105.
7. The sample, consisting of the numbe]
of units of product’ ae determined from
“Table II-A, MIL-STD-105, ia selected at
random from the lot.
Additionally,
any
obvious defective
that have not been
selected for the inspection sample are
removed from the lot (but are not included tn the sample).
(See para. 14.2
(or defects) are
8. ‘The defective
counted.
If.this count does nnt exceed
the acceptan-ce number (At).the” entire
If the count equals
lot. is accepted.
.or ex,ceeda the,rejaction number. the
lot ,1s tiejected.
9. Compnte estimated prnceaa average
if requtred by operating pro”eedures.
l!atntain record o% accept/reject
dacis%ona %n order that switching rulee
may be followed.

c
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Explanation

2EIE
10.

Resubmit

lot.

10.If the lot is not accepted, it
may be resubmitted for acceptance
inspection only after all units of
the lot are reinspected and all
defective units removed or reworked.

Example 6: Obtaining a Plan.
Suppo6e the AQL is 1.0, the inspection
level is II and the lot size is’2,500.
The first thing required is the
sample size code letter (usually called simply the code letter, for
short).
For e lot size nf .2,500 arid inspection level II, Table I
gives the code letter 88 K. In the appropriate master table (Table
II-A), it is found that the sample size for single sampling ie ‘125.
AQLs for normal inspection are given along the top nf the table, and
under.the value 1.0 we find the numbers 3 end 4 given under the heading
Ac Re (which stand for acceptance number and rejection number, respectively) . Tha sampling plan required is:
Sample size
Acceptance number
Rejection number

125
3
4

Alternatively,
Table X-K-2 could be used.
Again the sample size
of 125 ‘in found; and in the column for AQL 1.0 ara found tha acceptance and,rejaction numbers 3 and :4 as hefara.
Example 7: Arrows in Tablea TI, IIr, and IV.
Suppnae the AQL is 0.40,
the inspection levelie
I, and the lot size ia 230.
Table I glvea the
code letter as E. Using Table II-A, it is found that thare ie no plan
for latter E and AQL 0.40 but a downward poLnting arrow that directs
us to letter G instead, and the required plan ie:
Sample size
Acceptance number
Rejection number

32
o
1

Alternatively,
the apecifyiag
of code letter E laada ua, in tha extanded tablea, to Tabla X-E-2.
But this page haa nn cnlumn fnr
AQ1. 0.40.
Instead, the symbol nf and inverted triangle aPPaara
for AQLa leas than 1.0. ,Thia triangle refere to the footnote “Uee
next aubaaquant eample siza code letter for which acceptance and rejectinn,numbara
are available.”
If the triaitgle’is thought of ae an
arrowhead, it la pointing towarda ths edge of the.page to ba turned..
This leade to lettar F whare again AQL il.40 fe not given, and on to’
letter G to find the same plan an before.
It is vary important tO -.+..
ramember that if a triangle or series of trianglea directs you from
~ne paga to another nf the axtended tables, or an krro~ ~irecte Ynu”.
from one row to another of the maater teblaa. the aampla size to be
used is the one given for the new page or the new row arrived at and
not the ona given for.the orizfnal Da@e
or rOw [9.4].
Where upward
.pointing arrowa or trlinglea are found the meaning’ I’e ❑irnilar. The
triangles again point to the edge of the page to be turned.
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Example 8: Sample Size Exceeds Lot Size.
StippoAe the AQL Is
Table
0.015, the inspection level is III and the lot size Is 120.
I gives “the code letter as G, bu~ referring tO th6 table.% an @rrOw’”
(or a series of triangles) leads to letter P befote a plan is found.
The required plen has’a sample size of,800 which exceeds the lot
.. size.
In this case the entire lot of 120has
to be taken as the
sample.
The acceptance end rejection numbers remain “aa O and 1.

I

!4IL-STD-105 statea ,that AtjL valuea ,of 10 or,leaa shall be
eipreased either in’ % defective or ‘in defects per hundred units
whereas values over 10 shail be expresai?d only in defects per
hundred units [4.5].
A decision must be pade aa to whether deThe
fects or defective
la appropriate fn each particular case.
AQL will then be defined in terms of that decision.
Examples 6,
?, and 8 are incomplete,
then, because in aach Of th~ the AQL and
the acceptance and rejection numbers are given as pur6 numbers.
However, as examplea for demonstrating
how to draw t?amplfng plans
from the tables, they are satisfactory.

~

(.

Example 9: Defects Per. l?undre’d Units “And ‘De’fect%ves. This example takes Example 6 one stap closer to being a real world problem by expressing the AQL and the acceptance and rejection numbers
In exin terms of defects and then defects per hundred units.
ample 6 the AQL ia 1.0 and the sampling plan is:
125
3
4

Sample size
Acceptance number
Rejection number
If the AQL ie 1.0%

defective,

Sample size
“. Acceptance number
Rejection number
I

If the AQL ia ‘1.0 defect
be:

the sampling

plan will be:

125
3 defective
4 defective

.“

per hundrad

Sample size
Acceptance number
Rejection number

units,

th?, eamPling

Plan Vill

125
3 defects
4 defecca

~
.

The tables, it will
in either caae.

be seen,

are used

.

in precisely

the.same

.

/
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I

SECTION

PREF!IRRED AQL6

21:

The tables in FIIL-STD-105 give 26 values of AQLs ranging from
0.010 (i.e., one defective per 10,000 units of product) to
1,000 (i.e. 1,000 defects per 100 units of product or an average of 10 defects per unit).
These 26 valuee are chosen so
that each is approximately
one and a half times as large aa the
previous one (the average ratio is fn fact the fifth root of 10,
or 1.585).
When the specified AQL for inspecting any given product is one of these preferred AQLa che tablea may be .uaed. Ifs
however, a specified AQL is” not .a preferred AQL the tables are
not applicable [4.6].
In these circuamtances~-he
appropriate
quality assurance personnel must either determine that ,a preferred AQL nay be used “in place of the apecifled AQL or that a
new sampling.plan must be developed that satisffea the requireThe very high values of AQL, 100
ments of the specified AQL.
and above, are not likely to be used often, since they imply
that a product in which every unit contains defects nay be
considered satisfactory.
Clearly, this could be ao only if
the defects being sought were of a.minOr nature, an+ the unit
of product waa something fa”irly complex,” such as a COmPlete
vehicle.
Example’ 10: High AQLE;
In the Inspection of cloth, to be made
UP later into clothing, the.unit of product might be a considerable area of cloth.
In the Inspection for minor weaving faulta,
an average of 4 faulta per square. meter mtght well be acceptable, in which caae an AQL of 400 defe’eta per hundred square
meters could be specified.
.SECTION

22:

INSPECTION

LEVELS

22.1
General.
Inspection levels in general provide the quality
engineer a means by which oue of several sample eize code lettera
may be selected for a given lot eize.
The effect,of offering
this choice la to offer several sampling plana, each with approximately the same probabilities
of acceptance in the region of good
of
quality (AQL or better) but.with differing probabilities
acceptance when lot quality ia worse
than the AQL.
Table I
gives three general inspection levels, nmmbered 1,,11, knd.111
and four special Inspection levels, numbered S-1, S-2, S-3, and
s-4.
The general levels will be the moat often used, and it 16
aasumed” that level II will be used unle8s one of &he other level’s
is specified [9.2].
Example 11:
Comparison of Inspection
.600, the inspection levele are:
Inspection

level

1“,
11
111

Code letter

Levels.

For”a

“

10t size of

Sample size
(Single sampling),

G
J
K

32
80
.12s
..

It must be remembered,
however, that for certain
in the table will lead to sample sizes different

AQLS, the arrowa
from these.
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22.2 SPecial Inspection Levels.
The special inspection levelfi
are designed for. situation6 where the sample size must be kept
emall. A typical situation in which a special inspection level
might be used is one in which testing is (expensive or destructive
and in which large consumer ricks can be tolerated. Section 37
contains a discueeion of probleme that the responsible authority
must face in eetting the inspection level [9.2].
SECTION 23:

I

SAMPLE SIZE

23.1 Sample Size Re18cive to Lot Size. The amount of Information
about the process quality gained from examining samples .depettds
mostly upon the absolute size of the .eamplen and little upon the
percentage of the lot chat ie examined.
It ie eometimee caked,
therefore, ‘Why is the’sample eize made to depend upon the lot
aize?l* There are three reasons:
,.

I
(“

I

1

a sample of small’ eize that bas a high probability of’
a)
representing the quality” of a sm811 lot or”batch may be too small
to represent, .with high probability, the quality of a larger lot or
batch;
b) when there 18 tiore at stake, it is more iiportamt to make
the right decieiom.
Proper use of the tables leeda to the result
that from a good procees lots are more likely to be accepted as the
lot size increases, whereas lots from a bad.process conversely are
more likely to be rejected;”
“lot
a sample size can be afforded that would .“
c) with .s large
be uneconomical for a small lot. For example, a @ample t?ize Of
80 from a lot of 1,000 may be easy to justify economically, where
a sample of 80 from a lot of 100 would .be relatively expemafve.
23.2 Sample nlze in MIL-STD-105.
The sample slzea given inHIL-STD105 for single ”sampling form a series (like the eeries of AQL
values) in which each number la about 1.585 timee the preceding one.
This means that the product, AQL times sample size, is approximately
constant on diagonele of Table II-A which leeds to e @elf-consistent
table if acceptance numbers are also taken an constant on dla80ttals.
This feature wan helpful in dettigning the tablea rather than being
directly helpful in uain8 them, but the resultin8 pattern doee mean
“that tbe tables lend themaelvea to the $onstructiott.,OfCOtIVetIient
eununariea and of special nomograms “or slide-rules that could be convenient on occaaiona.
The sample sizes for double and multiple
aamplfng follow the same pattern, but for a gLven code lettar tbe size
of each of the two double aamplea is equal to the” ❑ingle eample size of
tbe previoun code letter, whereas, each of the seven.multiple ❑ample eizaa
is equal to the ain81e sample size of the third P,revious cOde l=tter..
Sample sizes for reduced inspection are alwaya aqual to the normal
inspection sample siza for the second previoun coda letter. An a
result, aix different valuea of aampla. size correspond to any given
code letter according to whether single, double or multiple eampling
is ueed, and to whether or not reduced lnapection (See Section 2S) la
in force. This is vhy code letters, rather than purely” aa=Pla ai~es,
are needed to index tablee.
//
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SECTION

24:

NORMAL

INSPECTION

24.1
Consumer ProtectCon.
A problem in ‘designing a samPlim.g Plan
ar a set of sampling plans is to decide how the OC curve(s) of the
plan(6) will relate AQL quality to probability of acceptance of a
lot or batch of product.
Suppose, for example, that the,sampling
plan is designed such that when product quality is at the AQL, the
probability of.lot acceptance is very low, as illustrated in Pigure”
6. With such a sampling plan, the probability of lot acceptance is
also small when lot quality is worse than the AQL, ‘and the customer
is very well protected from receiving low quality product.
The manufacturer, however, .wII1 be unhappy when he produces at the AQL (see’
para 18,4) only to have liia product rejected.
Furthermore, because.
of the nature of sampling plans, producing at a quality level better
than the AQL will not necessarily mean a high probability of lot
acceptance.
In the example of Figure 6, when the product quality
level is at half the AQL, only 20% of the.iota will be accepted, and
when product quality is at one quarter of the AQL, only about half
of the lots will be ‘accepted.
Not only the manufacturer,
but alsn
the customer will be unhappy with such a situation, “especially if
frequent lot rejections are delaying delivery of tha product.

I *

24.2 Producer Protection.
Another approach .?nightbe tO use a
sampling plan in which there la a high probability of lot acceptance
at the AQL.
Figure 7 showe the OC curve of such a sampling plan.
Not only is product with quality at the AQL accepted with high
probability, but also ali.product with quality higher than the AQL
and when quality is in that region, both the customer and the manufacturer are’happy.
However, if ’product quality drops below the
AQL, there may still be a high probability
of lot acceptance.
In
Figure 7, if product quality drops to twica the AQL, there Is still a
60% chance of.lot acceptance.
While this rasult will probably pleaae
the manufacture,
it will, on the other hand, prObably displease
the customer;
24.3 Compromise.
To meet che requirements of both the manufacturer
and the cuetomer, some compromise is needed,” and the device adOpted
in MIL-STD-105 is that of normal inspection and tlghcened inspection,
in which two sampling plane are specified for any.give~ Situations
together ‘with “rules for determining when to ewitch “from one to the
other and back again [8]. Normal int?pect+on”ls designed, like the
example in FiguFe 7, to protect the manufacturer
against having a
high proportion of lots rejected even though his quality ia better
than the AQL.
In effect, the manufacturer
is baing given tha benefit
But the customer
of any doubt that ariaea due “to eempling variability.
needs protection too, sad
this is achieved by erra~gipg that the
manufacturer shall not be given the benefit” of ‘the doubt blindly and
invariably, but only for as long ae he proves wrthy
of it.
If at
any time the sampling results chow that an exceeeive number of lots
have been rejected,, he forfeits his right to the benefit of the doubt
(that ,ia, his right:to normal inspection), and “tightened inspection
is instituted to protect the customer.
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SECTION

25:

TIGHTENED

INSPECTION

I

1

1
I

Finding the Plan.
25.1
When tightened inspection 10 called for,
the required plan is drawm from the-tables in juet the came way
tie’plane for normal inspection except that Table II-B is used instead of Table II-A if the maeter tables are used, whereas if the
extended tables (Table” X) are used, the appropriate column Of the
table is found by reading the AQL value from the bottom of the
table inetead of from the top.

‘

25.2 The Tightened Sampling Plan.
In general it will befound””that
a tightened plan hea the same sample size aa the corresponding normal
plan but a smaller” acceptance number.
Eowever, if the normal inapaction acceptance number’.ia 1, changing to O would lead tn an
,unreaaonable degree nf tightening, and if the normal “inspection
acceptance number ie O, no smaller number is available.
In both
of theee caees, tightening in performed by keeping the acceptance
number the came ae for normal inspection whileincreaaing
,the
sample size.
25.3
O.C. Curves.
O.C. curves fur tightened inspection are not
shown graphically ao an to avoid confueing the diagrams by trying
However, tabulated
valuea are given,
to get too much into them.
and where a plan exiata both an a normal plan for one AQL and an
a tightened plan for a different AQL, which la often the cane, the
same O.C. curve applfaa to the plan in both ita gufaee.
It must
be ramembared that the figures yaed to label the curves refer tn
the ‘normal ”inspection AQL valuea.

.
.,

Example 12: Ftnding a Tightened Plan.
Suppose the AQL is 1.0,
the inspection level in II, the lot size ia 2,500.
From Table I,
the code latter in K. Uaf.ngTable
X-K-2, the tightened plan in:
1
I

Sample size
Acceptance number
Rajection number

125
2
3

Tbie is the came aa the normal pla’n for code letter K and AQL 0.65.
Its O.C. curve.i.e therefore the ona labelled 0.65 in chart K.
gECTION

26:

SWITCEING

RULES

26.1
General.
The last two sections have di8cuebe”d normal inapect”ion
and tightened Inspection, what each in designed to do, and hOw to
use tha tablea In the standard.to find the appropriate
6ampling
plana.
Thin section .diecueaea tha aw”itching rvlea by ~eana Of
which tha dacfaion ie made tn change frOm normal tO tightened nr
back again [8.3].
The plana in the standard.have
been designed
prtmarlly for use vith a continuing .aeriee of iota or batches.
Uhen.the standard is In fact ueed in such @ situation (the lsnletF’d
lot situation beini’an exception). it must be emphaaf~ed that ‘he
rules for switching between normal and tightened lnspectiO.n are an
essential part of the sampling scheme.
.
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26.2 Normal to Tightened.
since normal inspection is designed to
accepc nearly all the lote offered provided that the quality Is at
least as gOod as the AQL, it follows that if a hi6h PrOPOrtiOn of
lots is being rejected, the quality probably is not as good as the
AQL.
The question is what proportion of rejection ovar what number
of loca la high enough to require a switch from normal to tightened
Inspection? A rule la required that will give reasonably quick
reaction if quality becomee intolerable . while having a low
probability of wrongly calling for tightened inspection when the
quality la really tolerable.
The rule for switching from normal
to tightened inspection la that tightened inspection must begti as
soon aa two out of five aucceaaive iota heve been rejected on original
inapectiom “(See 3.3.1.)
Thus, if iota are rejected but resubmitted after being ‘retirke’d, tlueme seeuiidtted
lots are nOt
The rule ‘can be intercounted for switching rule purposes.
preted to read tvo out of five or fewer, to allow for the situation
before
where two are rejected near the beginning of production
five lots have been produced.
In these circumstance
tightening
should be introduced at once without watting for five.

(

1

26.3
Tightened to Normal.
Once tightened inspection haa been instituted, normal inspection ia not restored until five aticceasive
iota have been accepted on tightened Inspection.
This requirement
la quite a severe one, and It wae intentionally ~ade that uey becauee once there la evidence that intolerable quality haa been
~~
produced, the manufacturer’s
right to the benefit of the doubt la
lost and cannot be restored until he haa ahowm that it ia safe
to do ao.
f

~~
26.4
Discontinuance
of Inspection.
There. is one further safeguard
for the customer.
This la the rule that acceptance inspection may
be discontinued,
pending action to improve the qualitY. if ten (Or
other number if specified hy the reaponaible authority) consecutive
iota remain on tightened inspection
[8.4].
This ia s meet important
principle; if the quality la bad, action la needed, and inspection
should atop until evidence is provided that suitable corrective action
haa been teken.
Once corrective action haa been taken, tightened
inspection may resume [8..2,1.

IL
1
,.

A product is being supplied in
Exampla 13: Normal to Tightened.
The AQL ie 1.5X defective.
The inspection level
iota of 4,000.
Table I gives the code
la 111. Single ssrnpling +e being -employed.
letter aa U, and tbe required sampling $Iana ire foumd”to be:

I

f70rmaI
Inspection
Sample air.e
Acceptance number
Rejection number

I

I

(

-.,Tightened
Inspection
315
8
9

315
10
11

Table D shows the readlta of the inspection of the first 25 lots.
It IS ueual to use normal inspection at the start of a production
run and this i? done here.
The rejectiona,at
lote 4 and 10 do no?
cauae a switch to tightened inspection a%nce in each case the “2 in
5 rule haa not been met, but the rejection at lot 12 following the
At lot 21, five
one at lot 10, cauaea a avitch for lot 13 onwarda.
successive iota have been accepted on tightened inapection,and
nOrmal
inspection is restored beginning with lot 22.
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TABLE D - Twenty -five lots from a hypothetical

inspection

Inep”ection level

process AQL - 1.”5% defective.

3,

111 (See example 131
Lot
Number

Lot
Size

Sample
Size

&

~

De”f”ectivee” k

1
2
3
4
5

4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000

315
315
315
315
315

10
10
10
10
10

11
11
11
11
11

‘7Ac”
2
4
11
9.Ac

6
7
8
9
10

4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000

315
315
315
315
315

10
10
10
10
10

11
11
11
11
11

4.
7
.3
2
12

11
12
13
14
15

4,000
4.000
4,000
4iOO0
4,000

315
315
315
315
315

10
10
8
8
8

11
11
9
9
.9

8
11
7,
8
4

16
17.
18
19
20

4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000

315
315
315
315
315

8
B
8
8
8

:
9
9
9

21
22
23
24
25

“4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000

315
315
315
315
315

8
10
10
10
10

9
11
11
11
11

Ac
Ac
Ri

Future
Action
cont. normal
cont. normal
cont. normal
cont. normal
cont.. normal
?..

cont.
cont.
cont.
cont.
cont.

.

normal
normal
normal
normal
normal

Ac
Ac
Ac
Ac
Re
..-..Ac
Re
Ac
Ac
Ac

cone. normal
switch to tightened
cont. ti8htened
coat. tightened
cont. ti8hte,ned

9
~
5
2
7“,

Re
Ac
Ac
Ac
Ac’

cont.
cont.
cont.
cont.
cont.

6
7.
2
.5
3“Ac

Ac
Ac
Ac
Ac

reBt Ore normal
cont. normal
cont. normal
cont. normal
cont. normal

tightened
tightened
tightened
ti8htened
tightened

26.5 Normal - Tightened OC Curves.
The” OC curves ii Table X of
MIL-sTD-105 are fog the normal eampling plans a“nd for some of the
tightened eampling plans in the standard. . Eowever. the standard
nrovidea no OC curves for the normal-tightened eampling trchemes
~hat are required far i%s~ect-ing ‘all’continuing &eriee of lots.
This handbook provides those OC c“urvee in Appendix C.

I
(

I

SECTION 27:

METHODS FOE REDUCING RISKS

.“

27.1 General.
There must alw8Ye be risks in sampling inspection,
both of the acceptance of bad lots and of the rejection of good lots.
But these risks should be tolerable prnvided thst, the’AQL and inspection level have been well choien.
If either the manufacturer or the
customer should decide in a particular inetance. that the risk he is
taking is tOo hi8h, it would be =ell to check that the AQL and the
inspection level ha{e been well choBeu, but for the remainder of this
60.
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section it will be assumed that they have been and that these are not
available for change.
The manufacturer
will be interested In reducing
risks when quality is better than the AQL - he is not entitled to any
The cuetomer will be particularly
interreduction nf risk nthervise.
ested fn the risks when quality is worse than the AQL, since if quality
is better than the AQL he is getting quality that offers few If any
defective
in the lot.
27.2
Four Methnda.
There are four methods
the riska fur both partiea.
““

that can be used tn reduce

a.
The first methnd ia tn improve the quality nf production.
This may seem too obvious to be worth saying. but it is surprisingly
eaay in discussions on sampling plana, O.C. curves, switching rules<
etc., to forget the simple rule that a lou.percentage
defective In
the production gives the customer what he wants and en6urea a high
proportion of acceptance to the manufacturer.

(

I

1

(

b. The second method applies only in a particul.ir caae, but it
ia the caae which la moat likely to cause anxiety, namely, where the
Plans with a zero acceptance number have
acceptance number ia O.
For this
such ahallov O.C. curves that big risks are unavoidable.
raaaon, MIL-STD-1OS allowa the use of an alternative when the tables
lead to a zero acceptance number (provided the responsible authority
approves) . This alternative
is to uae the plan for the same AQL,
with an acceptance
number nf 1, Instead of O [9.4].
There is a
price to be paid, in that a sample size about four tlmea as big la
required, but the risks for both partfee are so much reduced that
The price may be reduced somewhat
itifJOften
well worthwhile.
by adopting the double or multiple tremplfng plen aquivc.lent to the
single sampling plan with acceptance number nf 1.
c. The third method is to consider the poaaibilit,y of increasing
the lot size.
If the lot size can be increaaed far enough to lead
to a change o.f code letter and an increase of sample size, this will
reduce the risks for both partiea, since the larger sample aiz”e leads
to a steeper O.C. curve, and the tables are ao arranged, that this
curve will be higher than the old. curve at most points where quality
ie better than the AQL, and lower at most pointe where quality is
worse than the AQL.
It is’, unfortunately,
not poaaible tn arrange
tha~~~<lee so that these features are alvaye as dealred
without
losing nther deaira-bI& -f&-i”t”~e&J “Pigtira 8 “Bhova, “aean example,
four nf the normal inspection plens aaeociated with an AQL of 1“.52
For quality better than the AQL, it ie seen that the
defective.
larger the sample the higher ia the proportion of iota accepted.
However, for quality yorae than the”AQL, ,plana with the larSeS
sample aizea do not at all points giva a greater probability
Of
Most, nf the
rejection than do plans with smaller sample sizes.
c.urven croaa relatively close to the AQ1.. The nntable excaption la
the curves for sample tiizea thirty-two and fifty which croaa at
roughly four t“imea the AQL.
The idea of increasing lot aizea to gain
better protect’$.on with the resultant larger asmple may be objected
to since it is not alwaya easy or sensible to change lot sizes.
Lot alzes are fixed according to such things 88 continuity nf production, the quantity nf production that can be handled at one time,
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It is
traneporc problems, stock control problems, and so on.
nevertheless worth remembering that, other things being equal, an
increased lot size can be helpful from the sampling inspection
point of view.
In examining the height of the curvee in Figure
8 where percent defective ie twice, three times, and four times
pett of
the AQL, it must be remembered that the curvee show only
For all the normal
the picture - the normal inspection part.
inspection plans in HIL-STD-105,
the percantsge of.lots accepted;
Such en acceptance
if quality ie twice the AQL, 18 lese than 802.
10UK.
rate will always lead to tightened” inspection before
d. In aituatione where the’entire 141L-S~b-105 sampling scheme
(normal-tightened-reduced)
.1s in use, it may become undesirable to
take the extra conaumarqa risk that coetea with reduced Inspection.
In this event. the reaponaible author%ty may decide to discontinue
reduced” inspection” [8.3.3d] and
use a eampling scheme which entails
only the required
normal and tightened inspection [8.3.1].
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SECTION

28:

REDUCED

INSPECTION

28.1 General.
Sometimes there is evidence that the production
quality is consistently
good.
Where thie heppens end there is
reason to suppoee th”et the good production will continue, heving
the ability to detect bed lots will be leee importent, since neerly
ell the lote will be 8ood once. ‘Inspection cennot, however, be
stopped altogether since e wern~ng is needed if the production
quelity woreena.
In these circumstances,
coueiderable sevings
can be made if so desired by using reduced +Kispectfon sampling
plene, which have semple sizes only two-fifthe the eize of the
corresponding
normal inspection plene (except where the normel
inspection plen hae e eemple elze less then 5).
It might at firet
be thought that the way to reduce the sample size would be to use
a code letter eerlier iu the elphabet.
This would indeed reduce
the eample size, but would have the hndesireble effect .of eleo
reducing the proportion of lote expected to be eccepted when product
quelity. is good; thie would, in effect. mean punishing the =anu-.’
facturer for doing good work.
Since such a reeult would clearly
be unsatisfactory,
a special set of sampltng plans ie necessary
for reduced inspection.
These plans are given in Table II-C of
the master tables.
(

.
Examination
of Tables II-A and II-C will show that in addition
to the three-fifthe
reduction in sample efze, the reduced sampling
plans are changed from the normal plans by increasing thair acceptance number.
Recalling the di6cuasien of 10.3.2, it is seen that
reducing the eample eize and increasing the acceptance aumber reduce
the slope of and shift to the right the location of the OC curve
for normal sampling.
The shift of the curve is efficient
co praserve the proportion
of iota accepted at the AQL.
The use of tightened inspection, when called for by the ewitching
rules, is essential to the scheme, but reduced inavect~on is entirely
optional; even if the naceasary switching rules ar~ met, the responsl“bl& authority naed not introduca it unlace he wis,hee ~o.
Tha
ewitching rulee [8.3.3]
era designed to eneure that reduced
Inspection la not introduced unless the observed quality ie
genuinely good and is likely to continue so.
To detect wbethar
reducad inspection
ie permieeible,
the racant production hietory
muet be compared with a limit number,’ taken from Tabla VIII.
Example 14:
A product is being manufactured
tbe following conditions:
AQL 10% defective,
spection level I, eingle sampling.
The plan,
ante number 1’4, rejection number 15, is found

to be inepected under
lot eize 4,000, insample size 80, acceptunder code letter J.
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Table E shows the imaginary results of the inspection process.
Normal inspection is in u6e at the beginning of the table, which is
taken tn be an extract from a longer sequence, ao the lot numbers
dn not start at 1. The results are gnod, all iota being accepted,
with the number of defective
in each sample well below the acceptance
number . After the inspection of the sample frnm lot 71, the Inspector
decides to aak whether reduced .fnapection would be permiaa.ible.
He
counts the total number nf, defective
observed In, the samplea frr!m
the last 10 lntsand’finds
It’to be 70. The number of sample units
from the laat 10 lots”fa 800, and’looking
against 800.and an AQL nf
10 i,n Table VIII, the limit number la found “to be 68; 70 is too mtiny
and reducad inspection is not permissible.
After very good results
The
from the next four lots, he’ decides to try again after lot75.
observed number of defective
from the Z’aat 10 lota”+a nnw OnlY 54.
which la well within the limit number.
Reduced inspection
is now
permissible provided that the previciua 10 lots have all bee-p accepted
on normal inspection (which is the’c”ase), that’ production ia at a
steady rate, and that the reapnnaible authority givea approval.
TABLE E - Fiftaen

iota

AQL e 10% defective.
Lot
Number
——

I

I

I

I

Lot
Size

.. .
.
frnm a hy pathetical
Inspection

Sa-mple
Size
—

Ac
—

Re
—

level

inspection

proceee

I“ (See’ ‘example 14)

i)efec’tivea

~

Future

Action

“:)

61

4,000

80

i4

“15

7

Ac

cont. normal

62

4,000

80

14

15

5

Ac

cont. normal

63

4,000

80

14

15

7

, kc

cont.’ normal

64

4,000

80

‘14

i5

6

Ac

tout. normal

65

4,000

80

14

15

9

Ac

cont. normal

66

4,000

80

14

15

‘“Ac

cont. normal

67

4,000

80

14

15

9

Ac

68

4,000

80’”

14

is

8

Ac

69

4,000

80

14

15

6

Ac

70

4,000

80

14

15

5

71

4,000

80

14

15

8

72

4,000

80

14

15

4

Ac

cont. normal

73

4,000

80

14

15

3

Ac

cont. normal

74

4,000

80

14

15

“I

Ac

cont. normal

75

4,000

80

14

15

3

Ac

awit”ch tn reduced

“

“

7

.’

“, “Ac
..,.
Ac’

..

cant. normal
.,
cont. nor’mal
~~‘cont. normal
cent”. normal
cont. normal
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J“st what is meant by “a
R on Reduced InBPecti On28.2
for some interpretation. and this maY well ‘ary
steady ‘emai:i~all~
rate
Basically, the requirement is that
from one industry to another.
there should have been no break in production Sufficient tO invalidate the’argument that the presant q~alitY ‘E ‘lmOs~h~e~~~~~~~ ~~a~~
because the record of the recent Paat
ie technical
ao 800d. judgement based.
Up’On
In any particular ca”ee tauet depend
upon the consideration of all factors, the variatiOn Of which can
affect the quality o.f the prOduc:.
SInCe reduced inspection ie:$PtiOnal. the
Reduced to Normal.
restoration of normal inspection is allowedproduction
any time either
becomee suPplier
irregular
A return
ox consumer desire, amd should be made if
O= de~ayed, ~= if other conditi0n8 make it eeem neceeeary.
~ lot Ia not accepted on. reduced
to nOImaI inspection ia required if
The reduced sampling plans have the unusual
featureare
Of
inspection.
The ruleS
a gap between the acceptance and rejection nunb:re.
that if the observed number of defective
is equal tO the acceptance
number
or less,
the lot is accepted and reduced inspection is continued
(provided that Other cOnditiOns ‘0 ‘ot call ‘0= *Ormal ‘inspection).
If the rejection number ie reached or exceeded, the
is rejected
If, lot
however,
the
and normal” inspection begins with the next 10t.
result falls in the gap between the acceptance and reje~tiOn numbers.
the lot IS accepted but normal inspection must be restOred [10.1.4]”.
Table F continueS the e’XamPle of
Example 15: Reduced “tO nOrnal.
The
reduced
plan
is
found
from Table II-C tO be:
Table E.
28.3

..-

32
7
10

Sample size
Acceptance number
RejectiOn number

(.

found in each sample
AB far as lot 81, 7 defective
or fewer are defective
Of 10t 82
and reduced inspection continues. but the 9 even thOugh the 10t
call
for
e.
restoration of normal inspection
is accepted.
procese
from
a hypothetical
in8Pecti0m
TAELE F - Ten lote
Inspection leVel I (see example 15)
AQL - IO% defective.

I

I

I

1’

I

Lot
Number

Lot
Size

16

80

4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000

81
82
83
84
85

4,000
4,000
4,000
&,oo@
4,000

l;;

I

.(

sample
size

Ac
—

~

32
32
32
32
32

7
7
7
7
7

10
102
10
10
10

32
32
so
so
80

7
7
14
14
14

10
10
15
15
15

DefectIves
5“
7
3
1’Ac
4
9
17
12
15

“~.

Future Action

Ac
Ac
Ac
Ac

cont. reduced
cont. reduced
cont. reduced
cont. reduced
cont.’ reduced

AC
Ac
Re
Ac
Re

“cont. reduced
rastore normal
cont. nOr=al
cont. normal
switch to tightened
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28.4
Sample Sizes.
The sample sizes for
will be seen to follow the same.eeriea
of
inspection, but eet two eteps back on the
code letters.
This again gives conetancy

reduced inspection
numbere a~ for normal
ecale of eample size
on diagonala.

Since reduced %n=pection is optional within
28.5 O.C. CurveB.
the MIL-STD-105 framework, no reduced inspection OC curves are
given either in the standard or in this handbook.
I

I

28.6 Limit Numbers for Reduced Inspection.
:Sometime6 .ref?rence
This
to Table VIII will disclose an aateriak instead of an entry.
means that the number of eample units from the laat. 10 lots is not
efficient
to judge whether reduced inspection ie allowable, in
vhicb case a greater .au”mber than 10 iota must be ‘considered before
The standard provides no rule for
reduced inspection may begin.
eatabliahing what this “number ie to be, leaving its determipatiOn
to” the responsible authority
p..3.3dl.
SECTION

I

29: ‘CONCESSIONS

29.1 An Acceptable Conceeaion. . Concea”aiOns are a etandard pirt
“of procurement practice.
Some would aay much too ecenderd a
part.
But although the practice ehould not be overdoue, it is
clearly legitimate for 8 customer to decide that although certain
articles are defective,
he cannot wait, and, therefore, he will
accept tbe articles, poesibly at a reduced price.
There la
no,thins in the system of procurement
th,ac preventa sn appropriate
representative of the customer from doing this if he wishes to.
If
euch a concession is made; and a “rejected” lot ie nccepted for any :
epecial reaeon, it should etill be recorded aa a rejected lot for
purposes of the switching rules.
There’is, however, another type
29.2 An Unacceptable
Concession.
of concession that there la a temptation to adopt when ualng eampThis ie to accept, even though the sampling plan
ling inspection.
aaye Ure,ecttt, not becauae th& customer decides that he wOuld OOOner
take defective
than have to wait, but becauae the sampling plan
seems to have rejected the lot by only a small margin.
The tempecrong
if
rejection means not only retation may be particularly
.$ectiOn.Of @e..+!
b%.%laztia.~y$zc!
t0.Fi6ht%ne$ 4.n:pection~f
Thie ie a temptation that. must always be et+ictlY avoided;
the eampling plan says ‘accept for 3, reject for 4n, it .doea not
mean “accept for 4, reject for 5“.
,’
Example 16: Diacuaaing
a Conc”eeeion.
Inspection is being performed under the conditions AQL 10.0% defect+va, code latter E,
normal inspection, eingle sampling.
The sampling plan.ia:
Sample Size
Acceptance number
Rejection ntinrber

13
3 defec~ives
4 defective
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The inspection .of a particular lot shows 4 defective
in the
sample of 13.
The inspector intends to reject the lot. but
the manufacturer
says to him “Look!
There were only 4 defective
found.
That is right on the border-line; just a matter Of chance.
It could easily have gone the :other way.
Look at all these good
ones in the rest of the lot, which you heve nnt inspected.
Any
one of them might heve got into the sample insteed of 00e Of the
four defective
and then you wuld
heve accepted.
I think yOU
should let the lot through.”
‘The auever to such pleading is,
“It 16 true that chance plays a part in the results giveu by
sampling, but these cliancee are not themselves left to chance.
They were precisely calculated when the sampling tables Were constructed.
IU uging a particular plan frOm the. tableas ‘e ‘ave
decided just what riaka we can afford tu run.
To accept when we
should reject would meau.taking
greater rieke than we can afford”;
and it ia not more reasonable to accept becauae the scheme OUIY
just rejects, than”to reject becauae it only just accept8. .What
would YOU say if I rejected although 1 had fOund only three defective
in the sample?”
SECTION

30:

ALLOCATION

OF AQLs TO DEFECT

CLASSES

Throughout this handbook, the defect ClaaaifiCatiOIIS of Critical,
major, and minor are used.
Ubile these are. probably tha moat
commonly.used defect classifications,
it la possible to use others,
and it la possible to uee subclasstf%cattOns
Of each dafect classification.
When the claesificati’on system haa. been dacided upon
for an item, an AQL is aasigned, or allocated; to each defect
~laaa aadjor aubclaaa or to some combination Of defect claasea andf
or eubclaases.
Following are several illustrations and examples
of how AQLs may be” allocated to defect .classas. Poaaibl,y the simplest
WaY tO allocate AQLa 1S to assign each item characteristic
tO One ‘f
the defect classifications.
A single AQL”ie them allocnted to each
defect class, and all defective item characteristics
assigned tO
Suppose, for example,
the same defect claaa are counted togathar.
are used, say major and minor, and
that two defect classifications
AQLa are allocated as follows:
Claas
Ilajor
Minor

I

AQL
0.40% defactive
1.5% defective

There would then be a sep’asate sampl’iiigplan correapondtng
to
each of the AQLs.
If a lot pasaed on each of the twe” plans, it
if it failed on either or”both of them, it
would be accepted;
would be rejected.
Alternative poasiblitiea
are:
a.

To allow

more

than two Claasea,

for examPle:
AQL
0.65% defective
1.52 .defeetie
4.0% defective

Claea
Major
‘Uitior A
Minor B
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but still accepting
separately.

or rejecting

the. lot based upon each ClaSS

b. To allocate a separate AQL to each characteristic,
possibly with an overriding AQL in addition for all characteristics taken together, or for all characteristics
in a class.
,This method may be valuable where the article is complex and
has many independent characteriatica
to be iospected.
c. To consider the major class by Itself but then comAQLa
bine all defects to con’sider major and minor togethar.
might be set as, for example:.
Claaa

AQL

Major
Major + Minor

1.0% defective
.4.0% .defactive

While more complicated methods undoubtedly have their place in
appropriate circumstances,
only the simplest methods will be
considered here since the vorking of a complicated plan can
Notice that in this illusbecome formidable on the shop floor.
tration the AQL for the major defect claa@lffCatiOn
is smaller
than che.AQL for the combined major-minor
classification.
A
general rule, that, should be followed by the responsible authority
ID assigning AQLs to claaaes and subclasses of defects 1s. that
the AQLs assigned to a clasa should be at leaat as great as the
largest AQL assignad to any of the subclasses.
If the AQLs
assigned to the subclasses are all equal than the AQL assigned to
the class of combined subclaaaes of def”ects should ba larger than
the subclass AQL.
Example 17: A product has five characteristics
to be.checked on
each article inspected.
Characteristics
A and B are classified
as major, while C,D,” and E are minor.
Suppoaa the AQLs are
,allocated:
Class
Major
Minor

,

1
,,
I
I

AQL
0.65% defactiva
2.5% defective

Suppose thqg for both claasas the Inspection level la III, and
single sampling and nb%kl “inspect’io-nare to be used with, loti
of size 900. The code lettar la K. The following are tlie sampling
plans:

Class

Sample
Size

Major
Minor

125
125

Acceptance
Number
2 defectivas
7 defective

Rajection
Number
;
3 defective
8 defective

f ./
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This pattern, the same sample size for each class but different
acceptance numbers, is typical and makes the adrainistratiOfl Of
sampling easier, since the same physical sample may be used for
each class (provided the inspection is not destructive).
From a particular
results:
1
1
2
3

.

lnt, a sample

of 125 might

give the f6110wing

item defective in characteristic
A only,
item defective in characteriattcs
B and D,
items defective in characteristic
C only,
items defective in characteristics
C and D..

There are 2major
defectlvea and 5 minor defective,
in the sample.
However, fnr the purposes of the sampling plan, that iE, for the
purpoees of counting against the major and minor acceptance and rejection numbers, there are “two major defective’ and six (not five)
The difference in the ‘count of minor defective
16
minnr defective=.
the result of the item th”at haaa
defect in each the B(major) and
The lot may be accept,ed:
the D(minor) Characteristic.
Example 18:” A product is to be Inspected .undar tha following
conditions : lot size 500. Inspection leval II, normal inspection,
eingle sampling.
The AQL;. are:
Class
Xaj or
Minor
The sampling

AQL
.065% defective
0.25% defective
plans

to be:

Sample
Size

Class

200
50

Major

I

are found

Minor
In this situation
types of defects,
defects only.

Acceptance
Number

Rejaction
Number

O defective
O defective

1 defective
1 defectiva

a sample of 50 should be axamined for all
and then a further sample of 150 for major

Alternatively,
since a sample of 200 is needed ‘anyway, the inspector may decida that it would be as well t?.inspect this
size sample for both claases.
He may do this provided the reSp0n6ibla auchor$ty. approvea [9.4].
By using’ code letter L, the
plan for minors becomes:
Sample size
Acceptanc.a Number
Rejection Number

200
1

2

When dafects are claeaifiad., with separate AQLa for.th.e different
claases nr groups of elasaes, then ttie switching batvean normal
and tightened inapaction is done indepa,ndently for each class, or
group of.,classes, for which an AQL la specified, accnrding to the
acceptances or/rejectfagta for that particular ClaS6 nr group.

,.

(
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Example 19: The conditions are: lot size 275, i’nepection level
III, single sampling.
AQL for
AQL for majors 1.5% defective.
minor8 4. OZ”defectlve.
Table G shows the hypothetical results
and the manner in which the swttcliing.ls done.
So much switching
in such,a ehort experience is useful for the cake of an example,
but unlikely in real life.

SECTION

31:

DOUBLE

AND HULTIPLE

SA3fPLINC PLANS

The principles
of dreving double or multiple plans
31.1
General.
from the tables are similar to those for single sampling, but
Table 111 or IV of the master tablas ie used instead of Table II,
or the appropriate part of the page if using the extended tables.
If the extended tablee are used, care should be takan to see that
the”correct sample sizes are taken since the tables give only the
cumulative sizes.
Eowever, the plans all have the feature that
eucceesive samples are equal In eize to the first sample, and this
rule ie easily remembered.
It,should aleo be remembered. that the
acceptance and rejection numbers given in the tables are cumulative.
That is, the acceptance
and rejectton numbers given for the
third sample, say, of a multiple sampling plen are the maximum
defects (defectfvee) for acceptance
and the mfntmum defects (defective)
for rejaction that may be detected in total for the
first three samples, not” from the third sample alone.

I

I

31.2
Changing Plans.
Once inspection has bagun on a sample from
a lot under either a eingle, or double, or multiple type sampling
plan, inspection ie to continue wfth th6t type of plan until inspection for the lot has been completed.
If inspection of a lot
begins with e double sampling plan, for example, inspection may
not switch to a single sampling plan midvay through inspection of
either the first or second sample selected from the lot.
Example 20: An item specification
calla for inspection at an
(MIL-sTD-105) AQL of .40% defective.
The sample size code letter
Is P, and a double sampling plan is to be used.
The sampling
plan for normal inspection
is:
Firet
Sample Size
Acceptance Number
Rejection Mumber

I

500
3
7

Sample

Second

Sample

500
8
9

The firBt sample ia selected and inspected, and seven defective”
are found.
The inepector,
instead of rejecting the 10t .+ccOrd%ng
to the rules” of the double sampling plan, selects a second sample
of 300 unite from the lot and aaye that he will try to have th~
to tha above
lot accepted under the alngle sampling plan’equivalent
double sampling plan:
//
AQL
.40%
(=500 + 300)
Sample Size
Soo
Acceptance Number
7
Rejection Number
s

I
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Since seven defective
have been found already in tbe first sample
of 500, the inspector hopes to find ao defective
in the sample of
300 and thus qualify the lot for acceptance under the ebove single
sampling plan.
The customer’s quality assurance representative
becomes awere of the mennfacturer’s
intention, objects to this proposed violetion of the contract between the two parties, pointing
out that such a change in the sempliug plan weuld increase the
probability of accepting lots et all quality levels, but especially
those of undesirable quality.
31.3
O.C. Curves.
The extended tablee of” M~L-STD-105
give both
‘drawings of OC curves and tebulated valtiea from which tbe drawings
were made.
The curves appIy to single sampling plans, ,but the
curves for double and multiple sempling plans have been matched as
closely as practicable
[11.1].

<

31.4
If No Plan Ia Ava’ilaLile. Where the appropriate single
sampling plan has an acceptance number of zero or a sample. size
of 2, no double or multiple plan la available.
The alternative
is either to uae 8ingle sampling or the double or multiple plan
for the next larger~ sample size that is available for tha required
AQL.
conaidiration
la being
Example 21: If No Plan Ia” Available.
Suppose
given to the use of a double sampling plan to inepect lots of a
product.
If the AQL la 0.40 and the code letter is G, au aaterisk
in Table 111-A’refers us
Either Table II-A may be
to a footnote.
used in which caee the plan would be:
Sample Size
Acceptance Number
Rejection Number

32
o
1

or we may continue down the ‘0.40 column in Table
find the double plan under code letter K:
Sample Size
Acceptance Number
Rejection Number
If the extended

tablea

First
80
0
2
are used

III-A until we

Second
80

the came alternatives

Combined
160
1
2
will

be found.

31.5
Reduced Inspection.
For double or ’multiple ea~pling vith reduced inspection, a result falllng in the gap between acceptance
and rejection numbere on any sample but the laatjmeana. thet a further
sample should be taken. just as for normal or tightened iUf3peCtiOU.
However, there la alao a gap between the acceptance number and rejection number for the final sample.
If the total number of defects
or defective
falle in this gap, the batch should be accepted .b.ut
uormal inspection re,atored, ae with reduced single sampling [10.1.4].
.
..
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SECTION

I

32: 4.vERAGE SAMPLE

SIZE

Table IX gives “average sample size” curves for double and multiple
sampling.
These curves may be used to decide whether or not the
reduced amount of sampling from the uee of double or multiple sampling Instead of single sampling till be aufftcieut to be worthwhile
[11.5].
The curves are clkasi’fied by the value of the single sampling
extent,
acceptance number, and are necessarily
approximate to soma
since they cannot apply exactly to all the different plana given.
Hnvever, they.fipply accurately
The horienough for their purpqae.
zontal ecale of each curva %s in “unite of “n times PrOPOrtiOn defect%ve” where n ia the sample. size Of the relevant single aamPlimg
plan.
In any particular case, this scale may be divided by n to,
“get a scale of proportion dafective.
The vertical scale is in” term6
of the same value nf n.
The line at” the top of each diagram therefore represents the single sample size, and the efficiency of the
double and multiple plana may ba judged from their curves in relation to this top line.
(The efficiency of the double and multiple
plana is the ratio of the average sample size of these plans to tha
sample size for the single sampling plan with the same AQL.)
It
should be noted that in operating sampling inspection it is expected that normal inspection with the submitted quality better
than tha AQL will ba fn force tsoat of the time.
In this caae, the
most relevant parts of these curves are tha aectlona to the laft
of the arrowa on the baae line.
Those diagrama that have no arrowe
‘refer to acceptance numbers used only tn tightened inspection.
When
the single sampling plan haa an acceptance number of 1, the multiple
plan ia, much of the time, less efficient than the double plan.
It
was impossible to avoid
this regrettable
feature without losing
other valuable features of the tablea.
In these circumstances,
double sampling ia to be preferred unless there is some good
reason other than the average sample size for desiring to uae
multiple sampling.
Table IX aaaumea that curtailment of inapectfon, aa deacrfbed in Section 13, is not used (Bae Section 34).
Example 22: Compar.iaon for SfnRle, Double, and 24ultiple Plans.
The single aempling plan for code letter K and AQL 2.5% defectfve
is in use, namely:
Sample Size
Acceptance Numbar
Rejection Number

125
7
8

Consideration is being given to changing to double or multiple
sampling.. The appropriate
diagram in Tabla IX fa that labelled
c - 7, which ia the acceptance number.
If so deafred, the” bottom
scale may be divided by125,
the, sample atze, and multiplied by
100 to obtain a scale of % defecttve.
The figurae 3, 6, 9, and
12 then become 2.4%, 4.8Z, 7.2%, and 9.6% defective.
Usually, however, it la not naceaaary to do this to discover
ft ia visbed to know, tha relative effect Of single. dOuble.
multiple a“ampli~g on the required amount Of ‘inspection.

I
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similarly, the scale on che left-hand
0.50 0.75 of 125 is desired.

I

side can be ‘cad as 0“251

From the Table IX diagram it can be seen that tbe average eample
eize for the double sampling plan..will range from 80 to abou,t 90
when tbe procees average in at the AQL or better and from 32 to
about 75 for the multiple sampling plan over the Eame range Of”
Thus, both the double and the multiple sampling
product quality.
plans significantly
reduce the amount of sampling belOw that reHoweveF, other factOra must
quired by the siugle sampling plan.
alao be considered hefo’re a deciaiom can be made about which type
Section 33 .discuaaea
of sampling plan to uae in this situation.
some of these factora.
Looking

at the curves

of Table

IX it will

b~

that the double plan almogt always
a)
size than the single one, and the multiple
smaller average than the double;

;

,,.

~~.en:

haa a smaller.average
plan almost alwaYa a

b) that if the quality ia perfect, the double samp’le size
ia about two-thirde ~f ,the single, the multiPle abOut a quarter
of the single;
c)
that at the AQL these fractiona have risen
a,ev”en-tenthe and six-tenths respectively;

to about

d). that the maximum average walue of the double ia a little
over nine-tenths of the single, the maximum’ average value of the
nulciple a little over eight-tenths
of “tha single.

SECTION

I

33:

SELECTING

A SINGLE,

DOUBLE,

OR MULTIPLE

SAMPLING

PLAN

Since, at a given AQL and sample size code letter, each of the
three typea of sampling plans in Tablea II, III, and IV Of the
standard offer nearly equal protection
(Oc curves are mearlY equal)*
the producer may select which type he will uae in a particular
application.
The
type of plan that he chooses will.,be influenced
by aaveral factora.
One of those factors, avera8e sample eize,
was discuaaed in Section 32. Among other factore to be considered
are:
a. The coat of adminiaterlng
the double or multiple sampling
plan c“ompared to the coet of adminiaterimg
the single sampling
plan.
Usually the cost of administering
a atultlPle aamPling.Plan
a single sampling
is the greatest, and the cost of administering
plan the least.

1
1<

..
,

b. The need ‘for quick and reliable eatimatea of the process
average.
Since. over the long Kun, fewer sample units will” be
testad under double or multiple aampllns than under alngle aampllmg,
and since, therefire, double or multipl~ aempling plans–would prOvide leai data from which to compute the est~matea. ainsle samP1”ing
may be the moat desirable method during the time those =atimates
are needed.
.
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c. The availability
of inspection personnel and facilities.
In some situations, personnel who perform inspection have no
other dntiea.
In such cases, reducing the amount of inspection
by changing from a single sampling plan to a double or multiple
sampling plan may simply”leave
inspection personnel with idle
time and accomplish no real ❑avitig. When this happens, it might
be just as well to use a single sampling Plan, nOt simPIY to reduce
the inspectors’ idle time, b“t ~lao tO obtain additional production
data.
In other situations tha need for inspection personael andfor
In order to gain
‘.inspection facilities may be expanding rapidly.
time for hiring and training new tnapection personnel or for
building new inspection facilities, double or:niultiple sampling
plans may be employed at leaat temporarily to take advantage of
the smaller eampling requirements.
“SECTION 34:’ CURTAILMENT,

OP INSPECTION

I

Although inspection of the entire sample may uot.be required in
the general attribute lot sampling plan situation (Section 13
of this handbook), when inspection la being dome under the proall of each sample must be inspected
vfsiona of HIL-sTD-105,
[10.1.1, 10.1.21.

(.

SECTION

35: LIMITING

QUALITY

AND TEEISOLATED

LOT

35.1
Genaral”. The most frequent use of t’he sampling plans in
MIL-STD-105 is in procurement
actions! where the producer attempts
to furnish the consumer with a product that satiafies some specified quality requirements.
In such ettuations, tt is frequently
specified that attribute inspection of the product is perf”ermed
by the.producer with a sample being selected at random from each
lot and tnapected.
,,
The eampling plan in Tables 11 through IV
35.2
Producer’s Risk.
of MIL-STD-105 were designed. with consideration
OnlY fOr the risk
to the supp~,ier. The sainple size,” the acceptance number, and the
rejection numbe;’k=a’v~ b<e&-n’%h6sen to provide “a high probability’of
lot acceptance (Pa) when the quality of the lot is at the AQL or
better.
The producer’s iisk is the probability. that an acceptable
lot will be rejected
when lot quality la at some relatively good
level, uaual~y equal’in value to the AQL.
The producer’s risk ,at
all quality levels for each plan” can be’found from the OC curvee,
Tablea X-A through X-R.
From Table X-A through Table X-R of MIL35.3
Consumer”a Rick.
STD-105 it may be seen that lots containing a high percent defective
(or defects P4Z hundred units) have a 10V probability of acceptance
(Pa), or a relatively high probability of rejection.
For isolated
iota (sac 6.7 and 10.3), a low probability of accepting lotB with
When this
a high percent defective may be of primary concern.
requirement is stated, it is usually in terms of the limiting quality
that the consumer is willing to accept.
which is the worst quality
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A low probability of acceptance .must be associated with this requirement.
This low probability of acceptance is called the
consumer’s risk.
Tables VI and VI~ of MIL-STD-105 give values Of
LQ which may be interpreted as undesirable quality foz the nore
commonly used consumers
risks of ten percent and five percent, respectively.
While these tables were developed using single sampling
plan computations,
the results closely approximate results for
double and multiple sampling plans with the same AQL.

“3

35.4
Isolated ~Lots. Inmost
of the sampltn$precedares
of ?fILSTD-105 the aqaumption is made that units o“f product are produced continuously and are grouped into numerOua cOnsecu~ive.
iota.
Sampling plans for such a “situation are usually geared”
toward protecting theproducer
from the. *ejectIon of lots with
“quality .better than the AQL.
When product quality deteriorates
sufficiently, Inspection shifts to a ti~htened sampling plan to
prnvlde greater protection to the consumer against accepting a
lot of low quality.
Hnwever, in certain situations, only a few
(isolated) lots of product ate produced.
It is no longer. satisfactory to the consumer, in this situation, to use sampling plans
based upon tbe producer’s rigk because there is little or no,
time fur detection of product deterioration
and a subsequent
shift to a tightened sampling plan.
Hence, it is desirable, in
the isolated lot(s) s%tuation; to begin .inspection with a eamplfng
plan that reduces the coneumerts risk of accepting a,lot with
product quality worse than the Limiting Quality.
35.5 .Selecting LQ Sampling Plans.
MIL-STD-105
provides sampling
procedures for aasuring the consumer that lote of quality equal to
the limiting quality (LQ) or worse will be accepted”with
low p~Obability.
The provisions of the standard allow for situations in
which, along with the LQ, either (a) the AQL has been specified or
(b) the sample size code letter has been specified.
35.5.1
AQL Specified.
which the AQL has also

In order “to obtain
been specified:

an LQ sampling

a.’ Select” the appropriate LQ Table.
The ‘selection will be
Table VI-A, VI-B, VII-A, or VII-B depending upon the specified
consumer’s risk at the LQ and the method for expressing nonconformities.
b. Enter the selected table at the column for,the specified
AQL .
Read down the ‘column until the first LQ is found which is lees
thanc;r equal to the specified LQ.
d. :Qbtain the 6ample eize code letter from the. left-hand column
of,.the table.
,
e. Obtain acceptance/rejection
numbers from Table 11A, ‘IIIA,
IVA, depending upon whether single, double or multiple sampliitg.is
.. .
,being done.

I

I
I

Example 23: LQ Sampling Plan with AQL Specified.
The consumer has.’
specified an AQL of 4.02 defective for his product.
He has 81s0 required that the 109 should contain more than 10% defective (LQ=lOZ)
no more than 5% of the time (consumer risk = 5%).
The appropriate
single sampling plan, normal inspection, Is determined as fnllovg:

1
.

I

plan in
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Turn to Table VI I-A (consumer risk = P = 5X and the expression
of n~;conformince
is percent defective
in MIL9STD-105.
b. Enter the table at the column headed 4.0.
Read down the column to 9.6, the first LQ value below 10.
;: Find the sample size aode letter and the sample size for the
The
sampling plan at the left of the row in vhich.LQ=9.6 4a found.
sample size code letter la M and the sample afze Ie 315.
e. Find the acceptlreject
numbers, 21/22, in Table II-A.
In order to obtain
35.5.2
Sample Size Code Letter Specified.
sampling plan from HIL-STD-105 “fox which the LQ and the 8ample
.
code letter (or sample size) have been apeciffed:

a
size

a. Obtain ehe sample size code letter from Table I baaed on tbe
lot size and the specified inapect%on Level.
The selection wfllbe
Table
b. Select the appropriate LQ Table.
VI-A, VI-B, VII-A or VII-B depending upon the specified Pa at the LQ
and the method for expreasiag nonconformity.
Re8d
Enter the selected table at the two left-hand columns.
dovnc~he columns until the specified sample size ore ample
size code
letter is found:
d. Read along the row in which the sample size code letter “la
found until the last value is found that is less than or equal to the
specified LQ.
e. Obtain the AQL of the sampiing plan at the top of the column
in vhich the number in d. vaa.found.
f. Obtain the acceptance/rejectioa
n’umbers from Table II-A, III-A
or XV-A depending on whether single, double or multiple sampling la
being done.

I
1“

~“

Example

24:

LQ Sampling

Plan vith

Sample

Size Code Letter

Specified.

Each
A consumer haa received shipment of 3600 bottles of glue.
empty bottle la supposed to weigh 2 ounces and contain 16 ounces
of glue for a groaa weight of 18” ounces.
The supplier ia suapeited of short weights.
The consumer decided he is willing to
accept the shipment if there is no more than a 10Z chance (consumer’s risk o 10%) that the shipment contnins no more “than 5%
defective
(LQ value - 5.0%), “where a defective la defined aa
any bottle of glue having a groaa weight leaa than 17 ounces.
The single sampling plan, using normal inspection, may be obtained
,.
frnm MIL=5T.D-105 as follows:

,.

a. From Table I; since the lot size 1s”3600 units and the
use of general inspection level II is aasuraed, the .eample size
code letter is L.

,.

b. Since the consumer’s risk 1s not to exceed 10% and since
nonconformance
is eXpre6Bed in terme of percent defective, Table
VI-A is”u.aed to ohtaln the AQL.
In the row of Table VI-A that is labeled with code letter
c.
L, 4.6 is ‘the,largest value less than the. specified LQ of 5%.
The AQL is 1.0%, seen at the head of the column in which 4.6 is
found.
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d. The sample size is therefore zoo units, the acceptance
number ia 5 units. and che rejection number ia 6 units, as found
in Table II-A baaed on @ample size code letter L 8nd an AQL value
of 1.0% defective.
SECTION

36:

TEE AOQL TABLE

Tables V-A and V-B g:ve AOQL factors
36.1 ComputinR the AOQL.
These factora
for tha normal and tightanad single sampling plans.
the equivalent doubla and
will also give the approximate AOQLS for
multiple plana.
A footnote to the tablas. aaye that in Order tO
obtain the AOQL for a sampling plan, the tabular value ehould be
multiplied by
1-

aample size
batch size

..
If the sample la only a small proportion of the lot, this calculation makes littla difference,and
the tabular valuaa may be
used as they stand. But if the sample is a large proportton,of
tha
A study of
lot, this multiplicatiO.n ehould nOt be for80ttan.
Table V-B will show that, a=ept
in the tOP diagOnal (?har@ the
acceptance nupbar is O), the’ AOQL for tightenad infipection ia
.-.
always” cloee to the AQL.
If it 18 desired to have thie relattanship between AQL and AOQL for tightenad tnepection, then use should
be made of the option of using tha plans w.lth an acceptance number
of 1 instaad of those with an acceptance number of O [9.4].
,“
For a lot alza of 400, an AQL of
Example 25: UainK Table V-A.
~.b% defective, and inspection level II, the code latter fs fOund
to ba E. For normal inspection,
the AOQL la found from Table
V-A as:

6;3

I

,

I
I

[“1 -~]

X d~gectfve

- 5:5% dafective

It must be zemembeTed .t_kt,.F~&-S.TD-~OS ie deeigned
Caution.
(~~~2prod.ction runs which ara at leaat several lots in l~gth.
During such a production run, it la to be expectad that both normal”
and tightened inspection
(and perhaps raduced iuepectfon as well)
will ba performad.
Since sv~tching muet be axpected, the mathod
‘
for computing the AOQL must take that awitch+ng into account.
‘
Eowei.ar, the. mathod for computing the AOQL in 341L-STD-105 does
not taka ewitching into account, and therefore, any AOQL computed ~~
by that method =111 not truly reflect the.AOQL
Of the eamPILng

I
I

/
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c

scheme.
Despite this fact, Tables V-A and V-B can be useful In
the following ways.
First; ..inthe long run situation, Table V-A
can furnish an upper bound on the true AOQL when switching is
Second, the tables
only between tightened and normal inspection.
can b.5 properly applied in the isolated lot situation in which
switching between normal, tightened, and reduced inspection Is
not possible.

I

SECTION

I

37:

SELECTING

INSPECTION

LEVELS

MIL-STD-105
providee for three general inspection
37.1 General.
These seven levels
levels and four special inspection levele.
permit the ueer to balence the cost of inspection against the
amount of protection required.

I
I

37.2
Selection of Inspection’ Leve”le. General inspection levels
I to 111 are commonly ueed for nondestructive
type Iuapection.
Special levels S-1 to S-4 are commonly used for destructive or
inspection wherein small size samples are appropriate.
expeneive type
The responsible authority should enalyze as many of the following
factors as the eituation calls for before specifying an inspection
level.
The aim of the analyais should be to datermine the inspection level which optimizes the coet-risk relatfonahip.
The
analysis may include, but not be limited to the following:

I

I
~.

(OC) curves
a. The operating characteristic
the technical properties of the var”ious plana.
b. The “supplier’s
the various inspection

[

c.

Knowledge

I

d.

ProceBs

I

e.

Item

I

f. Cost
when teeting

risk and discrimination
levels.

of the production

to evaluate

afforded

by

proceaa.

capabtli,ty end quality

performance

hist.Ory.

complexity.
end Ibpo-ite%ce of exemloation
is expeneive, time cnneuming,

or test, particularly
or destructive.

I
f!. Importance
that is. critical,
h.

I
I

(

Analysis

of the quality characteristics
major, and so. forth.
of coneumer*a

risk.

baing

examined,

.

At the commencement
of
37.3 More Than One Inspection Level.
production, ‘OZ when the records of paat production are not available, it may be deafrable to uae 100Z”inepection
for a period to
Alterestablish the quality capability of the production prncees.
natively, if a sampling procedure is to be used, the higheec inspection level that is either practicable or economical for the initial
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production run may be selected.
The responsible a.thority may
then specify a lower inspection level If records indicate that
product quality has been consistently
good and that the consumer’e
rt should be noted that
risk at this new level is acceptable.
the choice of a lower inspection level Increasee the consumer’s
risk at the LQ to a greater extent than it affectB the probability
of acceptance when the submitted” quality 16 equal to the AQL or
Another use for more than one insekction “level occurs
better.
when the tables are being applied to the same product by two
different inspection organizations,
nuch as a main contractor
and a subcontractor
or a manufacturer
and a governrneut inspectorate.”
The same AQL should be u.aed by both” and applied tO the Same features,
but the “producer’s inspector may be required to use a higher inspect’i0n level than that being used by the.verification
idapectOr (see
para 17.1 and 17.4).
Other sampling proc.eduree are available fOr
this tYpe Of tiituatiOn but they are Outnide the fJcOPe bf this guide.

‘)

..”

ii

1

I

Special Inspection Leve”la. Special inspection le~ele S-1.
37.4
s-2, S-3, and S-4 may be used when expensive or” destruc,~ive insPection and large sampling risks can or must be tolersted. ~ These
levels may also be considered appropriate when re,petitivkproceases (screw machines, stapling, bolting operations, etb.’) are
performed by a quality supplier.
The; special” inspect:on!levels
are attractive in these situations be:cause they require sample
sizes that are smaller than those r’equired by the general Inspection
levels.
The special inspection level’s provide for larger sample
sizes when increasing from S-1 to S-4.

1
Example.26:” Considerations
in Selecting an Inspection Level. An
AQL of 1.5% defective haa been choaett, and it Is desired:to have
at, least an 80% chance of rejecting a 6% defective lot i.f such
a lot should be offered while nnrmal inspection is in operation.
Looking at the O.C. curves in the extended tables It la found
that code letters A to J, for A,QL 1.5, all fail to meet the requirement.
Code letter K almost meetsit
precisely -- in “fact the
chance of rejecting at 6% defective is slightly less than 80%.
Code letters
but it is close enough for moat practical purpoeea.
L-P more thanmeet
the requirement.
Su’ppoae the lot size normally
to be expected is 1,000.
Then inspection level III can be specified, since this will give code letter K for a 1,000 lot size.
If
at a later stage the lot size la increased, the specified “inspection leval may .c.all.fo.rcSde~tt_er~-later
than”K in the alphabet.
This %s satisfactory,
aa %t means tttaz ~h~ InEi=ed
1= Gt?e is
being put to good “use in reducing the risks of accepting bad lots
or rejecting good lots.
From this point of view; ’there la no need
to put an upper limit on the batch size.
On the other hand,. a:lower
limit on lot size of 501 should be act, if possible, in order to
insure that the AQLILQ requirement
la met.
Eowever. it .1s quite
Among.the
often not possible or desirable to eet such a limit.
factors which might prevent setting limits an lot size are
the requirements of homogeneity within a lot (pera 6.4) or organizational policies which state that the production within a specified
time period must’<omprise
a single lot.
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APPENDIX

(

A:

READING

AND REFERENCE

MATERIAL

There are many. fine reference books and articles that provide
additional guidance on the basic concepts, mathematical
theory,
methods, procedures, and practical applications of sampling inspecOmismiOn
tion. No attempt is made to list all these references.
of any specific referenca does not imply disapproval.
/The follOwing
references are a partial list and are arranged alphabetically
by
author:
BOOKS :

“(.

1.

Bowker, A.H., and Lieberman, G.L., mEngfmaering Stati$tics$”
Inc., Englawood Cliffs, Hau Jersey,
2d Ed., Prentice-Hall,
1972.

2.

Statiecics and Quality
Burr, Irving W., “Engineering
UcGraw-Hill Book Co..” Inci. N- York, 1953.

3.

Burr, Irving W., “statistical ‘Quality Control’lfethbds.”
Harcel Dekker, Inc., New York, 1976.

4.

Cowden, Dudley
Prentice-Hall,

5.

Dixon, U. J., and Haasey, F.J., Jr., “Introduction
to
Statistical Analyais,” 3rd Ed.; John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,
New York, 1969.

6.

Dodge, H.F., and Romig. H. ~.s “Sampling Inape-cti’onTables
2d Ed., John Wile~ and Sons,
Single and Double Sampling.
Inc., New York, 1959.

7.

Duncan, A. J., “Quality “Control and Industrial Statistics,”
4th Ed., Richard D. Irwin, Inc., Eomewood, Illinois, 1974.

J., llstati~tical Methods in Quality
Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,

Control,”

Control;”
1957.

Grant, E. L. and Leavenworth,
R.L.,, “Statistical Quality
5th Ed., lfcGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., Nev York, 1980.
Hnel, P. “G., ‘Iut-ioduction to Xathem8ti”eal Statistics,”
John Wiley and Sons. Inc., New York, 1954.
10. Juran, J. M. (cd.), *’Quality Control Handbook,”
Eil’1 Book Co.. Inc., Naw York. 1974.

1$

John Wiley
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Control,”

2d Ed.,

3d Ed., UCGraW-

11A Million Random Digits with 100,000
11. Rand Cotporatiom,
Deviate,’” Glencoe Free Press Division of the Macmillan
New York, 1955.
A,., .,5eq=ential AnalYsis*
12. Wald,
New York, 1947.

--

and Sons,

Normal
Company,
Inc.,
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JOURNALS

AND PERIODICALS

of skip-Lot procedure
13. Brugger, Richard H., ‘1A simplification
Formula tion, ” Journal of Quelity Technology, Vol. 7, Ro. b.
October, 1975, pp 165-167.
14.
I

Dodge, M.F., “Notes on the Evolution of Acceptance Sampling
TechnOlOgY, VO1. 1, No.
Plane; Part I, WJournal of Quality
2, ‘April 1969, pp 77-88.

15. Dodge’, 11.F., ‘Notee on. the Evolution of Acceptance Sampling
of Quality technology, ’010 1. No.
Plan
Part.11, r, J@rnal
3, July 1969, PP 155-162.
E.F., ‘tNotes on the Evolution of Acceptance SamPlfng
16. Dodge,
Plans, Part .111,” JoUrnel of Quality Technology. VO1. 1, No.
4, October 1969, PP 225-232.
E.F., **NOte~ an the EvOlutfOn
17. Dodge,
Plans, Part IV,” Journal of Quality
1, January 1969, PP 1-8.

of
Acceptance Sampling
Technology, Vol. 2, No:

H.F, “Skip-Lot Sampling Plans, w Iridn~trial QualitY
18. Dodge,
Vol. 11, No. 5, February, 1955, pp 3-5.

Contro,+

19. Stephe”ns, K.S., and Laraon, K.E. , ‘*An Evaluatioti of the
,M1L-STD-1O5 System of Sampling l!lans,” Industrial Quality
Control, Vol. 23, No. 7, JanuarY, 1967.

.-

PAPERS
[

20.

Aakin, Aloise, and’ Guthrl’e; Donald, Iechnical Report No. 14,
S*A Biaaed Bstimate of the Procese. Average,* .1954, StanfOrd
University, Stanford, Cal~fbrnia,
July 23, 1954.

21. Dodge,
E.F., %echnlcal Rep”ort No. lfJ, “A General PrO.cedure fOr
Sawpling Inspection by Attributes
- based on the AQL Concept,”
Rut~ere-- ‘& Stare DuiverBCty,
New Brunevick, New Jersey,
Decamber 15, 1959.
STANDARDS
22.

‘UIL-STD-105D,
Sampling Procedures and Tables
for Inspection by Attributes;
29 April,1963; COntmander, us
DRDAlt-,,
Army Armament Research.aud
Development
CO~and,
ATTN:
TST-S , Dovar, ‘NJ .07S01.
,.

23.

MIL-STD-109B,
Quality Aseurance Terms and
Definitions; 4 April :1969; Co~,?nder, Naval ’Sea Systems Command,
DOD Standardization
Program and Doctnnenta Branch, SEA 3112,
Washington, DC,Z0362 (SH)-5.

24.
Formulas

ANSI/ASQC AI-197S, Definl.tiona, Symbols,
and Tables for Control Charts; 1978, Milwaukee.
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25.
ANSIfASQC A2-1978, Terms, Symkols and Definitions for
Acceptance Sampling; 1978; Uilvaukee.
26.
Hilvaukee.

ANSI/ASQC U-1978, Quality Systems Terminology;1978,

InternationalStandard 1S0 2859-19741Ad&ndum 1; Ganera2
27.
Infocmatfoaon sampling Znepection,and Guide te the Use of the 1S0 2859 Tablea;
1 November 1977; ANSI, 1430.Brn&Jway, Naw York, N_.York 10018.
2s.
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APPENDIX

B:

OC FORMULAS

Although UIL-STD-105 provides a large number of attribute lot
sampling plans that cover a .wtde range of neede, it la aometines
necessary to.coqstruct a sampling plan that Is not given in the
etandard.
OC curvee for such eampling plans mey be constructed
When sampling from a lot of
usi’ng the formulaa given below.
diecrete units to inspect for defectlves”; the l,deal distribution
function for constructing the OC fcrmula ia ‘the hypergeomecric
distribution.
larger than
However, when lot ‘size is sufficiently
the eample size, the binomial distribution
offers a good approximation to. the hypergenmetric
distribution
and ia eaaier to calculate.
Although it offers these advantages,
the binomial “distribution
itself becomes lengthy to calculate as the acceptance number increaaea.
If the lot percent defective is leas than 10% and the
acceptance number ie not less than 15, this lengthy calculation
can be.reduced by using the Poieaon distribution
aa an approximatinn :to the binomial distribution.
(The method of computing OC
values in MIL-sTD-105 la given at the bottom of the first page of
each Table X-A through Table X-R.)
Specific recommendation
on
lot size and sample size ranges to use in order for the above
approximations
to be good are shown in the fnllowing table of
,formulas.
The Poiaaon distribution
should be used in all cases
when conatructifig a sampling plan to inspect for defects.
For
each of these diatributiona,
the probability
nf accepting the lot
or batch, Pa, is plotted against p, the population fraction defective, to nbtain the OC curve.
In the case of the hypergeometric
distribution, P-DIN (where D la the number nf defective
in the
lot and N ie the lot size) and takea on only the N+l possible
valuea of D inacead of all real values between O and 1. Eence,
a hypergeometric OC curve ia not a curve at all, but a series of
apikea protruding from the horizontal’ axie to a height of Pa(p).
It ehould aleo be pointed out that the horizontal axis need not
be meanured tn terms of p, as it <a customirtly
for the continuous
binomial and Poisson OC curves, but can alao be measured in terms
of D, the number of defective
in the lot.
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TABLE OF OPERATING

CHARACTERISTIC
Density

Distribution

Probability

Hypergeometric

P(X).=(2) (H=l?)
(g)

(OC) FORMULAS
Function

Recommended
Condiclone for “Uee
l.l~en

where

N= lot size
D= number of defects in iot
.n= sample eize
x,? number of defects in eample
P(x): Probability
that a sample Will have x ~
defective
when the e?mple ie Of Size.
n and 1s selected et random from a lot
of sLze N with D defe”ctives.

Binomial

P(x)=

where “p.=population
All others
Poisson

N> 8n

(%) p=(l-P)n-x

frac”tion defective. O~p~l.
bame ae for hypergeometric.
N>8n
n715
p:.lo

P(x)-. (up) e-rip
x!

c

where

p- population

fraction

defective,

O<p<l
—-

or
p- average

defects

per unit,

O~p<=

OC FORNULAS
Single

Sampling

Pa = x~oP(x)

.,

where

P = probability
of lot acceptance
t!?-acceptance number of the sampliug plan
P,(F)rn&Zp~geometric’, binomial,
or poissOn
probability d~~fii~ctiou

Double

Sampling’

‘

.,

where c - acceptance number for f%rat semple
1
r- rejection number for flxst eample
1
acceptance number for second sample
c2
(defects OF defective
%n first.and
eecond samples must nOt exceed t~
number )
number of defects in second sample
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S.xsmPle B-1.
Single Sampling Plan.
A sample of size n-12 is to be
drawn from a lot of size 100.
Since the lot size is over eight timee
the sample size. the binomial distribution
function is used to construct the OC curve of the sampling plan.
The acceptance number is
two : N-1OO, n-12, c-2.
2
Pa- g-.
I

(42)PX{1-P)12-X

-

+ 12p (1-p)l: + 66p2(l-p)lo.

(1-P)12
..

At p=.06,p@-(1-.06)12+12(.06)(l-

.06)11+66L06

)2(l-.06)10=

.9684

Example B-2.
Double S’ampling Plan.
A double eampling plan is used
to inepect.a lot of size 200.
The size of the first sample ie eight
(nl-8); the size of the.second sample is six (n2=6); the acceptance
number for the first sample ie one (cl-l); the rejection number for
the first sample is four (rl-4); and the acceptance number for the
second sample 10 four (c2-4).” The Poisson distribution 1s used to
calculate the OC curve.
4-x
~ ~6plje-6P

j-o
-. e ‘8p[l+8p]
+@_#3

+e -8p

[*2{

{l+6p}&-6p

1+6P

+

j.

1

..

*2} ‘-6P

].

At p- .00,
-8(.08

Pa= e‘8(.06)[1+8(.08)]+e
-6(.08)
e

~,

[8( 08~12{l+~++L2}e
i

s ~:QO

]3{ 1+6(.08)}e

-6(.08)

6“.

=

.5273

[1.64] + .5273[.2048

-6(.08)

;

{1.5952}

1

,6188 + .0437 {1.48)

.6188]

= .99’25
-.

-. —+.-

~!k above exampleti-”a?k gi%~ii ;cil.elyto illuEkiite
‘tti#i””c=mputri”tion
of
verious typee of OC curves.
They ere not given, especially in the
case of Example B-2, to illustrate a “well constructed sampling plen.

/ ,/
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APPENDIX

C:

NORMAL-TIGHTENED

OC CURVES

AND TABLES

FOR M1L-STD-105

This appendix provides OC curves and tables for the” normaltightened $amplfng schemes that are required by FSIL-STD-105 (eee
OC curves and tables for normal-tightened-reduced
sampSection 26).
have not been provided here becauae MIL-STD-”105 doea not
ling schemes
The tablea and cha~ts presented here are
require reduced sampling.
patterned after Charts A through R and Tables .X-A-l through X-R-1
in MIL-STD-105.
Tables which give acceptance. retest, and rejection
numbers for each sampling scheme are nnt ‘given here since such tables
would simply repeat information already included in I4IL-STD-105.”
The OC charts and tables “given here essume”that “if ten consecutive
-iota come under tightened friepection, Inepectton fs euspended, action
Is taken to tmprove product quality, and .tnwpectton la resumed under
tightaned inspection
(ace Section 26.4).
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APPENDIX

D:

OTHER

NONCONFORMANCE

TERMINOLOGY

D.1O.1
Introduction.
The American,Soc%ety
for Quality Control
(ASQC) has developed terminology to describe nonconformance
of product
that 18 different frnm the nonconformance
terminology deecrtbed in
Section 3. ASQC sponeored the development
because many quality control/
quality aesurance prnfesaionale
felt that the changed terminology would
The
be’more ueable for them and more understandable
for the layman.
terminology of Section 3,.however, will. cont~~~%.be..uecd
in DOD
for the present. at leaat,’ aiuce making the’ change would be,coatly
and ttme consuming, requir%ng the revieibnsof many item specifications,
Never.theleaa, eince readere”
contracta, regulatioua, etandards, etc.
some ‘of it ia presented, below,
may encounter the ASQC terminology,
not only to acquaint readers with its content; but .alao to alert them
to the fact that certain words are used in both aeca of terminology,
but with different meaninge.
The fnur terms given below are related
to acceptance sampling and are found in AWSIIASQC Std. AZ-1978.
Further terms relating’to quality concrol ara found in AR,SI/ASQC Std.
A1-1978.
Notice that the definitions
for .nnnconformlty and nonconforming unit below are the definitions
of defect and defective in the
present DOD terminology and that defect and defective are giVC% new
dafinitiona.
A departure nf a quality characteristic
frOM “
D.1O.2
Nonconformity.
its. intended level or state that occurs vith h eeverfty sufficient to
cause an aeaociated product .OF service not to meet a specification
requirement:
COKNENT:” In some aituationa
specification
requirements coincide
with cua’tomer usage requirements
(ace definition of defect).
In
other aituationa they may not coincide,” being either more or less
stringent, or the exact relationship
between the ‘two may not be fully’.
known or understood.
When a quality characterifitic of a product or
service la ‘Ievaluatedt’ in terms of conformance
co specifications
reappropriate.
quirement,
the ut!e of tbe term nonconformity.le
Contractual obligatioua, at”ated or implicit, may be tnvolved
in certain
instances, but in others the specification
requirements may be purely
internal and set deliberately
tighter than the customer requirement.
D.1O.,3 Nohconfo’rming .Unit. “A uuic of product
at .leaat
uoucopf.orm,ity.
.,.. ,o~-e.
,$
COMMENT”:’ Sea comment

under

3.4.1,

or a$rvica

containing

Nonconformity.

NOTE : ifori atriugant aarnpling (e.g.,
ueed for those typaa of nonconformiti”es.
important.

emaller
which

AQL values) la u’aually
are. considered more

D.1O.4
Dafect.
A departure .of’a quality characteriatlc
from its.
inten’ded.level or state that occurs with a severity sufficient to
cauae an associated product or service not to aatiafy intended normal,
or reasonable foreae’e’able, usage requirements.
COMMENT:
Tbe word defect is appropriate
for use when a quality char- .
acteristic of a product or service is evaluated in terms of usage (aa
to specification).
contrasted CO conformance
104
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11.lo.s Defecti.v”e (De’fe”c”tive
Unit).
A unit of product or service
containing at least one defect, or having several imperfections
that
in combination cau6e the unit to fail to satisfy intended normal or
reasonably foreseeable usage requirements.
COf4HENT: The word defective is appropriate
for use when a unit of
product or service is evaluated in terms of customer usage (ae contrasted to conformance
to 8peciflcati0ns).

.

~,.

D.1O.6
Seriousness
Of “De”fe”c”te.‘lNSIjASQC Std. A1-1978 stetee that
defecte will generally be Cla88ified by degree of seriousness and
suggests the following poseible claesificatione
and classification
modifiers:
class

Modifier

Description

1

Very

Leade directly to severe
or catastrophic
economic

2

Serious

Leada directly
or eigniflcant

3

Major

Related to major probleme with respect
to intended normal or reasonably foreseeable usa.

Minor

Related to minor prOblems with reepect
to iutended normal or reasonably foreseeable use.

4

Serious

tnjury
leas.

to significant injury
economic l.oea.

I

//
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Acceptable quality level (AQL) - - - - - Acceptance number - - - - - - - - - - - Attribute s--------------Attributes inspection
- - - - - - - - - Average “outgoing quality (AOQ) - - - - - Average outgoing quality level (AOQL)
- AOQL table - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - Average sample number (ASN)
Averatze sample size (see average sample
number)- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -Batch

- - - - - - - --

- - - - ---

Classification
of defects
- - - - -.Consumer responsibility - - - - - - - COn~umerl~ risk-- - ~ - - -- -Constant interval sampling - - - - - Continuous sampling - - -’- - - - - ,Critical defect --- - - - - -.-,- - Critical defective - - - - - - - - - Curtailment of inspection
- - - -’- -

18ff,25,49,53,54,
56,60,67ff,76
15,16,51
gff
8ff,49
19
18,19,78
78
17,73
73

--

10,11

- - -- - - - - -

3’,67
47
19,23,75
34
11
3,4
4
41,75 “’

Defect - - - -- -- - - - - - --Defect (ASQC)
----.--------’Defective
- - - - - - - - - - - - - Defective (ASQC) -----------Defects per hundred units
- - - - - Defects per hundred units, estimate of
Discontinuance
of inspection - - - - Disposition of defective .prod,uct - - Double sampling plan - - - - - - -“ - -

3,53
- 104,105
-3,4,53
104,105
- - 4,5,44,”53
- 5
- - 59
- - 41,42
- - 15,70-75

Homo~eneity

- - 2

- - - - - - - - - - - --

Indexing’ of sampling plans - - - Indifference
llality - --- “- - - ------=
Inspection ---Inspection by attributes - - - - Inspection by CILI.SS - -’- - - - Inspection ~eve+--’’------- - - Inspection level, general
-“> - Inspection level, epecial
Inspection lot.or inspection batch
Inspection records,--,- -. - ---Inspection by variables
(variables
inspection)
- - - - - - - - - Isolated lot - - - - - - - - - - -

.3

--

- - - - 18ff,49
- - - - 18
---6
- - - - 13,49
- - - - 3,67-70
---50,51,54,55,79,80
- - - - 54,79
- - - - 55,80
- - - - 11
- - “- - 46,51
- - - - 8,9,10
- - - - 14,19,49,7.5.

Limiting quality (LQ) - - - - - - - - - - 18,1’9,25,76-7g
-----------’Lnt ---10-14
Lot inspection - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1o-14,49
Lot size - - - - - - - - -- - - ---”-11,12.51
/ ,,
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INDEX
defect - - - - - - - - ‘- ‘- defect (ASQC) ---- - - - - - - Major
de festive
------‘-----b
14in0r defect --------‘-----3,
Mtnor defect’ (ASQC)
----------Minor de festive
------‘-----L
Moving Inspection
lots - - - - - - - Multiple sampling plan - - - - --- - tfaj or

Major

c

‘“- -

3
105
105

- - -

12
16,70-75

Nonconformance
- - - - - - - - - - - - - Nonconforming
unit - - - - - - - - - - - Nonconformity
-----,
-------Normal Inspection
- - - - - - - - - - - -

2-5,104,105
104
104
29,50;56,58-60

Obvious defects
(defective)
- - - - - One hundred percent inspection
- - - - Operating characteristic
(OC) curve
- Operating characteristic
curve,
construction
of- ----------Operating characteristic
curve formulasOC curves, normal-tightened
- - - - - Original inspection
- - - - - - - - - -

-

42,51
,7,22
21,23-29,66,72

-

84-86
85,86
60,87-103
5

Percent defective
- - - Percant defective,
eatlmate
Preferred AQLs
- - - - Probability
of acceptance
Process average
- - - - Procees aversge, estimated
Producer’srisk
-----.”

-

- - - of - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------

-

-

-

/
Quality .chara”cteristice- - - - - - - - - Qualltyhfstnry
------------

5
5
54

18,23,84-86
5*43
43-45
19
2
45,46

31-33
- - - - - - - - - Rand&’nurnbe’rs
- -“Random sampling----------30,31,36-40
Reduced inspactfon
- - - - - - - - - - - - 29,30,50,55,63-66,72
Rejaction number - - - - - - - - -’- - - - 15.16
Rasponsibla .auth?rity
- - - - - --- - - - “47;S1,S5,S9,61-64,
66,68,69,7,9,80
Resubmitted
lots - - - - - - - - - - - - - 42,43

c

Sample-- - - --- - -- -Sample salection
- “- - - - - - - - Sample size
- - - - - - - - - - - Sample size co~i letter
- - - - - Sample size, double sampling plan- Sample size, multiple
sampling plan
Sample size, reduced tnspec”ti’on- - Sample size, tightened
inspection
Sampling inspection
- - - - - - - -

-

-

-

:0-40,51
15,51,s5
49,51,54,55
16,S5
16,55
30,55,66
30,58
7
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INDEX

PAGE

Sampling plan, attribute lot ------Sampling plan, selection of
----Sampling scheme - - - - - Severity of inspection - - - ---Sequential sampling - - - - ---Single sampling plan - - - - ---- - - Skip lot sampling - ----Stratified eampllng
- - - - ---Supplier’s reapouaibility
- ---Switching procedures - --- - - - - Switching procedures, uormal-tightened
Switching prncedurea, normal-reduced
Tightened
I

inspection-

Unit of product

- - -“-

-------

--------

---------- -------

---

------- -----

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - --

15
17,18,25,29
29
29,30
16
15,55
12-14
35
47”
- 29,30,58-60,63-65
- 56-60
.- 63-65
-

29,30,50,58-60

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

Variable -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Variables inapectlop - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Verification Iiepection
- - - - - - - - - - - - -

9
8-10
7*47
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